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Abstract 
Students often lack motivation to write because the writing process is difficult 
(Oldfather & Shanahan, 2007), writing is regularly taught through lecture and 
traditional exercises (Hidi & Boscolo 2007), and writing is typically assigned in 
school for assessment purposes, not to communicate (Nolan, 2007). Traditionally, 
teachers are the only audience students have to read their writing (Britton, Burgess, 
Martin, McLeod, & Rosen, 1975). The purpose of this qualitative case study was to 
explore and determine to what extent and how fifth grade students are motivated to 
write when they are provided with an outside audience via blogging. An examination 
of the data gathered from observations, student interviews, a classroom teacher 
interview, and document reviews of 19 fifth graders from one classroom in an upper 
middle-class suburban town in New England, resulted in three thematic connections: 
(1) students enjoyed writing blog posts; (2) students appreciated having an outside 
audience to read their writing; (3) and students appreciated having subject choice. 
Using Deci and Ryan’s Self-Determination Theory (1985), students were found to be 
intrinsically motivated to write blog posts when they were given an outside audience 
to read and respond to their writing. This study was significant because my findings 
indicate that when teachers provide an organized, predictably structured writing 
instruction environment, give their students the autonomy to write blog posts, allow 
subject choice, and offer their students an outside audience to read their writing, their 
students may become intrinsically motivated to write.  
Keywords: motivation, writing, blogging, outside audience, subject choice, autonomy 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
Students often lack motivation to write—they are not highly moved from 
within to write (Ames, 1990; Boscolo & Gelati, 2013; Bruning & Horn, 2000; Hidi & 
Boscolo, 2007; Routman, 2017). Their motivation to write dissipates as they advance 
through their K-12 education (Boscolo & Gelati, 2013; Hidi & Boscolo, 2007). Instead 
of focusing on motivating students to write, educators focus on improving student 
writing (Hidi & Boscolo, 2007). The majority of the writing students engage in serves 
the purpose of assessment (Hidi & Boscolo, 2007; Nolan, 2007), which does not 
necessarily motivate students to write.  
Traditionally, teachers are the only audience students have to read their writing 
(Atwell, 2015; Britton, Burgess, Martin, McLeod, & Rosen, 1975; Elbow, 2000; 
Flower & Hayes, 1981; Zemelman, Daniels, & Hyde, 2012). Research suggests that 
when writing, students should also have an audience beyond the classroom teacher to 
read their writing (Atwell, 2015; Britton et al., 1975; Calkins, 1994; Elbow, 2000; 
Flower & Hayes, 1981; Murray, 1984). When students use the tool of blogging to 
publish their writing, they are given the opportunity to have an authentic and instant 
audience beyond their classroom teacher with which to communicate (Magnifico, 
2010). When students blog for an audience beyond their classroom teacher, their 
motivation to write may be impacted.  
Motivation, to be moved from within, impacts performance and learning 
(Ames, 1990; Pintrich & Schunk, 1996; Wentzel & Miele, 2016; Zimmermann & 
Schenk, 2009) and is important to fostering lifelong learning. On average, students 
spend about 15,000 hours in their elementary through high school education (Deci, 
Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991); as a result, schools have a lot of time to create 
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students who are motivated to write. In this study, the researcher sought to determine 
whether students are internally moved to write when they publish their writing in a 
blog post rather than submitting a writing assignment to the classroom teacher. 
Definitions  
Motivation derives from “the Latin verb movere (to move)” (Pintrich & 
Schunk, 1996, p. 4). Motivation stems from having power derive from within (White, 
1959; DeCharmes, 1968) and “represents the internal force that moves us in a certain 
direction” (Dresel & Hall, 2013, p. 58). Ryan and Deci (2000b) wrote, “To be 
motivated means to be moved to do something. A person who feels no impetus or 
inspiration to act is thus characterized as unmotivated, whereas someone who is 
energized or activated toward an end is considered motivated” (p. 54). Ryan and Deci 
(2000b) argued that motivation is not unitary—one can have different types and levels 
of motivation. For the purpose of this study, motivation is defined as an internal force 
that moves students to write. 
Outside Audience. Writers often write for an audience (Murray, 1984). The 
importance of audience has been known from the time of Aristotle (Aristotle, 
n.d./2004). Morgan (2015) described an “outside audience” (p. 30) as an audience that 
is beyond the classroom teacher. Britton, Burgess, Martin, McLeod, and Rosen (1975) 
defined a sense of audience as “revealed by the manner in which the writer expresses a 
relationship with the reader in respect to his (the writer’s) understanding” (pp. 65-66). 
For the purpose of this study on students’ motivation to write, outside audience is used 
to describe those who read student writing that goes beyond the classroom teacher. 
This outside audience includes other students in the classroom who comment on 
students’ blog posts. 
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Student Blogging. In education, a blog is an online tool made popular in the 
21st century that gives students an outside audience (Atwell, 2015). Karchmer-Klein 
(2013) defined a blog as a virtual space “where writers share thoughts, ponder ideas, 
and pose questions using compilations of words, images, video, and audio” (p. 313). 
Richardson (2010) defined a blog as an “easily created, easily updatable Web site that 
allows an author (or authors) to publish instantly to the Internet from any Internet 
connection” (p. 17). For the purpose of my study, student blogging refers to websites 
that hold students’ published written work. The outside audience (as well as the 
student/ blog post author) are able to publish comments on the student blog posts. 
Problem Statement 
Many students in K-12 education are not motivated, or internally moved, to 
write (Ames, 1990; Boscolo & Gelati, 2013; Bruning & Horn, 2000; Hidi & Boscolo, 
2007; Routman, 2017). Since the time of Aristotle, it has been known that the 
relationship of the writer and audience can be meaningful for the writer to have 
motivation to write—if the audience is fake, the writing is disrupted (Newkirk, 
personal communication, 2018). Aristotle claimed that the audience is important for 
the writer to focus on to guide his/her writing (Aristotle, n.d./2004). Oftentimes 
students are not motivated to write (or they are motivated to write differently) when 
there is no outside audience beyond the classroom teacher to read their writing 
(Atwell, 2015; Britton et al., 1975; Zemelman et al., 2012). Schools typically use 
writing as a tool to assess rather than a tool to communicate (Bruning & Horm, 2000; 
Hidi & Boscolo, 2007; Nolan, 2007), which also inhibits motivating students to write. 
When students write an assignment for a teacher in order to receive a grade rather than 
writing for an outside audience, they may lack the motivation to write and the quality 
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of their writing may be limited as a result (Newkirk, personal communication, March 
1, 2018). When students do not have an audience beyond their classroom teacher to 
read their writing and fail to understand that writing is a tool to communicate, they 
may lack motivation to write. 
Even though many young elementary students are motivated to write, many 
become less motivated to write over time (Boscolo & Gelati, 2013; Hidi & Boscolo; 
2007). Boscolo and Gelati (2013) indicated that the manner in which teachers instruct 
writing impacts student motivation to write; Hidi and Boscolo (2007) wrote that 
traditional writing exercises oftentimes do not motivate students to write. Because the 
writing process is difficult, it is not easy for educators to motivate students to write 
(Bruning & Horn, 2000; Hidi & Boscolo, 2007; Oldfather & Shanahan, 2007). 
Students may lack motivation to write because writing is hard and many teachers do 
not use methods that are conducive to fostering motivation; however, there may be 
some solutions as well. 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to explore and determine to what extent and how 
fifth grade students are motivated to write when they are provided with an outside 
audience via blogging. Students who do not have an outside audience to read their 
writing may lack motivation to write (Bruning & Horn, 2000; Zemelman et al., 2012). 
When the only audience is the classroom teacher, “students are robbed of the rich and 
diverse audience, responses that build a writer’s skills and motivation” (Zemelman et 
al., 2012, p. 140). In order to develop motivation to write it is important to have 
“students write for a variety of audiences” (Bruning & Horn, 2000, p. 28). A 
conclusion drawn from a meta-analysis study of middle and high school students 
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indicated that students should write for a real audience beyond their classroom teacher 
so that they are motivated to write (Graham & Perin, 2007). After conducting a study 
of writing development in students ages 11 to 18, Britton et al. (1975) found that 
schools should provide opportunities for students to write for a wide audience beyond 
the classroom teacher such as parents, classmates, community members, etc.  
Research Question 
The guiding research question was: To what extent and how are fifth grade 
students motivated to write when they are provided with an outside audience via 
blogging? 
Rationale 
Examining the results of student motivation when blogging is used as a 
pedagogical tool to give them an outside audience is important for two reasons. First, 
most of the time when students write in school, the only audience they have to read 
their writing is their classroom teacher (Atwell, 2015; Cowie, 1984; Britton et al., 
1975; Elbow, 2000; Flower & Hayes, 1981; MacArthur et al., 2005; Zemelman et al., 
2012). It may be that student writers are more motivated to write if they have an 
audience that is larger than just their classroom teacher. To become successful writers, 
students need to know they have an audience beyond the classroom teacher; after they 
go through the writing process, their writing deserves to be shared publicly (Atwell, 
2015). This study examined how students are motivated to write if they are given an 
outside audience to read their writing beyond their classroom teacher via blogging. 
Second, because Wi-Fi and electronic devices have become ubiquitous 
(available for most students) in schools, many students are already blogging (Duke, 
Cauglhan, Juzwik, & Martin, 2012; Hicks, 2013; Magnifico, 2010). Not only does 
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blogging give students an outside audience, students “take on new literacies and see 
themselves as writers in ways that would be near impossible in a traditional classroom 
with traditional assignments” (Magnifico, 2010, p. 169) when they blog. When 
students blog, they learn how to use a popular digital platform used by many writers; 
therefore, they see themselves as real published writers (as I experienced in my 
classroom). What if students were given the opportunity to blog—to what extent and 
how would they be motivated to write? This study explored the impact of student 
blogging and outside audiences on student motivation to write. 
I chose to study fifth grade students’ motivation to write because I taught fifth 
grade for ten years and am passionate about this grade level. During the last three 
years of teaching fifth grade, my students wrote blog posts. Below is a blog post by a 
fifth grade student, Dylan. At the beginning of the school year, his mom was 
diagnosed with breast cancer. After he published his blog post, he soon received 48 
supportive comments from students in his class and parents of students in his class, as 
well as other students and adults around the country.  
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Figure 1. Dylan’s Blog Post 
(https://kidblog.org/class/MsSmalls2011-2012Class/posts/p75634:3371) 
Writing the blog post was therapeutic for Dylan, as was receiving comments 
from others. I believe Dylan was motivated to write blog posts; however, I have no 
data to support this claim. 
Role of Researcher and Researcher Assumptions 
The University of New Hampshire Literacy Institutes and Learning through 
Teaching programs immersed the researcher in experiencing and teaching literacy 
practices with passion. As a result, I encourage my students to become readers and 
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writers to learn without limits, as they accomplish their dreams and aspirations. In 
2008, while participating in the yearlong Powerful Learning Practice: Professional 
Learning for Connected Educators experience, I learned how to create a Personal 
Learning Network (PLN) to connect with other educators who pushed my thinking 
deeper. My students started to blog (and use a plethora of online learning tools), which 
gave them an outside audience to motivate them and to push their thinking deeper. 
Since becoming a connected educator who is globally connected with other 
educators to push my thinking deeper by raising issues to consider and asking 
challenging questions, I have practiced integrating my passion for teaching literacy 
with technology. After my students started to blog, I noticed that my fifth grade 
students wrote more often, and that the quality of my students’ writing appeared to 
increase. Through my observations, I hypothesized that my students’ motivation to 
write may have increased as a result of the outside audience facilitated through 
blogging. I currently present my classroom blogging experiences at conferences and in 
graduate courses; however, I lacked confirmation that an outside audience provided by 
blogging made a difference with regard to students’ motivation to write. I wanted to 
do research to determine whether my presumptions were correct or not; I wanted data 
to support or contradict my past classroom blogging experiences and to discover new 
aspects whether positive or negative. I wanted to learn more about the process. How is 
students’ motivation to write impacted as a result of the outside audience facilitated 
through blogging?   
Summary 
Many students lack motivation to write, and as they get older their motivation 
to write dissipates (Boscolo & Gelati, 2013; Hidi & Boscolo, 2007). Students may 
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lack motivation to write when they do not have an outside audience to read their 
writing (Bruning & Horn, 2000; Zemelman et al., 2012); therefore, teachers should 
give their students meaningful opportunities to write for an outside audience, which 
may increase their motivation to write (Boscolo & Gelati, 2013). When students 
publish their writing on a blog, they have a larger outside audience (Morgan, 2015), 
which may affect their motivation to write. 
For the purpose of this study, motivation is defined as being moved to write 
within a certain type and level, outside audience is used to describe an audience to 
read student writing in addition to the classroom teacher, and a student blog is 
considered a student website to hold his/her published written work. The purpose of 
this study was to explore and determine to what extent and how fifth grade students 
are motivated to write when provided with an outside audience via blogging. The 
research question guiding this study was: To what extent and how are fifth grade 
students motivated to write when they are provided with an outside audience via 
blogging? The next chapter delves more deeply into the literature. 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 
The purpose of this study was to analyze and determine what effect blogging 
has on fifth grade students’ motivation to write when provided with an outside 
audience. The guiding research question was: To what extent and how are fifth grade 
students motivated to write when they are provided with an outside audience via 
blogging? Bruning and Horn (2000) argued that in order to create good writers, it is 
important for students to possess motivation to write, and one way to achieve 
motivation to write is to write for an audience. Students who do not have an outside 
audience to read their writing may not be motivated to write (Britton, Burgess, Martin, 
McLeod, & Rosen, 1975; Bruning & Horn, 2000; Graham & Perin, 2007; Zemelman, 
Daniels, & Hyde, 2012). Many students are not motivated to write when their 
classroom teacher is the only audience to read their writing, as receiving a good grade 
is not motivating enough for them (Atwell, 2015; Britton et al., 1975; T. Newkirk, 
personal communication, 2018; Zemelman et al., 2012). But what if students are given 
the opportunity to blog as well as an outside audience beyond their classroom teacher 
to read their writing—to what extent and how will they be motivated to write? This 
research was conducted to answer that question. 
This review of literature begins with the introduction of the conceptual 
framework (Figure 2) designed to organize the study. The conceptual framework is 
divided into three constructs beginning with student blogging and followed by digital 
literacies. Next the construct of student blogging for an outside audience is discussed, 
which leads into writing instruction. Finally, this review of literature focuses on the 
third construct of motivation to write followed by the topic of Self-Determination 
Theory (SDT) (Ryan & Deci, 2016), which targets various aspects and causes of 
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motivation based upon human behavior. This theory was used as the theoretical 
framework for the study and is explained in depth. The review of literature concludes 
with information about the participants involved in the study. 
Conceptual Framework 
I wondered whether students’ motivation to write is impacted when they are 
provided with an outside audience to read their writing. One way to give students an 
outside audience is to allow and encourage students to blog.  
 
Figure 2. Conceptual Framework Used to Determine the Effect of Student Blogging 
and Outside Audience on Students’ Motivation to Write 
My conceptual framework illustrates my previous experience that when 
students publish their writing on a blog for anyone with an electronic device connected 
to the Internet to see (construct #1), an outside audience may read their writing 
(construct #2). As a result of student blogging for an outside audience, the researcher 
believes that students will be motivated to write (construct #3). I used this conceptual 
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framework to guide my qualitative study in order to determine whether my previous 
experiences could be repeated in a study. When students blog and an outside audience 
reads their writing, they will be motivated to write.  
Student Blogging 
A blog is an online tool popularized in the 21st century that makes it more 
conducive for students to have an audience beyond their teacher (Atwell, 2015). 
Karchmer-Klein (2013) defined a blog as a virtual space “where writers share 
thoughts, ponder ideas, and pose questions” (p. 313). Richardson (2010) defined a 
blog as an “easily created, easily updatable Web site that allows an author (or authors) 
to publish instantly to the Internet from any Internet connection” (p. 17). For the 
purpose of this study, a blog refers to a student website that publishes students’ written 
work. The outside audience (as well as the student/blog post author) is able to publish 
comments on the student blog posts. 
Many researchers acknowledge benefits when students blog. In his 
pedagogical discussion, Richardson (2010) proclaimed that the potential for students 
to learn is huge when they are encouraged to blog at school. When students blog, they 
are able to “construct, develop, sustain, and participate in global networks that render 
time and place less relevant” (Richardson, 2010, p. 9). The benefits of blogging move 
outside the classroom too (Sawmiller, 2010). When given a student blog, students can 
publish blog posts and collaborate with others at school, at home, or anywhere as long 
as they have a device connected to the Internet (Richardson, 2010; Sawmiller, 2010). 
When students have a blog, they are not limited in terms of when they can publish 
their learning. 
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When students publish their thoughts, ideas, and questions on their blog, they 
open up the possibility of connecting and collaborating with an outside audience who 
reads their writing and posts comments in a timely fashion (Atwell, 2015; Karchmer-
Klein, 2013; Magnifico, 2010; Read, 2006; Richardson, 2010; Sawmiller, 2010). 
Blogging gives students an outside audience beyond the teacher, parents, and even 
fellow classmates. A benefit of blogging is enhanced critical thinking because the 
student blogger’s audience may challenge the student blogger’s thinking by asking 
questions (Sawmiller, 2010). These blog comments serve as a conversation and may 
push the writer’s thinking deeper and/or answer their questions. “Comments are a 
more powerful motivator of student writing in blogs, especially when those comments 
come from sources from outside of the classroom walls” (Richardson, 2010, p. 17). 
Students who blog get feedback from a wide audience from around the world, not just 
from the classroom teacher. Blogging gives students a “real and immediate” audience 
(Magnifico, 2010, p. 168) through the comments they receive. Blogging makes writing 
“authentic and applicable” (Sawmiller, 2010, p. 47), which may motivate students to 
write more than a traditional writing assignment when collaboration is fostered.  
Due to the outside audience blogging affords students, they can compare and 
contrast their lives with their audience (Read, 2006). Petersen (2018) indicated that 
blogging gives students the ability to connect with other students who share common 
interests. She proclaimed, “this is especially valuable when their white, middle class 
teachers cannot” (Meg Petersen, personal communication, September 26, 2018). When 
teachers are not able to connect with their students’ writing they can encourage their 
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students to blog, which will give them an opportunity to find an audience with whom 
to connect. 
Blogging is easy for students. Posts can be short and therefore less intimidating 
for students to write, and it affords them to use the writing tools they have acquired 
(Read, 2006). Sharing their writing can be intimidating for students; however, 
blogging can be beneficial because it puts some separation between the student and the 
audience (Read, 2006). Blogging supports students who learn differently, as it can 
individualize their instruction (Richardson, 2010; Sawmiller, 2010). Blogging is a tool 
that students with various writing abilities can utilize to publish their writing and 
receive an outside audience. 
A global audience is available to students when they publish blog posts; as a 
result, students automatically write with greater attention (Howard, 2011). Before her 
students started to write blog posts, Howard (2011) had a difficult time luring them to 
write well. When her students started to write blog posts, they began to pause during 
their writing process to ponder whether or not their outside audience would 
comprehend their intended message. Because blogging gives the writer an outside 
audience, the writer may have an easier time conversing with the reader, hence, 
improving the quality of writing (Sawmiller, 2010). When students blog, they may be 
more motivated to write better because they are able to think about audience and 
realize that anyone can see their published work.  
Through activities such as classroom blogging, “the Internet has created a 
more democratic world for writing and has made it much easier for writers to find an 
audience” (Fletcher, 2013, p. 180). While writing for an audience is important to 
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writers, it is not always easy to obtain. Magnifico (2010) wrote that students are no 
longer “constrained to reading printed material and writing primarily for their teachers 
in school settings—they can (and many do) write as part of greater literate and literary 
communities” (pp. 168-169). When students write and publish posts on their own 
blog, they join a large community of writers. Not only do they have an outside 
audience, they become real published writers! When students publish blog posts, they 
create digital archives that document their learning process and allow the blogger’s 
audience to see previous blog posts written by the blogger (Richardson, 2010; 
Sawmiller, 2010). When students blog, they create a digital portfolio to which they 
can go back and reflect on their work in the future. 
Blogging assists students to become experts in various subjects (Richardson, 
2010). When students blog, they read and write “informational text because they want 
or need to know something—not because the teacher told them to and not to earn a 
sticker. They are reading and writing for real-world purposes” (Duke, Cauglhan, 
Juzwik, and Martin, 2012, p. 35). Blog posts allow students to select the subjects in 
which they write (Atwell, 2015; Read, 2006), which may increase their motivation to 
write because they can write about their passions. When students blog, they can 
creatively design and format the layout of their blog posts, which student writers can 
find entertaining (Read, 2006). When students enjoy writing blog posts, they are more 
likely to write more often, which may also boost their writing ability.  
Blogging can boost motivation by capitalizing on students’ passions, give all 
students (even quiet ones) a voice, and instantly publish posts for the world to see 
(Sawmiller, 2010); as a result, “motivation drives success” (Sawmiller, 2010, p. 46). 
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When students are motivated to write they often “spend more time and effort on the 
writing process” (Sawmiller, 2010, p. 46), which facilitates thinking deeply and 
reflecting. Because a blog instantly gives the writer a global audience, writers are 
much more motivated to write and the quality of their writing improves as well 
(Sawmiller, 2010). Regardless of their grade level, when students blog they “show 
more interest in their work” (Richardson, 2010, p. 28). Blogging encourages students 
to spend more time on the writing process, which increases their motivation and 
perhaps their ability to write.  
McGrail and Davis (2011) wrote, “The use of blogs in classrooms represents a 
new approach to teaching writing that is developing and changing daily” (p. 415). 
Blogging is a vehicle for interacting and communicating. In their qualitative study to 
determine how blogging at the elementary level impacts writing development, 
including “attitude, content, voice, connections and relationships, thinking, and craft" 
(p. 415), McGrail and Davis also found that when students blogged, their awareness of 
and gratitude for audience heightened. “Blogging presents a worthwhile enhancement 
to typical and well-established ways of teaching writing” (McGrail & Davis, 2011, p. 
433). Blogging encourages students to be aware of their audience, which may help 
motivate them as well as making them better writers.  
Digital literacies. 
A result of the advent of digital literacies is that more people are writing 
(Brandt, 2015; Gee, 2010). Many Americans now write more than they read, and 
according to Brandt (2015) we are “now entering an era of deep writing” (p. 160). 
This massive development in literacy encourages writers to learn to write via social 
networking sites and oftentimes to act as editors and/or outside audiences for one 
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another (Brandt, 2015). In his discussion about digital literacies changing the 
landscape of writing, Gee (2010) observed that the proportion of those who participate 
in material production rather than just spectating is increasing because not just 
professionals, but everyone can share their knowledge publicly. This is true for the 
world of education as well. Students can share their knowledge publicly. 
The Internet and digital tools impact K-12 education. Students are now able to 
communicate through “animated graphics, video, digitized pronunciations, 
hyperlinks” (Karchmer, 2001, p. 442). This increases the importance of digital literacy 
skills, which is why it is essential for teachers to adapt the way they teach literacy. 
When teachers give students the opportunity to blog, students learn vital digital 
literacy skills that may not only increase their motivation to write but also help 
students to communicate productively. 
According to the National Council of Teachers of English (2013), active, 
successful participants in this 21st century global society must be able to: 
 Develop proficiency and fluency with the tools of technology; 
 Build intentional cross-cultural connections and relationships with others so as 
to pose and solve problems collaboratively and strengthen independent 
thought; 
 Design and share information for global communities to meet a variety of 
purposes; 
 Manage, analyze, and synthesize multiple streams of simultaneous 
information; 
 Create, critique, analyze, and evaluate multimedia texts; 
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 Attend to the ethical responsibilities required by these complex environments 
(National Council of Teachers of English, 2013).  
When teachers use student blogs (and other digital literacies), all of these 
standards are addressed. When students blog they learn how to use technology, as 
blogging is conducted via technology. Blogging helps students connect with an 
authentic audience, possibly around the world. The audience can comment on the blog 
to give specific praise as well as feedback that pushes thinking deeper.  
Using digital literacies in the classroom is not about the tool (Eidman-Aadahl, 
2013; Hicks, 2009). Eidman-Aadahl argued that “the real core of learning to write and 
teaching writing isn’t actually about the tool. It’s actually about what you’re going to 
do with the tool” (5:56). Therefore, blogging in classrooms is not about blogging as a 
tool; but, blogging is a tool that can be used to teach writing. If teachers give students 
an authentic purpose to write coupled with relevant use of technology (e.g., blogging), 
students will write for a real reason and “we can have them engaged in a digital 
writing process that focuses first on the writer, then on the writing, and lastly on the 
technology” (Hicks, 2009, p. 8). Although a lot of focus has been put on technology 
use, it is not all about the technology. The technology is only the tool. Facilitating 
students’ reading and writing in authentic experiences helps build student motivation 
and success. Use of digital tools in the classroom results in a plethora of benefits; 
however, not all teachers give their students opportunities to use digital tools in the 
classroom. 
While digital literacies are prevalent in education, some teachers still resist the 
use of technology in their classrooms. Of those who resist allowing students to use 
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technology in writing, “the question is no longer whether we should use technology to 
teach writing; instead we must focus on the many ways we must use technology to 
teach writing” (Hicks, 2013, p. 2). Teachers can encourage their students to read and 
write through the use of technology. Even though digital literacies can be bewildering, 
they are important for students to be literate in this world (Hicks, 2013). Teachers 
need to adapt their practice and teach writing with technology; if not, it is a huge 
disservice to students (Hicks, 2013; Sawmiller, 2010; Yancey, 2009). Because 
students have and use technological tools, the curriculum should adapt accordingly 
(Dyson, 2003). When teachers encourage their students to blog, it achieves this goal. 
Human beings have evolved as communicators (Eidman-Aadahl, 2013). At 
first a writer wrote the words, an editor edited the words, and a publisher published, 
marketed, and dispersed the work. Now, the writer has control and can use digital 
tools to be the editor and publisher as well (Eidman-Aadahl, 2013). Once the work has 
been published by a digital tool on the Internet, the writer can connect with readers 
and collaborate to push thinking deeper. According to Mills (2010), when digital 
literacies are implemented in the classroom, magnificent gains in student motivation 
and learning are seen.  
Summary. 
Student blogging presents many benefits. It is easy (Richardson, 2010; 
Sawmiller, 2010) and students are given the opportunity to have an outside audience 
to read their writing (Atwell, 2015; Karchmer-Klein, 2013; Magnifico, 2010; Read, 
2006; Richardson, 2010; Sawmiller, 2010). They pay more attention to their writing 
(Howard, 2011) and possibly improve their writing skills (Sawmiller, 2010). Blogging 
gives students the option to connect with other professionals besides their teacher 
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(Richardson, 2010) with whom they have connections (Karchmer-Klein, 2013; 
Petersen, personal communication, 2018). Students of various abilities inside and 
outside of the classroom can blog (Richardson, 2010; Sawmiller, 2010). When 
students blog, they go through the entire writing process and become published 
authors (Magnifico, 2010). Their blog gives them a digital archive to document their 
work as they gain digital literacy skills (Richardson, 2010; Sawmiller, 2010). When 
students blog, they are encouraged to write about their passions and not about an 
assignment in which they have no interest (Duke, Cauglhan, Juzwik, & Martin, 2012), 
which can impact their motivation to write (Sawmiller, 2010). Blogging respects 
students’ passion for technology (Sawmiller, 2010) and teaches digital literacy skills, 
which are essential in today’s digital world (Richardson, 2010).  
Student blogging is one of many digital literacy tools. In addition to blogging, 
students can write on websites and social media, as well as various other web-based 
platforms. For this study I elected to use blogs rather than other technology options 
because blogging most simulates how adult writers publish their writing online.   
The number of published writers who share their expertise has increased 
(Brandt, 2015; Gee, 2010; Hull & Stornaiuolo. 2014). When students learn and use 
digital literacy skills to communicate (Karchmer, 2001) while focusing on the writing 
and not the technology (Eidman-Aadahl, 2013; Hicks, 2009), their motivation to write 
increases (Mills, 2010). Because change is difficult for teachers, many resist teaching 
their students digital literacies; however, it is essential that they do so (Hicks, 2013; 
Sawmiller, 2010; and Yancey, 2009). Student writers have a larger audience than ever 
before, “conceivably addressing hundreds, even thousands of people, expanding not 
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just numbers but diversities” (Hull & Stornaiuolo, 2014, p. 17). The various audiences 
from near and far can read students’ writing and immediately join the conversation.  
Outside audience. 
Often writers write for a specific audience (Murray, 1984). From the time of 
Aristotle, the importance of audience has been known (Aristotle, n.d./2004). Morgan 
(2015) referenced an “outside audience” (p. 30) as being an audience beyond the 
classroom teacher. Britton, Burgess, Martin, McLeod, and Rosen (1975) defined a 
sense of audience as being “revealed by the manner in which the writer expresses a 
relationship with the reader in respect to his (the writer’s) understanding” (pp. 65-66). 
Elbow (2000) identified four types of audience. The first has some sort of authority 
over the writer, which can prevent students from enjoying writing. When writing for 
an audience with authority, students do not write to communicate; instead, they write 
for a grade. For the second type of audience, an audience of peers, the writer is writing 
to communicate to an audience who may be interested in the subject. The third type of 
audience is an audience of allies, those who care about the writer more than the piece 
of writing. The fourth type of audience is self as the only audience, which sometimes 
produces quality writing to eventually be shared with others even though the initial 
intention is just to write for oneself. For the purpose of my study, outside audience is 
used to describe viewers beyond the classroom teacher who read student writing and, 
according to Elbow’s (2000) second type of audience, when the reader is interested in 
the subject.  
According to their six-year study of 11- to 18-year-olds from 85 classrooms at 
65 schools, Britton et al. (1975) reported that teachers were typically the only audience 
for student writing. Cowie (1984) and MacArthur et al. (2005) concurred with this 
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finding. Britton et al. wrote that schools should create student writers who write for 
self-directed purposes as well as for an audience beyond the classroom teacher. 
Instead, the classroom teacher usually dictates the purpose and is the only audience. 
Students spend a lot of time and energy going through the writing process in order to 
complete the writing assignment and yet their teacher is the only person to read the 
work. This poses problems because the student/writer: (1) wants to make the 
audience/teacher happy; (2) realizes that the audience/teacher will judge the writing; 
and (3) knows their audience/ teacher knows more about the subject than the 
student/writer. In addition to being the only audience, the teacher was “also the sole 
arbiter, appraiser, grader and judge of the performance” (Britton et al., 1975, p. 64), 
which makes a grade the purpose for completing a writing assignment.  
In their study to discover whether and how adult writers think about their 
audience within the writing process, Flower and Hayes (1981) found that an audience 
can “jolt a writer into action” (p. 27). Quality writers spend time analyzing how they 
can connect with their reader through their writing, which results in concocting more 
ideas to satisfy the reader (Flower & Hayes, 1981). Murray (1984) argued that “good 
writing almost always seems to be a conversation between an individual writer and an 
individual reader. The writer has to anticipate where the reader is in that conversation 
and deliver the information the reader needs when the reader needs it” (p. 143). 
Calkins (1994) wrote, “as writers, what we all need more than anything else in the 
world is listeners, listeners who will respond with silent empathy, with sighs of 
recognition, with laughter and tears and questions and stories of their own. Writers 
need to be heard” (p. 15). Obtaining a sense of audience is critical for the writer to 
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produce meaningful and quality writing. Writers need to spend time thinking about 
their readers (Britton et al., 1975; Flower & Hayes, 1981; Murray, 1984; Calkins, 
1994) because good writers write for an audience.  
When writers know they have an outside audience with which to connect they 
have a purpose, as “real writers are trying to make a difference” (Wiggins, 2009, p. 
30); hence, they are more motivated to write. A writer’s audience should be a real 
audience, beyond the classroom teacher (Routman, 2017). Zemelman et al. (2012) 
wrote, “when the teacher is the only audience, students are robbed of the rich and 
diverse audience responses that build a writer’s skills and motivation” (p. 140). Since 
the advent of the Internet and affordable devices, students are no longer confined to 
writing solely for their teacher. Zemelman et al. observed that when writers have an 
outside audience that gives students responses, their motivation to write increases. 
Writers deserve a “sense of audience” (Atwell, 2015, p. 602) to know that 
someone beyond a classroom teacher will read their writing. Atwell (2015) wrote, “a 
sense of audience—knowing that someone beyond the teacher will read what students 
have written—is crucial” (p. 602). Regardless of writing ability, every writer deserves 
to be published (Atwell, 2015); all students can publish their writing for an outside 
audience. 
It is of the utmost importance for writers to have an audience beyond the 
classroom teacher (Deplit, 1988; Elbow, 2000; Duke et al., 2006). Delpit (1988) 
wrote, “the teacher cannot be the only expert in the classroom. To deny students their 
own expert knowledge is to disempower them” (p. 288). When students write for an 
outside audience, they are empowered because they are able to write about what they 
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are experts about. Elbow (2000) wrote that for writers, “audience and expected 
response have a huge influence on the experience of writing” (p. 28), so students 
deserve to have an outside audience to read their work. Duke, Purcell-Gates, Hall, and 
Tower (2006) wrote, “Audience is generally agreed to be a critical aspect of the 
writing process and product” (p. 352). When students write for an outside audience, 
they have a sense of authenticity and purpose as they go through the writing process. 
Summary. 
An important part of the writing process is to think about the audience; 
therefore, students should have an outside audience for which to write (Atwell, 2015; 
Britton et al., 1975; Calkins, 1994; Duke, Purcell-Gates, Hall, & Tower, 2006; Flower 
& Hayes, 1980; Murray, 1984; Routman, 2017; Wiggins, 2009; Zemelman et al., 
2012). Teachers can guide their students to write for an outside audience.  
Writing instruction. 
Bazermen et al. (2018) wrote that writing begins when one is young and 
develops throughout one’s life. “Writing is a productive and performative capacity, 
akin to craft. It requires an integration of muscle, mind, knowledge, language(s), tools, 
and social worlds that are themselves in dynamic change across time” (Bazerman et 
al., 2018, p. 4). Writing is complex; hence, there is no one writing development theory 
approved in education (Bazerman et al., 2018). It is not easy to write, and it is not easy 
to teach writing. Teachers are not as prepared to teach writing as they are to teach 
reading, and teachers typically have less time to teach writing than they do reading 
(Bazerman et al., 2018). 
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History of writing. 
According to Applebee (1976), the New England Primer was printed by 
Benjamin Harris sometime in the late 1680s and was printed for at least 100 years to 
help teach elementary students how to read and form neat letters. Writing was not 
taught explicitly as a subject in schools until the 1890s. In 1892, the Committee of Ten 
was created to form various committees that reported on how to best teach specific 
disciplines, including how to teach English. The committee consisted of five high 
school educators and five college educators. They deduced English as a core subject 
and noted that it should be taught for two reasons: (1) to encourage students to 
comprehend authors’ writing as well as to document their own thoughts via writing 
and (2) to create passionate readers who read quality literature (Applebee, 1976).  
In 1966, the Dartmouth Seminar was held for three weeks for the purpose of 
defining English and determining the best teaching practices for English (Donahue, 
2015a). A major impact of the Dartmouth Seminar was increased focus on the process 
of writing rather than the product, writing across the curriculum (not just for English 
class), as well as the introduction of the notion that thinking and meaning are created 
while writing (Donahue, 2015b). 
Gray (2000) founded the National Writing Project in 1974. Teachers 
participated in the workshops and wrote just as students would. Teachers who were 
selected for the Writing Project were respectful, willing to learn from others, and 
believed there was more than one way to teaching writing well (Gray, 2000). 
According to the National Writing Project & Nagin, (2006), the National Writing 
Project held that teachers teaching teachers is an effective form of professional 
development. Writing should be taught as a process and not a product, and it is 
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essential to teach writing in all subjects starting in kindergarten. All writers have 
strengths and weaknesses, and it is every teacher’s responsibility to find where every 
writer is and to help him/her become a better writer. Schools need to develop 
schoolwide writing assessments and offer professional development to all teachers, not 
just writing teachers (National Writing Project & Nagin, 2006).  
James Gray created a national network with hundreds of university and school 
partnerships that served as professional development sites for teachers (Jago, 2003; 
Lieberman & Wood, 2002). Teachers, via invitation, attend a five-week summer 
institute at the corresponding university (Lieberman & Wood, 2002). 
Skills-based writing instruction. 
The Writing Revolution, otherwise known as the Hochman Method, is a skills-
based method of instruction (Hochman & Wexler, 2017). Hochman and Wexler 
(2017) wrote that many American students, especially those who speak English as 
another language as well as those from low socioeconomic families, struggle to write 
well. They contended that communicating clearly is important for everyone and that 
schools have not taught writing well because teachers were not taught how to teach 
writing. Hochman and Wexler (2017) wrote that writing is an extremely difficult task 
and needs to be explicitly taught. They claimed that writing instruction needs to start 
in elementary school, and should focus on students planning, outlining, and drafting a 
grammatically correct sentence rather than writing quickly in large quantities. The 
Writing Revolution, around since the early 1990s, “provides a clear, coherent, 
evidence-based method of instruction that you can use no matter what subject or grade 
level you teach” (Hochman & Wexler, 2017, p. 31).  
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According to Rowe, “still under debate is whether early writing development 
involves a linear sequence of phrases and whether there is a developmental ordering of 
categories for writing forms, directional patterns, and other features of writing” 
(Rowe, 2018, p. 63). Rowe wrote that many researchers who observed young writers 
in controlled environments believe that there is an order of steps young writers must 
go through as they learn how to write. 
Goldstein (2017) described two approaches to teaching writing: one focuses on 
skills while the other focuses on the process. In process writing there are “activities 
like brainstorming, freewriting, journaling about one’s personal experiences and peer-
to-peer revision” (Goldstein, 2017, p. 3). Process writing does not focus on teaching 
grammar but rather focuses on the writer’s voice and passion for writing. The skills 
approach to teaching writing is a dramatically different approach that instead focuses 
on basic components of writing such as sentence construction. 
Process-based writing instruction. 
Teaching writing through the process of writing began in schools in the early 
1970s (Pritchard & Honeycutt, 2008). Writing is a process that starts when a writer 
begins to write about a subject and concludes when the writer has published the piece 
of writing (Graves, 2003). It consists of a process that includes selecting a topic, 
crafting a first draft, sharing the draft with others, and finally revising the draft. 
Writing “is also a process of developing a story or idea” (Calkins, 1994, p. 8). Murray 
(1984) wrote that writing is: 
the most disciplined form of thinking. It allows us to be precise, to 
stand back and examine what we have thought, to see what our words 
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really mean, to see if they stand up to our own critical eye, make sense, 
and will be understood by someone else (p. 4).  
According to Murray, writing is thinking on paper for someone else to 
comprehend. For the purpose of my study, writing is defined as going through the 
process (e.g. brainstorming, drafting, revising, and publishing) to document one’s 
developed thinking. Writing is oftentimes taught in schools as a single subject; 
however, it is taught across the curriculum as well.  
Hillocks (1995) wrote of three various modes of teaching writing: 
environmental, presentational, and natural. He explained that environmental writing 
instruction concocts environments to encourage students to actively learn difficult 
strategies that they would not be able to access without assistance. He described 
presentational writing instruction (otherwise known as traditional teaching) as 
information delivered from a textbook or lecture to the student before the student 
completes a writing assignment. Natural writing instruction, according to Hillocks, is 
the rejection of “the use of models, the assignment of topics for writing, and learning 
the ‘types’ or structures of writing such as the ‘paragraph’ or compare/contrast essay” 
(p. 56). He wrote that when students work independently they may not able to 
comprehend various aspects of the topic; however, when their teacher uses an 
environmental teaching mode by providing a lot of support and collaboration, students 
are able to learn beyond their independent level. According to Hillocks, students are 
able to learn at a higher level as a result of the learning environment created by the 
teacher and the collaboration of others, which can later be successfully used 
independently. Hillocks observed that environmental teaching assists students to enjoy 
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the thinking process as well as affording them confidence to take on issues beyond the 
classroom. When the writing process is modeled to students by teachers and students 
are given the opportunity to think about and compose writing that matters to them as 
well as people outside of the classroom, students have been exposed to environmental 
teaching.  
Students should select their own subjects in which to write, have long periods 
of time to write, have an outside audience to read their writing, and read like writers 
(Harwayne, 2001). Writing can be taught through a predictable format known as the 
writing workshop model (Atwell, 2015; Calkins, 1994; Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001; 
Graves, 2003; Harwayne, 2001; Hindley, 1996; Ray, 1999). The writing workshop 
commences when the teacher gathers her students for a short whole group lesson. 
Then students write independently while the teacher holds conferences with students. 
Finally, the writing workshop concludes when the class congregates once again to 
share their writing. The traditional method of teaching writing as classified by Atwell 
(2015), otherwise known as the presentational writing instruction method as classified 
by Hillocks (1995), focuses on the teacher and the assignment. In the workshop 
method the teacher adjusts her instruction to a lesson with the entire class and holds 
individual writing conferences to address individual needs (Atwell, 2015).  
Socio-cultural contexts of writing instruction. 
Delpit (1988) suggested that not all students can be taught in either “skills” or 
“process” manner; “black and poor children do not allow themselves to be placed in 
‘skills’ or ‘process’ boxes” (p. 296). Both approaches are important for all students 
because all students need to develop their own voices to be heard by the world. 
Petersen (2018) wrote, “Too often, ‘natural process’ teachers fail to scaffold the 
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necessary skill development into the workshop, assuming children will develop them 
independently, and more privileged children often do, because they have the kind of 
support that the school values in their homes” (personal communication, 2018). It is 
important for educators to teach their students to write in a manner that works for 
them. 
Spence (2010) created a “method of careful, understanding, and informed 
reading” (p. 634) for teachers to read the written work of students who are English 
Language Learners (ELLs), or “emergent bilinguals” (García & Kleifgen, 2010). 
Other scholars such as Petersen use this approach to read the written work of all 
students (M. Peterson, personal communication, 2018). Spence defined generous 
reading as “a phrase used informally to describe readings of law, patient therapy, 
literature, and student writing. It expresses the act of uncritically reading a text but 
does not denote a specific methodology for doing so” (Spence, 2010, p. 634). Using 
“generous reading” (Spence, 2010, p. 634) as an assessment tool can help ELLs before 
they are ready for a teacher to conduct a more judgmental reading. Spence suggested 
that “a student’s culture, home language, history, and social settings are foundational 
to writing instruction and must be built upon before writing can be further assessed for 
competence” (p. 634). Spence declared that when teachers generously read student 
writing, it can teach teachers so much about their students. “We can gain insights into 
the lives, thoughts, and writing process of students by looking carefully at how they 
socially construct their writing” (p. 641). Teachers can widen their outlook to all 
student writing when using generous reading.  
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Genre-based writing pedagogy is a writing instruction framework that 
encourages students to make choices to communicate clearly to their audience and can 
benefit all writers including emergent bilingual learners (Hamman-Ortiz, 2019). In the 
genre-based writing approach, students learn about unique aspects of the genre they 
are studying in order to apply the appropriate components to their writing.  
Students, especially those from a working class, come to school with different 
cultural experiences from their teachers’ (Newkirk, 2007). “Young boys may come 
with narrative affiliations— ‘violent’ video games, superheroes, sports heroes, 
professional wrestling—that may never have been part of their female teachers’ lives” 
(Newkirk, 2007, p. 547). Newkirk (2007) argued that teachers should not judge 
students who come from different backgrounds. When students are excited and driven 
to participate socially, they “use old resources from familiar practices and adapt them 
to enter into new ones” (Dyson, 2003, p. 106). Teachers should acknowledge the 
resources their students bring to school and understand where they come from outside 
of the classroom “so that they can establish the common ground necessary to help 
children differentiate and gain control over a wealth of symbolic tools and 
communicative practices” (Dyson, 2003, p. 107). Petersen wrote that she has learned 
to respect topics that are not interesting to her “such as football, cheerleading, video 
games, etc.” (personal communication, 2018). She realizes that her students believe 
these topics to be important and feels she should respect that. She wrote, “one can 
think about any of these [topics] in sophisticated ways that build our capacity for 
critical thinking and writing … we cannot think critically about things we don’t know 
and understand” (personal communication, 2018). In addition, encouraging her 
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students to write about subjects they are passionate and knowledgeable about allows 
her students to teach her and she can “subvert the traditional power dynamic of the 
classroom” (personal communication, 2018). It is important for teachers to encourage 
and support their students in writing about what they know. 
Gee (1989) described Discourse as the combination of  “saying (writing)—
doing—being—valuing—believing” (p. 6), and explained that Discourses “are ways 
of being in the world; they are forms of life which integrate words, acts, values, 
beliefs, attitudes, and social identities as well as gestures, glances, body positions, and 
clothes” (pp. 6-7). According to Gee, Discourses cannot be taught directly to students; 
however, teachers can practice with their students in order for students to learn the 
Discourse by doing it.  
Video game manuals are not easy to comprehend unless the reader has already 
experienced playing the game (Gee, 2010). The best way to learn how to play a video 
game is to actually play the video game! “School is too often about reading the manual 
before you get to play the game, if you ever do. This is not harmful for kids who have 
already played the game at home but is disastrous for those who have not” (Gee, 2010, 
p. 146). There may be ways to make it possible for all students to play the game.  
Even though learning to write is important, writing instruction is not taught 
adequately in our nation, as most writing occurs when students are being tested for 
what they have read, which is a huge disservice to students (Brandt, 2015). The 
National Commission on Writing in America’s Schools and Colleges (2003) wrote of 
the second “R”, writing, as the deserted part of school reform in America and called 
for a Writing Revolution. The report acknowledges that writing is an important skill 
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that everyone should learn. “Writing extends far beyond mastering grammar and 
punctuation. The ability to diagram a sentence does not make a good writer” (p. 13). 
The report includes five recommendations for creating passionate and skilled writers: 
“(1) a national writing agenda; (2) time to write; (3) the measurement of results; (4) 
technology; and (5) professional development” (p. 26). However, few changes were 
made a result of this report. “The Writing Revolution that was called for in this report 
was overtaken by a narrow focus on reading assessment in the aftermath of the NCLB 
legislation, and schools turned their focus to ‘open response’ writing in preparation for 
standardized tests (Cappiello, personal communication, 2019).” Although the Writing 
Revolution did not drive the intended change, three out the five recommendations may 
be relevant when students are encouraged to blog. Students may be given time to write 
the blog posts, they will use technology to do so, and a digital portfolio of their writing 
may be able to document their progress in writing.  
Weak writing performance has been an issue for a long time; in 1874, half of 
Harvard freshman did not pass the written entrance exam (Goldstein, 2017). The 
Common Core State Standards were implemented in 2010 to improve a massive 
deficit in writing, but there is no data to indicate many gains (Goldstein, 2017). Many 
college freshmen across the country still struggle to write well. One cause for poor 
writing skills can be attributed to the lack of teacher training in writing (Goldstein, 
2017). Teachers should practice writing themselves besides learning educational 
writing pedagogy in order to teach their students how to write well. Brandt’s (2015) 
study indicated that writing is a process. Writing is created. Writing in the classroom 
takes place far too seldom, mostly when students are tested for reading and/or 
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listening comprehension. Brandt wrote that schools could help society by creating 
writers for civic purposes if they spent more time on writing instruction. In addition to 
receiving professional development to improve their writing instruction, teachers 
should give their students more time to write.  
It is important for the real writer to write on a topic of his/her choice (Duke, 
Purcell-Gates, Hall, & Tower, 2006; Graves, 2003; Murry, Newkirk, & Miller, 2009). 
Graves (2003) wrote that his data indicated that student writers should self-select their 
own subjects in which to write because “a child writes about a topic because he thinks 
he knows something about it” (p. 21). It is important for the student writer to select his 
own topic because “it is the responsibility of the student to explore his own world with 
his own language, to discover his own meaning. The teacher supports but does not 
direct this expedition to the student’s own truth” (Murray, Newkirk, & Miller, 2009, p. 
4). 
It is essential to “consider social class, class inequity, and the insidious ways in 
which classism penetrates curriculum, pedagogy, and experience of schooling” (Jones 
& Vagle, 2013, p. 130). Educators should be sensitive to class with regard to school 
policies and practices to ensure that everyone has access to “dignified education and 
meaningful educational opportunities for working-class and poor children and youth 
of all races and ethnicities” (Jones & Vagle, 2013, p. 130). It is a disservice when 
teachers view students from middle-class families as able to grow as writers while 
children who are from working-class families and/or not white are not able and/or not 
worthy. Petersen (2018) wrote that “classism isn’t always conscious and can manifest 
itself in subtle ways” (personal communication, 2018). Teachers can subtly respond to 
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students’ subject choices and not even be aware of their response (Petersen, personal 
communication, 2018). Teachers can push away from “perceptions of bodies that 
simply mirror and produce the inequalities of the social, economic, and political world 
outside of school” (Jones & Vagle, 2013, p. 135). Instead, teachers can create positive 
learning environments while being sensitive to class.   
Summary. 
Writing can be taught in a plethora of ways: environmental writing instruction 
as a way for students to learn various strategies they cannot learn independently, 
presentational writing instruction as the teacher lectures and assigns traditional writing 
tasks, and natural writing instruction as the complete rejection of traditional writing 
assignments (Hillocks, 1995). The writing workshop is a predictable format that 
includes a mini-lesson, a time for independent writing (while the teacher holds an 
independent conference with students), as well as a time for writers to share their 
writing (Atwell, 2015; Calkins, 1994; Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001; Graves, 2003; 
Harwayne, 2001; Hindley, 1996; Ray, 1999).  
Process writing can be comparable to the writing workshop approach, while 
the skills approach to teaching writing focuses on basic aspects of writing (Goldstein, 
2017). Children from low socioeconomic families as well as children of color benefit 
from both process and skills approaches to writing instruction (Delpit, 1988). 
Educators should ensure that everyone has access to a quality education regardless of 
class, race, and ethnicity (Jones & Vagle, 2013).  
Writing is an essential skill all students need to learn. Across America, 
teachers should be given professional development to teach writing. Students should 
be given ample time to write and should use technology to write, and the writing 
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results should be measured (National Commission on Writing in America’s Schools 
and Colleges, 2003). Finally, students should be allowed to write about topics they 
want to write about (Atwell, 2015; Duke, Purcell-Gates, Hall, & Tower, 2006; Graves, 
2003; Murray, Newkirk, & Miller, 2009). This can help students become more 
motivated to write. 
Motivation to write. 
The derivation of motivation is “from the Latin verb movere (to move)” 
(Pintrich & Schunk, 1996, p. 4). Motivation stems from having power derived from 
within (White, 1959; DeCharmes, 1968) and “represents the internal force that moves 
us in a certain direction” (Dresel & Hall, 2013, p. 58). For the purpose of my study, 
motivation is defined as varying degrees of being moved to write.  
Motivation has a profound impact on learning and performance (Ames, 1990; 
Pintrich & Schunk, 1996; Wentzel & Miele, 2016; Zimmermann & Schenk, 2009) and 
is essential to students becoming lifelong learners. Students typically spend about 
15,000 hours in their K-12 education (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991); 
therefore, schools have a lot of time to foster passionate students who are motivated to 
write. Motivating students to write is difficult because writing is a complicated process 
(Ames, 1990; Bruning & Horn, 2000; Hidi & Boscolo, 2007; Oldfather & Shanahan, 
2007). Writing is “a complex, protracted, problem-solving task in which motivation is 
critical but difficult to establish and maintain” (Bruning & Horn, 2000, p. 34). Writing 
is thinking—and thinking is not easy (Oldfather & Shanahan, 2007)! Not only is 
writing a complex process, but many students lack motivation to write when they 
write in school because they write for a grade, which can cause angst rather than 
motivation (Hidi & Boscolo, 2007; Nolan, 2007; Oldfather & Shanahan, 2007). 
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Regardless of the fact that motivation to write is tedious to attain, it is essential to the 
process (Bruning & Horn, 2000; Lipstein & Renninger, 2007; Zimmermann & 
Kitsantas, 2007). Yet according to teachers, motivating students to write is one of the 
biggest problems they face (Ames, 1990). Teaching practice plays a major role in 
motivating students to write. 
It is important for teachers to understand that students can develop motivation 
to write, though the development vacillates (Lipstein & Renninger, 2007). Teaching 
writing through lecture and traditional writing exercises does not create motivated 
writers (Hidi & Boscolo, 2007; Zimmermann & Kitsantas, 2007). To motivate to 
students to write, teachers need to use effective pedagogical practices (Ames, 1990; 
Lipstein & Renninger, 2007) that are not always fast and easy to implement. To 
develop motivated writers, Bruning and Horn (2000) described four important 
elements. Students need to: (1) understand the power of writing, the writing process, 
and to build confidence as writers; (2) have relevant writing goals, authentic writing 
purposes, and to develop their voice for an audience; (3) receive support and feedback 
on their writing goals; and (4) address negative perceptions about writing, understand 
that the writing process is difficult, and learn productive writing habits. These four 
steps can be difficult for teachers to embrace and follow through on because it takes a 
lot of knowledge and planning on the teacher’s part in addition to class time (which is 
limited) in order to implement. However, the steps are essential to create motivated 
writers. 
Teachers should give students feedback on their writing in order to motivate 
them to write (Bruning & Horn, 2000; Lipstein & Renninger, 2007; Nolan, 2007). 
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Students who do not receive feedback on their writing lack motivation to write, while 
students who receive positive feedback on their writing are more motivated to write 
(Lipstein & Renninger, 2007). When fellow students and the classroom teacher serve 
as an audience to offer feedback that the writer can choose to accept or reject, they are 
more motivated to write (Nolan, 2007). Teacher feedback not only increases student 
motivation to write but also helps to improve student writing.  
To create successful writers, students need motivation to write (Zimmermann 
& Kitsantas, 2007). According to a study of 84 high school females, Zimmermann and 
Kitsantas (2007) found that in addition to understanding grammar and having a good 
vocabulary, good writers need the motivation to write because writing requires vast 
amounts of effort to go through the entire writing process. Becoming a good writer 
requires controlling one’s actions by allotting time and energy to go through the 
writing process so that the piece of writing communicates effectively. As writers 
improve throughout the writing process they start to enjoy the craft of writing, which 
increases motivation. 
When students are given the option to select their own writing topic they are 
motivated to write; as a result, they make more progress than unmotivated students 
(Zimmermann & Kitsantas, 1999). Routman (2017) wrote, “If we really want to 
motivate students to learn deeply and become self-determining learners, we need to 
stop wasting their time … we develop stamina working on what we value, what we 
love, and what we believe we can achieve” (p. 350). In order to motivate students to 
write, teachers need to let them write about subjects that matter to them (Routman, 
2017). When students are given opportunities to write for pleasure, they perceive 
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themselves as more competent writers and thus become able to persevere more when 
writing becomes difficult (Hidi & Boscolo, 2007). Data from two longitudinal studies 
suggested that to create motivation to write in elementary classrooms, students should 
be allowed to choose their own subjects to write about (Nolan, 2007). Although the 
classroom teacher may set some parameters on the writing assignment (e.g., genre), 
the student writer should be afforded choice to express him/herself through passion 
and creativity. Finally, the published pieces of writing are available for other 
classmates and family members to give students an outside audience with whom they 
can communicate.  
According to Hidi and Boscolo (2007), writing is typically taught within its 
own subject area rather than being connected to other disciplines. Because writing is 
often taught in isolation, the benefits that writing encourages (deep thinking and 
communicating with others) are often ignored (Hidi & Boscolo, 2007). Writing 
outside of school is social (Nolan, 2007). Writers compose emails, text messages, 
journals, etc. When teachers encourage writing in school to become social, “interests 
can develop and spread through shared experiences of exploration, communication, 
and enjoyment” (Nolan, 2007, p. 242). Writing is taught as communication and the 
ability to express oneself, which can increase motivation. 
In his study, Abrams (2018) found that class also affects a student’s motivation 
to write. The two male students in the study belonged to the class typical of their 
school’s population (upper middle class) and were more motivated to write in school. 
The two female students in the study did not belong to the class typical of the school’s 
population and were less motivated to write because the school did not connect to their 
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motivations, which made them feel as though they did not conform to what was 
expected. The female students “were alienated at MRHS, an alienation that has 
distanced them from the writing motivation characteristic” (Abrams, 2018, p. 129) of 
the two upper class students.   
Summary. 
Motivation, an internal desire to make a movement (Dresel & Hall, 2013) 
affects learning and performance (Ames, 1990; Pintrich & Schunk, 1996; Wentzel & 
Miele, 2016; Zimmermann & Schenk, 2009). In my study, motivation is defined as an 
internal force that moves students to write. Motivated writers appreciate writing and 
write to communicate (Boscolo & Gelati, 2013). Because the writing process is 
complicated, it can be difficult for educators to motivate students to write (Bruning & 
Horn, 2000; Hidi & Boscolo, 2007; Oldfather & Shanahan, 2007). When students are 
able to choose their own topic about which to write, they have more motivation (Hidi 
& Boscolo, 2007; Routman, 2017; Zimmermann & Kitsantas, 1999). When students 
have an outside audience, their motivation to write increases (Routman, 2017). 
Educators need to deliver effective pedagogical practices to motivate students to write 
(Ames, 1990; Bruning & Horn, 2000; Lipstein & Renninger, 2007). Students learn to 
understand the writing process to build confidence, obtain appropriate writing goals to 
develop their voice as a writer, receive teacher feedback on the corresponding writing 
goals, and foster positive writing perceptions (Bruning & Horn, 2000).  
Good writers are motivated to write (Zimmermann & Kitsantas, 2007). 
Oftentimes schools use writing as a tool to assess rather than as a tool to communicate 
(Hidi & Boscolo, 2007; Nolan, 2007). Traditional writing exercises, such as writing to 
a prompt, do not motivate students to write (Hidi & Boscolo, 2007) in the way that 
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writing for a purpose that interests the student motivates them. Writing in school 
should become more social, as it is outside of school for those who use social media 
and/or for professional writers (Nolan, 2007). When writing becomes social, 
relationships can be fostered. When students have positive relationships with their 
teachers, they are more motivated to write (Abrams, 2018). To determine how to 
measure motivation to write, the researcher used the Self-Determination Theory 
framework. 
Self-Determination Theory 
Self-Determination Theory (SDT) is a framework used in studies about 
motivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985) that was used as the theoretical framework for this 
study. This framework was selected because it involves multiple levels of motivation 
rather than only intrinsic and extrinsic levels of motivation. Ryan and Deci (2016) 
created SDT to focus “on the sources and types of motivation behind people’s actions” 
(p. 98). According to SDT, humans have three psychological needs: autonomy, 
competence, and relatedness (Ryan & Deci, 2000a). When one of these three needs is 
unmet, motivation is negatively impacted. Individuals are self-determined when they 
are able to make their own choices, hold themselves accountable for their own 
strengths and weaknesses, and individually fulfill their needs while being connected 
with greater forces (Pintrich & Schunk, 1996). Autonomy, competence, and 
relatedness are discussed below.  
Autonomy. 
Autonomy is one of three human psychological needs and plays a big part in 
SDT (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991). When controlled, a student is not 
self-determined and is instead compliant or defiant; however, when given autonomy, a 
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student can be self-determined. “Etymologically the term autonomy means to act in 
accord with one’s self—it means feeling free and volitional in one’s actions” (Deci & 
Flaste, 1996, p. 2). When one has autonomy, one is deliberate in what one is doing and 
enjoys the process—one is true to oneself. However, if one is controlled, one is not 
completely willing to do what one is doing and one can feel isolated (Deci & Flaste, 
1996). 
Competence. 
Competence, the second of humans’ three psychological needs according to 
SDT, derived from White’s (1959) and Harter’s (1979) work (Ryan & Deci, 2000a). 
SDT suggests that humans seek competence by finding and mastering difficult tasks 
(Deci & Ryan, 1985).  
Relatedness. 
Relatedness is the third human psychological need as classified by SDT (Ryan 
& Moller, 2017). As time goes on, the fulfillment and trust that come from connecting 
with others is relatedness, which is satisfying. As a result, humans move closer to and 
internalize acts with those with whom they share relatedness.  
SDT differentiates various kinds of motivation—intrinsic and extrinsicto 
search between behaviors that are self-determined versus non-self-determined (Deci & 
Ryan, 1985). “Self-determination is an issue of choice and therefore necessitates a 
theory built on concepts such as volition, intentionality, or will” (Deci & Ryan, 1985, 
p. 36). SDT defines four various parts of extrinsic motivation in addition to intrinsic 
motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000a). “SDT’s analysis is focused at the psychological 
level and differentiates various types of motivation along a continuum from controlled 
to autonomous” (Ryan & Deci, 2016, p. 3), as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. The SDT Continuum of Relative Autonomy 
Amotivation. 
As shown on the continuum in Figure 3, Amotivation appears to the left of 
Extrinsic Motivation. Amotivation is a state “in which the person is unwilling or 
unable to engage in an action and is therefore neither intrinsically or extrinsically 
motivated” (Ryan & Moller, 2017, pp. 216-217). One who falls under the amotivation 
category is not motivated and may lack enthusiasm and/or competence (Ryan & 
Moller, 2017).  
Extrinsic motivation. 
While intrinsic motivational behavior stems from autonomy, passion, and 
internal rewards, its opposite is Extrinsic Motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2017). Extrinsic 
motivation stems from lack of autonomy, passion, and internal rewards. In formal 
education, most students are taught by an adult who follows on a curriculum that does 
not focus on intrinsically motivating students to learn but instead relies on controlled 
grade level material. When students are controlled in their learning environment, they 
become less intrinsically motivated and their self-esteem is lowered as well (Deci & 
Ryan, 1985). Teachers who feel pressure from their administration and/or from 
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students tend to be more controlling (Deci & Ryan, 1985). It is important for educators 
to understand the various stages of extrinsic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000a) because 
it is not always possible to intrinsically motivate their students. The type of motivation 
impacts the quality of the activities. As stated before, the SDT continuum ranges 
between students who are controlled to learn and those who are given autonomy to 
learn. Within extrinsic motivation, the continuum also differentiates among four 
different types: external regulation, introjected regulation, identified regulation, and 
integrated regulation, as discussed below.  
External regulation. 
External Regulation is the least autonomous classification of extrinsic 
motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2016). One who is within external regulation is controlled 
(Ryan & Deci, 2000a). External regulation is what many solely classify as extrinsic 
motivation. One falls into the external regulation category if one participates in an 
activity because one is motivated to receive a reward (like a good grade) or to avoid a 
logical consequence (Ryan & Deci, 2016). For example, a fifth grade student may fall 
into external regulation if he/she does not want his/her teacher to be upset with 
him/her if he/she does not write blog posts.  
Introjected regulation. 
Introjected Regulation is the second to least autonomous part of the extrinsic 
motivation continuum Ryan and Deci (2016) classified. While motivation at this stage 
is still somewhat externally controlled, introjected regulation affords some internalized 
control (Ryan & Deci, 2000; Ryan & Deci, 2016). Introjected regulation is “taking in 
but not accepting a regulation as one’s own” (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 
1991, p. 329). Thus, behaviors are internally managed through self-pressure to avoid 
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feeling guilt and shame and/or to create feelings of pride. An example of introjected 
regulation among fifth graders who blog is the student will feel bad about 
himself/herself if he/she does not write blog posts.  
Identified regulation. 
Identified Regulation is the second most autonomous part of the extrinsic 
motivation continuum (Ryan & Deci, 2016). It is in this stage that one respects the 
value of an activity as well as the process (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991). 
As a result of gained autonomy, thus becoming part of the process, one more willingly 
participates in the activity. It is in the identified regulation stage that one 
acknowledges how important the activity is and chooses to accept the activity (Ryan & 
Deci, 2000a). A fifth grade student’s motivation can be classified as identified 
regulation if he/she believes it is important for him/her to write blog posts. 
Integrated regulation. 
Integrated Regulation is the most autonomous and developmentally advanced 
part of the extrinsic motivation continuum (Deci, Vallerand, Peletier, & Ryan, 1991; 
Ryan & Deci, 2016). In integrated regulation, one connects with the outcome of the 
activity and merges it with one’s own values and passions. Integrated regulation is 
most similar to intrinsic motivation; however, it is still classified as extrinsic 
motivation because in integrated regulation one is motivated to participate in an 
activity because one values the outcome. One does not value the activity as much as 
one does within intrinsic motivation (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991). Deci, 
Vallerand, Peletier, and Ryan (1991) indicated that it is difficult to classify elementary 
students into integrated regulation because they are “too young to have achieved a 
sense of integration” (p. 331).  
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Intrinsic motivation. 
Intrinsic Motivation is when an activity is done for oneself “for the inherent 
interest and enjoyment of engagement” (Ryan & Deci, 2016, p. 98). Individuals have 
basic psychological desires for autonomy as well as competence (DeCharms, 1968; 
Deci & Ryan, 2016). When individuals are satisfied with the autonomy and 
competence they attain, their intrinsic motivation increases. When individuals lack 
autonomy and competence, their intrinsic motivation decreases. A fifth grade student 
falls into the intrinsic motivation category if he/she enjoys writing blog posts.  
When students are intrinsically motivated, their “natural curiosity and interest 
energize their learning” (Deci & Ryan, 1985, p. 245). Much research has been 
conducted to support that “being intrinsically motivated to learn improves the quality 
of learning and that those conditions that are autonomy supporting and informational 
will promote more effective learning as well as enhanced intrinsic motivation and self-
esteem” (Ryan & Deci, 1985, p. 256). Students’ learning will increase in school when 
they are given autonomy while provided with stimulating challenges (Deci & Ryan, 
1985). In Deci’s (1971) study, when students received monetary rewards their intrinsic 
motivation decreased, possibly because students sensed less autonomy (Deci, 1971; 
Deci & Ryan, 1985). However, when students received positive feedback their 
intrinsic motivation increased (Deci, 1971). The positive feedback made the students 
feel competent; hence, their intrinsic motivation increased (Deci & Ryan, 1985). 
When teachers give their students positive feedback, the students may become more 
intrinsically motivated and their learning may improve as well.  
Deci, Schwartz, Sheinman, and Ryan (1981) conducted a study of upper 
elementary students to research intrinsic motivation. They studied students’ behavior 
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both when teachers gave their students rewards and when teachers did not use 
rewards, but instead gave their students autonomy. They found that the teachers who 
gave their students autonomy rather than rewards had students who were intrinsically 
motivated, felt more competent, and had higher self-esteem. The students of teachers 
who controlled their students’ behavior with rewards were less intrinsically motivated, 
felt less competent, and had lower self-esteem. Results of this study indicate that 
teachers should encourage their students to be as intrinsically motivated as possible. 
DeCharms and Shea (1976) conducted research and professional development 
in an inner-city school district regarding the learning effects of intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivation. The goal of their work was to increase intrinsic learning within the school 
district. The study used a standardized achievement test with students whose teachers 
had undergone the intrinsic learning professional development and with students 
whose teachers who had not undergone such professional development. The results 
indicated that “motivation training enhances academic achievement. Further, the data 
reveal that training that enhances motivation in the context of academically relevant 
materials is most effective” (DeCharms & Shea, 1976, p. 211). They observed that 
teachers are so focused on teaching students academics that they forget to take student 
motivation into consideration when teaching. While teaching academics, teachers 
should motivate students to learn throughout the process (DeCharms & Shea, 1976). 
Teachers should be trained in how to motivate their students so that student motivation 
and thus learning can increase.  
Ideally, students should be intrinsically motivated to learn (Ryan & Deci, 
2017). Even though young children are usually intrinsically motivated to learn, many 
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schools focus on ways to motivate students extrinsically through rewards, grades, and 
testing, which creates social comparison. Being intrinsically motivated to learn is 
optimal; however, oftentimes the academics and behaviors taught to students are not 
interesting (Deci & Ryan, 1985). Reeve, Nix, and Hamm (2003) researched and found 
that when teachers give their students choices within the classroom, they are more 
intrinsically motivated to learn. Ryan and Deci (2016) indicated that choice gives 
individuals a sense of autonomy which may increase intrinsic motivation.  
SDT, created by Ryan and Deci (2016), hones in on the various parts and 
causes of motivation based upon human behavior. The SDT continuum extends from 
being controlled (not self-determined) to being autonomous (self-determined), and can 
therefore differentiate between students who are controlled to learn and those who are 
given autonomy to learn, as well as delineating extrinsic motivation from intrinsic 
motivation (Deci & Ryan, 2016). There is a wide range of autonomy within extrinsic 
motivation, which is comprised of four parts: external, introjected, identified, and 
integrated (Ryan & Deci, 2000a). A student can be motivated to complete an 
assignment for various reasons: perhaps they are passionate about the topic, and/or 
realize it can help them learn an important concept, and/or to get a good grade, and/or 
to avoid receiving a logical consequence for not completing the assignment.  
Student Participants 
Young children learn passionately and automatically, yet once they get older 
they tend to lose their innate desire to learn (Deci & Flaste, 1996; Ryan & Deci, 2017). 
“Why is it that so many of today’s students are unmotivated, when it could not be 
clearer that they were born with a natural desire to learn” (Deci & Flaste, 1996, p. 19)? 
In infancy and early childhood, children are surrounded by intrinsic motivators 
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through play and exploration (Ryan & Deci, 2017). Young children automatically 
learn by doing. Once children are in school, many curricula and school goals are not 
intrinsically motivating. Schools are controlling and organized by age instead of by 
interests and abilities (Ryan & Deci, 2017).  
Students’ intrinsic motivation decreases as they progress from elementary 
school to high school (Harter, 1981; Lepper, Corpus, & Iyengar, 2005). Throughout 
their academic years, students’ motivation to write declines and sometimes dissipates 
entirely because higher grade teachers become more stringent in how they teach 
writing. Often writing assignments are not connected to other school exercises and 
offer few chances to connect with other students regarding their writing. Teachers 
should help their students become motivated and skilled writers (Boscolo & Gelati, 
2013). It would behoove student writers to understand the benefits of writing and for 
the writing assignments to be relevant. 
Research indicates that students’ motivation to write decreases throughout their 
K-12 education (Boscolo & Gelanti, 2013; Hidi & Boscolo; 2007); the researcher 
chose to study fifth grade students as they are at the end of their elementary school 
years and/or the beginning of their middle school years. Young children are often 
passionate learners; however, as they mature their passion to learn can decrease (Deci 
& Flaste, 1996; Ryan & Deci, 2017). Students’ intrinsic motivation also lessens as 
they move from elementary school to high school (Harter, 1981; Lepper, Corpus, & 
Iyengar, 2005).  
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to explore and determine to what extent and how 
fifth grade students are motivated to write when provided with an outside audience via 
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blogging. The guiding research question for this study was: To what extent and how 
are fifth grade students motivated to write via blogging when they are provided with 
an outside audience? Students often lack the motivation to write (Ames, 1990; 
Boscolo & Gelati, 2013; Bruning & Horn, 2000; Hidi & Boscolo, 2007; Routman, 
2017). For students to be motivated to write, it is important that they write for an 
audience (T. Newkirk, personal communication, March 1, 2018) because the audience 
guides the writer throughout the writing process (Aristotle, n.d./2004). In order to 
become quality writers it is essential for students to obtain motivation to write, and 
one way to achieve this is to write for an audience (Bruning & Horn, 2000). Students 
who lack an outside audience to read their writing may lack motivation to write 
(Britton et al., 1975; Bruning & Horn, 2000; Graham & Perin, 2007; Zemelman et al., 
2012). Typically students are not motivated to write when their classroom teacher is 
the only audience to read their writing, as receiving a good grade does not motivate 
them sufficiently (Atwell, 2015; Britton et al., 1975; Newkirk, 2018; Zemelman et al., 
2012). This research was conducted to determine to what extent and how students will 
be motivated to write if they are encouraged to blog, and are therefore given an 
outside audience to read their writing. 
My conceptual framework illustrates my past experience that when students 
publish their writing in a blog for anyone with an electronic device connected to the 
Internet to read (construct #1), an outside audience may read their writing (construct 
#2). As a result of blogging for an outside audience, I believe students will be 
motivated to write (construct #3).  
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There are copious benefits to student blogging. Blogging is simple 
(Richardson, 2010; Sawmiller, 2010) and students are afforded the opportunity to have 
an outside audience (Atwell, 2015; Karchmer-Klein, 2013; Magnifico, 2010; Read, 
2006; Richardson, 2010; Sawmiller, 2010), to write more attentively (Howard, 2011), 
and perhaps to improve their writing (Sawmiller, 2010). Blogging facilitates students 
going through the entire writing process and becoming published authors (Magnifico, 
2010), and it gives them a digital archive to document their work while gaining digital 
literacy skills (Richardson, 2010; Sawmiller, 2010). Blogging honors students’ passion 
for technology (Sawmiller, 2010) and teaches them digital literacy skills, which are 
important in today’s digital world (Richardson, 2010).  
When students learn and use digital literacy skills to communicate (Karchmer, 
2001) while focusing on the writing and not the technology (Eidman-Aadahl, 2013; 
Hicks, 2009), their motivation to write increases (Mills, 2010). Because change is 
difficult for teachers, many teachers resist teaching their students digital literacies; 
however, it is essential that they do so (Hicks, 2013; Sawmiller, 2010; Yancey, 2009). 
Student writers now have their largest audience than ever before (Hull & Stornaiuolo, 
2014). Diverse audiences are able to read students’ writing and join the conversation, 
which may impact student motivation to write.  
It can be important for writers to write for an audience (Aristotle, n.d./2004). A 
seminal study (Britton et al., 1975) found how critical it is for students to write for an 
audience beyond a teacher. A huge aspect of the writing process is to think about the 
audience; hence, students should write for an outside audience (Atwell, 2015; Britton 
et al., 1975; Calkins, 1994; Duke, Purcell-Gates, Hall, & Tower, 2006; Flower & 
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Hayes, 1980; Murray, 1984; Routman, 2017; Wiggins, 2009; Zemelman et al., 2012). 
Many teachers need to adjust their practice to give their students an audience.  
There are copious ways to teach writing in school. Hillocks (1995) classified 
and described environmental writing instruction as a way for students to learn various 
strategies they cannot learn independently, presentational writing instruction as the 
teacher lectures and assigns writing tasks, and natural writing instruction as the 
rejection of traditional writing assignments. Writing can be taught through a 
predictable format known as the writing workshop model that includes a mini-lesson, 
independent writing time (while the teacher confers with students), and a time for 
writers to share (Atwell, 2015; Calkins, 1994; Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001; Graves, 
2003; Harwayne, 2001; Hindley, 1996; Ray, 1999). There is a process versus skills 
approach to teaching writing as well (Goldstein, 2017). Process writing is similar to 
the writing workshop approach. The skills approach to teaching writing focuses on 
basic components of writing. Even though learning to write is important, writing 
instruction is not taught adequately in our nation, as most writing occurs when 
students are being tested on what they have read (Brandt, 2015).  
Motivation it is an internal desire to move within varying degrees (Dresel & 
Hall, 2013), and impacts performance and learning (Ames, 1990; Pintrich & Schunk, 
1996; Wentzel & Miele, 2016; Zimmermann & Schenk, 2009). Motivated writers 
appreciate writing and use it to communicate (Boscolo & Gelati, 2013). It is difficult 
to motivate students to write because writing is complicated (Bruning & Horn, 2000; 
Hidi & Boscolo, 2007; Oldfather & Shanahan, 2007). When students are able to 
choose their own writing tasks, their motivation increases (Hidi & Boscolo, 2007; 
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Routman, 2017; Zimmermann & Kitsantas, 1999). Giving students an outside 
audience also increases their motivation to write (Routman, 2017). Teachers need to 
use effective pedagogical practices in order to motivate students to write (Ames, 1990; 
Bruning & Horn, 2000; Lipstein & Renninger, 2007). When students have positive 
relationships with their teachers, they are more motivated to write (Abrams, 2018). To 
determine how to measure motivation to write, I used Self-Determination Theory as 
the theoretical framework for my study. 
Self-Determination Theory (SDT), created by Ryan and Deci (2016), is a 
framework that hones in on the various parts and causes of motivation based upon 
human behavior. The SDT continuum extends from not being self-determined 
(controlled) to being self-determined (given autonomy); therefore, SDT can delineate 
extrinsic motivation from intrinsic motivation (Deci & Ryan, 2016). A student can be 
motivated to complete an assignment for different reasons, and there is a wide range of 
autonomy within extrinsic motivation, which consists of four aspects: external, 
introjected, identified, and integrated (Ryan & Deci, 2000a).  
Newkirk (2007) wrote, “Writers—all writers—have similar needs for writing 
practices, for choice of topics, for reading models, for response. All engage in a 
process. All benefit from some form of publication” (p. 539). When the grand finale of 
the writing process includes publication for an outside audience to read and offer 
feedback, students’ motivation to write may be impacted.  
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Chapter Three: Methodology and Design 
The purpose of this study was to explore and determine to what extent and how 
blogging affects fifth grade students’ motivation to write when provided an outside 
audience. Many students lack the motivation to write (Ames, 1990; Boscolo & Gelati, 
2013; Bruning & Horn, 2000; Hidi & Boscolo, 2007). For students to learn how to 
write well it is important that they be motivated to write, and one way to achieve 
motivation to write is by writing for an audience (Bruning & Horn, 2000). If students 
do not have an outside audience to read their writing, they may not be motivated to 
write (Bruning & Horn, 2000; Zemelman, Daniels, & Hyde, 2012). The driving 
research question for this study was: To what extent and how are fifth grade students 
motivated to write when they are provided with an outside audience via blogging? 
This chapter discusses the selected qualitative methodology research design: a 
case study. The elementary school setting as well as the fifth grade student participants 
and classroom teacher participant are described. The data collection of student 
interviews, a classroom teacher interview, observations, and document review are 
discussed as well. Finally, the data analysis consisting of the coding method and other 
tools are explained in detail.  
Research Design 
The research question, conceptual framework, theoretical framework, and 
review of methodological literature led the researcher to use a qualitative methodology 
(Boddy, 2016; Marshall & Rossman, 2016; Yin, 2018). My goal was to explore 
outside audience among fifth grade writers in order to make sense of students’ 
motivation to write. A qualitative researcher views research in a way “that honors an 
inductive style, a focus on individual meaning, and the importance of reporting the 
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complexity of a situation” (Creswell & Creswell, 2018, p. 4). It was most useful to 
conduct a case study, as “a case study is expected to catch the complexity of a single 
case” (Stake, 1995, p. xi). Merriam (2009) described a case study as “an in-depth 
description and analysis of a bounded system” (p. 40). Case studies are used by many 
qualitative researchers because they “focus on context and dynamic interactions, often 
over time” (Marshall & Rossman, 2016, p. 19). I chose to conduct a case study 
because I wanted to answer my complex question by focusing on one classroom in 
depth.  
Oftentimes, qualitative research produces a deep understanding of the study 
rather than a wide understanding (Boddy, 2016). I deeply explored students’ 
motivation to write via blogging in the belief that a qualitative method best answered 
my research question. “Qualitative research methodologies are now well-established 
important modes of inquiry for the social sciences and applied fields, such as 
education” (Marshall & Rossman, 2016, p. 1). Hence, I benefited from using a 
qualitative methodology to glean complex descriptions from students in a classroom 
(Yin, 2018).  
Setting. 
I used purposive sampling in order to purposefully inquire and glean 
understanding of a small selection of students in depth within a case study (Fraenkel, 
Wallen, & Hyun, 2012; Merriam, 2009; Patton, 2015; Terrell, 2016). I deliberately 
studied one classroom out of many classrooms that blog. Patton (2015) described 
purposive sampling as “information rich cases … from which one can learn a great 
deal about issues of central importance to the purpose of the research” (p. 52). I chose 
to use the complete target purposeful sampling strategy defined by Patton (2015) as to 
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“interview and/or observe everyone within a unique group of interest” (p. 268). I 
chose to sample a complete target population because I believe I learned the most 
useful information by studying every fifth grade student in one class. As the 
researcher, I collected the data to study the population without disturbing the natural 
setting of the classroom (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). Therefore, I conducted my 
research in an inclusive fifth grade classroom with one classroom teacher and 19 fifth 
grade students. The data collected was more relevant in the classroom because the 
students behaved more typically in their classroom than they would have if I had 
moved them into another room.    
I conducted my study at Mantic Elementary School (MES) in Mantic, New 
England, a suburban town near New England’s seacoast. MES is a pre-K-5 elementary 
school with 564 students. Mantic is an upper middle-class community. 
Participants. 
The target population in the case study included all 19 of Mrs. Redport’s fifth 
grade students (10 and 11 years old), for whom I received parental consent and student 
assent. All students in Mrs. Redport’s class live in Mantic, New England. The 
classroom teacher, Mrs. Redport, who is 36 years old, was interviewed as well.  
Procedures. 
I specifically asked Mrs. Redport to participate in my study because I used to 
teach in the school district she teaches in and I was aware that Mrs. Redport blogged 
with her fifth grade students in Mantic, New England. Mrs. Redport reached out to 
other educators via Twitter, Facebook, and email to solicit blog post comments for her 
students, as well as Kidblog’s tool for connecting with other classrooms in order to 
give them an outside audience. She also gave her students autonomy to write blog 
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posts, and subject choice. Because of the time Mrs. Redport spent getting her students 
an outside audience to read their writing, and the autonomy she gave her students, I 
approached her as opposed to other classroom teachers who encouraged their students 
to blog. She seemed more focused on ensuring that her students had an outside 
audience for their work. Many of Mrs. Redport’s students had previous blogging 
experience at Mantic Elementary School; however, their experience did not always 
include having subject choice and a large outside audience. I believed that Mrs. 
Redport’s classroom was the best classroom in which to conduct this study because of 
the audience her students were given. 
According to Ellard-Gray, Jeffrey, Choubak, and Crann (2015), “building 
rapport with potential participants before attempting to recruit” (p. 8) is beneficial to 
build trust. Before school on Thursday, May 2, 2019, I met with Mrs. Redport and had 
her sign an informed consent form. Mrs. Redport introduced me to her students during 
morning meeting from 8:55 a.m. to 9:10 a.m. I introduced the study and said, “I am 
conducting this study because I want to learn more about writing and blogging. I will 
ask you to answer some questions about writing and blogging. This will happen in this 
classroom. It will not take longer than fifteen minutes. I will use my computer to 
record my questions and your answers. To participate in this study, you will need to 
bring home a parent consent letter/form as well as a child assent form. Then your 
parents will have to sign a parent consent letter/form and you will have to sign a child 
assent form. Finally, you will have to bring both forms back to school and give them 
to Mrs. Redport.” Then I answered a few questions from the students. 
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Mrs. Redport and I sent a parent consent letter/form (Appendix B) and a child 
assent form (Appendix C) home with each student; these were signed and returned. 
Mrs. Redport collected the forms for me. I received a signed parent consent letter/form 
(Appendix B) as well as a child assent form (Appendix C) from every student; 
therefore, no participants were excluded.  
Data collection. 
I began my study on May 20, 2019 and it lasted until the middle of December 
2019. Through the gathering of data from classroom observations, student interviews, 
a teacher interview, and document review, I sought to develop a deep analysis 
(Boudah, 2011; Creswell & Creswell, 2018) of writing instructional pedagogy; 
specifically, via the use of blogging. I was in Mrs. Redport’s classroom at Mantic 
Elementary School on May 20, 2019 and May 24, 2019 for the entire school days from 
8:25 a.m. to 2:55 p.m. Since I was only in the classroom for two and a half days, I 
relied mostly on my extensive review of their blogs and comments than on my 
observation. 
Observations. 
During two writing instructional blocks on May 20, 2019 and May 24, 2019 
from 11:35 a.m. to 12:35 p.m., I was a non-participant as I took field notes in the 
classroom to learn how students behave in their natural classroom environment during 
the writing workshop (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). I did my best to prevent my 
presence from disrupting the classroom by avoiding eye contact with teachers and 
students (Given, 2008). I observed the student writers during the time they were 
receiving instruction from their classroom teacher, and during independent writing 
time as students wrote their blog posts and the classroom teacher held one-on-one 
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conferences. I also observed the writers’ share time during the closing of the writing 
workshop when students shared the writing they produced during independent writing 
time. I recorded my observations on observation forms (Appendix E) in a semi-
structured manner organized by my three constructs (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). No 
additional procedures were introduced in the classroom, as the writing workshop was 
typical during that time. During my observation on the two days, I observed the 
students Mrs. Redport conferred with as well as those whom Mrs. Redport 
recommended I observe.  
Student interviews.  
Interviews help qualitative researchers discover participants’ perceived 
experiences (Seidman, 2006). I conducted a 15-minute face-to-face interview with 
each fifth grade writer and used the Interview Protocol and List of Interview Questions 
for Students (Appendix F). I used the interview guide approach (Patton, 2015), 
outlining the questions in advance and adjusting the order and phrasing of the 
questions to follow the flow of the interviewer. I interviewed students during non-
writing instructional time on May 20, 2019 and May 24, 2019. The following 
represents my schedule for conducting student interviews: 
Day #1 (May 20, 2019) 
Math: 10:15 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. (5 student interviews) 
Independent Reading: 1:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. (2 student interviews) 
Science: 2:00 p.m. to 2:45 p.m. (3 student interviews) 
Total: 10 student interviews 
Day #2 (May 24, 2019) 
Math: 10:15 a.m. to 11:15 a.m. (4 student interviews) 
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Independent Reading: 1:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. (2 student interviews) 
Social Studies: 2:00 p.m. to 2:45 p.m. (3 student interviews) 
Total: 9 student interviews 
When I interviewed the students I said, “Hi ______ (student first name). I’m 
here to ask you questions about your writing and blogging experiences. Please answer 
my questions to the best of your ability and feel free to say ‘pass’ if you do not wish to 
answer a particular question or let me know if you want to stop the interview. To help 
with note-taking, I would like to record our conversations today. This interview should 
not last longer than 15 minutes.” 
Classroom teacher interview. 
I conducted a 20-minute face-to-face interview with the fifth grade classroom 
teacher as indicated in the Interview Protocol and List of Interview Questions for 
Classroom Teacher (Appendix G). I used the interview guide approach, outlining the 
questions in advance but adjusting the order and phrasing (Patton, 2015). I interviewed 
Mrs. Redport after school at 3:00 p.m. on May 20th.  
When I began the interview with Mrs. Redport, I said, “Hi ______ (classroom 
teacher’s first name). I’m here to ask you questions about your students’ writing and 
blogging experiences. Please answer my questions to the best of your ability and feel 
free to say ‘pass’ if you do not wish to answer a particular question. To help with note-
taking, I would like to record our conversations today. This interview should not last 
longer than 20 minutes.”  
Document review. 
From May 17, 2019 to July 20, 2019 I collected published blog posts (and 
corresponding blog post comments) from all of Mrs. Redport’s students, written from 
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November 2018 through June 2019. I conducted a document review of the blog posts 
as well as the comments posted on the blog posts. My extensive review of the 
documents were most helpful to glean information in addition to the observations, 
student interviews, and classroom teacher interview. The documents made it possible 
for me to read direct quotes from my participants (Creswell & Creswell, 2018) and 
their outside audience. Reviewing the documents also helped to direct and/or improve 
my interviews (Boudah, 2011). I recorded my document review notes on my 
document review form in a semi-structured manner organized by my three constructs 
(Appendix H) (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). 
Data Analysis 
Guba and Lincoln (1981) wrote, “The coding process, while it is essentially an 
intuitive one, informed by practice, theory, and careful reading, ultimately determines 
whether or not the resultant research is worthwhile” (p. 243). I coded the data 
qualitatively using Saldaña’s (2016) Attribute Coding method (p. 83), which consists 
of inserting a notation at the start of each data set to document various information 
collected in my study (Saldaña, 2016). I selected this coding method because it was 
conducive to using various types of data as well as multiple participants, and I 
collected many forms of data from 19students and one classroom teacher. I used a 
continuum of Self-Determination Theory, a framework used in studies about 
motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2016), to analyze the data I collected (Appendix I) as well. I 
studied my data and placed each student on the Self-Determination Theory continuum 
to determine to what extent and how are fifth grade students are motivated to write 
when they are provided with an outside audience via blogging. 
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Trustworthiness and Triangulation 
In order to find qualitative validity or trustworthiness (Urban & Van Eeden-
Moorefield, 2018) I triangulated the data I collected from the observations, student 
interviews, classroom teacher interview, and document reviews to build thematic 
connections. Themes emerged from these four data sources; therefore, the study was 
trustworthy as I was able to triangulate the data (Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Stake, 
1995). As I conducted my study, I documented all aspects of my case study processes 
so others can follow the steps I followed (Yin, 2017). To increase the trustworthiness 
of the study, I used an external auditor to debrief my findings in order to “enhance the 
accuracy of the account” (Creswell & Creswell, 2018, p. 201). The external auditor 
objectively reviewed my data and confirmed my analysis. 
Limitations 
I acknowledge that I was extremely passionate about the results of this study, 
which might constitute a bias. I believe that students were motivated to write blog 
posts because they were given an outside audience. During my professional career I 
have read books, attended conferences and multi-day institutes, and taken workshops 
and graduate courses on literacy education as well as technology education. 
I taught fifth grade for ten years. During my eighth year of teaching fifth grade, 
I learned about blogging and immediately introduced blogging to my students. Once 
my students started to blog, they seemed to love to write because they had an outside 
audience to read their writing and they often chose to write at home on the weekends 
and on vacation. Students constantly reflected on their writing goals and created new 
goals; thus, they became excellent as well as passionate writers who learned to trust 
the writing process. My past experience and passion for student blogging may bias the 
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data I collected because I believe in student blogging to increase students’ motivation 
to write. To avoid collecting biased data, I gathered data from classroom observations, 
student interviews, classroom teacher interview, and a review of documents (Creswell 
& Creswell, 2018; Stake, 1995). I also used the bracketing method to “set aside any 
preconceived notions, values, or beliefs about the phenomenon” (Urban & Van Eeden-
Moorefield, 2018, p. 55). Gearing (2004) describes the bracketing method as  
a scientific process in which a researcher suspends or holds in abeyance 
his or her presuppositions, biases, assumptions, theories, or previous 
experiences to see and describe the phenomenon. Bracketing, as in a 
mathematical equation, suspends certain components by placing them 
outside the brackets, which then facilitates focusing in on the 
phenomenon within brackets (pp. 1430-1431). 
Using the bracketing method assisted me to be present during the interviews, 
observations, and document reviews. I wrote memos before and after my interviews, 
observations, and document review as well as during my analysis of the data in order 
to acknowledge my bias and work with the data more objectively (Cutcliffe, 2003; 
Gearing, 2004; Tufford & Newman, 2012). 
Risks 
I did not anticipate exposing students to any risks; however, if students were 
anxious or nervous, they were exempted from participating in any portion during the 
interview and/or to find solace with the classroom teacher and/or the school guidance 
counselor. A few students did pass on a few questions but none needed to seek solace 
with the classroom teacher and/or the school guidance counselor. The classroom 
teacher had to approve every blog post and blog post comment to maintain the safety 
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of her students. In order to protect the identity of the fifth grade students, who are a 
vulnerable population, I used the following precautions. I introduced myself to the 
students prior to the observation and interviews. I conducted the individual interviews 
in the classrooms where the classroom teacher was present, so the students were not 
alone with me or in an unfamiliar location. I assigned the town, the school, the 
classroom teacher, and each student a pseudonym in order to ensure confidentiality 
and maintain anonymity.  
I have protected and will continue to protect the data and store all of the 
information on a password-protected MacBook Air. My dissertation chair and I are the 
only individuals with access to the MacBook Air. All data will be stored for three 
years after December 9, 2019. After the three-year period, the data will be deleted 
from the MacBook Air. 
Conclusion 
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore and determine what effect 
blogging has on fifth grade students’ motivation to write when provided with an 
outside audience. I used Mrs. Redport’s fifth grade classroom at Mantic Elementary 
School in Mantic, New England to conduct my study. I used the complete target 
purposeful sampling strategy because I believe I was able to glean the most useful 
information to answer my question by studying every fifth grade student in one class.  
I collected data by observing two writing workshops, interviewing 19 fifth 
graders and their classroom teacher, and conducting a document review of student 
blogs posts from the 2018-2019 school year. I used Saldaña’s (2016) Attribute Coding 
method to code, organize, and analyze my data. I placed each of the 19 students on the 
Self-Determination Theory continuum to determine what effect blogging had on fifth 
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grade students’ motivation to write when given an outside audience. Then I 
triangulated my data to find qualitative validity and trustworthiness (Urban & Van 
Eeden-Moorefield, 2018) and built emergent themes.  
To increase the trustworthiness of the study, I used an external auditor to 
review the data in an objective manner by asking me questions in order to confirm the 
themes. Because I am so passionate about student blogging, I used the bracketing 
method to acknowledge my bias and to be present during the interviews, observations, 
and document reviews as well as during my data analysis (Cutcliffe, 2003; Gearing, 
2004; Tufford & Newman, 2012). By conducting a case study, I was able to answer 
my question: To what extent and how are fifth grade students motivated to write when 
they are provided with an outside audience via blogging? 
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Chapter Four: Findings 
The purpose of this study was to explore and determine how and to what extent 
fifth grade students are motivated to write when they have an outside audience to read 
their writing via blogging. In this study, I used four approaches to triangulate data in 
order to increase reliability and to avoid bias and misinterpretation (Creswell & 
Creswell, 2018; Stake, 1995). According to Bruning and Horn (2000), in order to 
create good writers it is important for students to be motivated to write, and one way 
to achieve motivation to write is to write for an audience. Students who lack an 
outside audience to read their writing may also lack motivation to write (Britton, 
Burgess, Martin, McLeod, & Rosen, 1975; Bruning & Horn, 2000; Graham & Perin, 
2007; Zemelman, Daniels, & Hyde, 2012). When the classroom teacher is the sole 
audience to read students’ writing, many students lack motivation to write (Atwell, 
2015; Britton et al., 1975; T. Newkirk, personal communication, 2018; Zemelman et 
al., 2012). While collecting data, I focused on my guiding question: To what extent 
and how are fifth grade students motivated to write when they are provided with an 
outside audience via blogging? 
A qualitative case study was conducted in Mrs. Redport’s self-contained fifth 
grade classroom at Mantic Elementary School (MES) in Mantic, New England. To 
ensure confidentiality, pseudonyms were used for the town, school, classroom teacher, 
and students. The findings that answer the guiding research question are presented 
separately within each corresponding data set: observations, student interviews, 
classroom teacher interview, and document reviews. Finally, the thematic connections 
are discussed. 
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Student blogging is the first construct of my conceptual framework. In this 
study, a student blog is a website that holds the student’s published written work. 
Outside audience is the second construct. In this study, outside audience describes a 
group of individuals beyond the classroom teacher who read student writing. The 
outside audience, including other students in the class, published comments on the 
students’ blog posts. The students/ blog post writers themselves also published blog 
post comments; therefore, blog post comments became a conversation between the 
outside audience and the writer. Motivation to write is the final construct of my 
conceptual framework. In this study, the motivation to write was defined as an internal 
force that moves students to write. 
Data Collection 
Data was gathered from classroom observations, student interviews, classroom 
teacher interview, and a review of documents. I sought to create a deep analysis 
(Boudah, 2011; Creswell & Creswell, 2018) of writing instructional pedagogy and 
focused on blog posts written by the students throughout the 2018-2019 school year. 
Data from observations, student interviews, and the classroom teacher interview were 
collected in Mrs. Redport’s classroom at Mantic Elementary School for two days in 
May of 2019. The data collected from the review of documents were written by 
students during the 2018-2019 school year.  
Observations 
During the two writing instructional blocks in May of 2019, I took field notes 
as a non-participant in the classroom. Mrs. Redport abided by the writing workshop 
methodology used by Atwell (2015), Graves (2003), and Fletcher (2013) for her 
writing instructional block. Both writing workshops I observed consisted of a ten-
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minute writing mini-lesson that focused on whole group instruction. Both writing 
mini-lessons were followed by 45 minutes of independent writing by students, and 
Mrs. Redport conferred individually with some students on a one-on-one basis. The 
writing workshops concluded with a five-minute writers’ share when students reported 
how they applied the lesson. My goal for the observations was to learn how students 
behaved in their natural classroom environment. In order to avoid disrupting the 
classroom, I did not make eye contact with the students (Given, 2008). I observed the 
classroom teacher and students during the writing mini-lesson time and shadowed the 
classroom teacher so I could hear the one-on-one conferences she conducted with her 
students during independent writing. At the close of the writing workshop, I observed 
the student writers during writers’ share as they reported how they applied the writing 
mini-lesson or their individual writing goals as a whole group. I recorded my 
observations in a semi-structured manner (Creswell & Creswell, 2018) on observation 
forms (Appendix E).    
Mrs. Redport used Kidblog as the blogging platform for her students. Kidblog 
is a student friendly blogging platform that requires the teacher to approve all blog 
posts as well as comments prior to publication for anyone with the link to view. Mrs. 
Redport did not approve blog posts that were unkind or posts that revealed students’ 
identity or location, which could possibly be dangerous for her students. Even though 
some classroom teachers do not publish blog posts and comments unless they comply 
with the corresponding writing mini-lesson/ blog post guidelines, Mrs. Redport did not 
edit her student blog posts. She published all blog posts that were kind and did not 
reveal student identity or location. She wanted her students to receive authentic 
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feedback from their outside audience without helping them edit their work. As a result 
of the authentic feedback they received, her students often learned that they should 
edit and/or revise their work. 
Findings from observations. 
Three findings were derived from the writing workshop observations as shown 
in Table 1: Mrs. Redport’s class followed an organized, predictable structure that built 
routine; her students applied her writing mini-lessons to their independent writing; and 
her students appreciated having an outside audience to read their writing. 
Table 1. Findings from Observations 
# Findings 
1 Mrs. Redport’s class followed an organized, predictable structure that built 
routine  
2 Students applied Mrs. Redport’s writing mini-lesson to their independent writing 
3 Students appreciated having an outside audience to read their writing 
 
Evidence of findings from observation. 
Writing workshop: May 20, 2019. 
I conducted my first writing workshop observation on May 20, 2019 with 19 
students and one classroom teacher. At 11:35 a.m., 15 students grabbed a stool or 
chair and brought it to the circle to gather. Four students sat on benches already placed 
in the circle in the front of the classroom. Mrs. Redport sat on her stool beside her 
easel with lined chart paper. She announced that the purpose of the writing mini-
lesson was for students to be able to determine “how to know when a blog post is 
done.” She asked her students to share their opinions and recorded them on a piece of 
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lined chart paper that was displayed for the duration of the writing workshop for 
students to review. After Mrs. Redport asked her class, “How do you know when a 
blog post is done?” Ryan raised his hand. Mrs. Redport called on him and he said, 
“Make sure the title is good which will make people want to read it.” A few students 
nodded their heads. Mrs. Redport recorded Ryan’s response on the lined chart paper. 
Mrs. Redport next asked, “How do you know when a blog post is done?” 
Many students raised their hands, and Mrs. Redport called on them and recorded their 
responses on a piece of lined chart paper. The chart created in the class during the 
writing mini-lesson on May 20th consisted of the following content: 
A Blog Post Is Done When . . . 
 You made sure the title is good and makes people want to read it 
 Everything I’ve needed to say has been covered/you have nothing else to say 
 It ends with a cliffhanger  
 Words are spelled right and there is punctuation and capitalization 
 There are 2-3 paragraphs 
 Someone else in the class has read for feedback 
 You have an image to connect with a post 
 You read your blogpost over out loud 
 If it’s really long, you cut out parts 
Every student had an opportunity to contribute to the list on the chart during 
the writing mini-lesson. Mrs. Redport closed the lesson by saying, “Go blog about 
whatever you want to write about … continue a story or share what’s going on in your 
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life.” Mrs. Redport was clear that her students were allowed to write about any subject 
they wished to write about. 
During independent writing time, nine students went to their assigned spots at 
their corresponding tables, three sat a community table, and seven sat on community 
benches. Soft music was playing. It was a hot and humid day, the windows were open, 
and a large fan was spinning. Every student had his/her own Chromebook. Mrs. 
Redport started conferring with students independently. Her first one-on-one 
conference was with Ryan. Mrs. Redport asked him, “How’s it going, Ryan?” 
Ryan answered, “Good.” He conveyed that he was working on his blog post 
called “Snake- Part 2.” He said that he hoped to receive 25 comments and if he did, he 
would write a third part.  
When asked what his writing goal for the period was, Ryan said, “I want to 
make sure part 2 is two to three paragraphs and then I want to leave a really good 
cliffhanger.”  
Mrs. Redport informally approved Ryan’s writing goal, pushed her chair in, 
and walked over to Georgie. She pulled up a chair next to him, sat down, and asked 
him, “How’s it going?” as she did every time she transitioned to a different student.  
Georgie told Mrs. Redport he was working on a picture. Mrs. Redport read 
Georgie’s draft blog post aloud and because he had not written very much, Mrs. 
Redport directed him to add more information for his readers before he completed the 
task defined by the writing mini-lesson and published his blog post. She asked 
Georgie what he would like his writing goal to be for the remainder of independent 
writing time. Georgie said, “I want to finish my first paragraph.”  
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Mrs. Redport said, “Great goal, [Georgie]!” Then she got up, pushed in her 
chair, and walked over to Jacob, where she grabbed another chair and sat beside her 
student.  
Jacob explained to Mrs. Redport that he was drafting a chapter of his story (as 
a Google Document) before he copied and pasted it into Kidblog to post.  
Mrs. Redport said, “So, you’re an author/illustrator. What are you specifically 
working on?”  
Jacob said, “I’m looking at an image and then trying to figure out what to write 
… I am going to write a story that has to do with a doll. I am writing an action story 
from someone else’s point of view.” 
Mrs. Redport said, “That sounds great. What is your writing goal for today’s 
independent writing time?” 
Jacob said, “I want to finish this chapter, which I think is possible because I 
consider myself to be a fast typer.”  
Mrs. Redport said to Jacob, “Perfect. Have fun!”  
When Mrs. Redport conferred with Kathryn, Kathryn explained that she was 
writing about a day in the life of her cat. She was attempting to give her cat a 
personality and a voice. When asked about her writing goal for the day, Kathryn said 
that she wanted to leave a cliffhanger at the end of her blog post. Mrs. Redport told her 
she couldn’t wait to read it.  
Kelsy said that she was writing about the routine she has at her dad’s house as 
well as her mom’s house. Mrs. Redport asked, “Is the routine similar or different in 
each house?” 
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Kelsy said, “There are many similarities and a few differences.” Kelsy 
explained her writing goal was that she wanted a friend to read her blog post to 
determine whether it made sense or not. She chose to ask her friend Autumn because 
Autumn had already written a blog post about her daily routine and Kelsy wanted to 
get Autumn’s expert opinion.” Mrs. Redport accepted Kelsy’s writing goal.  
At the end of independent writing, signaled by a timer set by Mrs. Redport, 
Mrs. Redport called her students to the front of the classroom to gather for writers’ 
share. As students walked to the circle, Jacob yelled enthusiastically, “I have 64 
comments on one of my blog posts!” His face was beaming and students around him 
congratulated him.  
During writers’ share, Mrs. Redport went around the circle and had all of her 
students describe how they applied the writing mini-lesson during independent 
writing. Below are the various responses from the students during writers’ share: 
 Have an expert friend read for feedback 
 Add an image to a post  
 Add a cliffhanger 
 Make sure there are 2-3 paragraphs 
Mrs. Redport asked if there was anything new that was not discussed during 
the writing mini-lesson that she should add to the chart paper. The following was 
added based on student feedback: 
 Make sure the blog post makes sense! 
 Give the person who is reading to give feedback something specific to look for 
 Add a signature at the end of the blog post 
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 Ask a question at the end because it invites comments 
To conclude, Mrs. Redport acknowledged the hard work her students put into 
the writing workshop and then told them to line up for lunch because it was 12:35 
p.m.  
Writing workshop: May 24, 2019. 
During my second writing workshop observation on Friday, May 24 at 11:35 
a.m., Mrs. Redport announced that her class would be studying blog post comments. 
She asked the class to add the best practices of writing blog post comments to the 
lined chart paper for that writing workshop. The class suggested the following: 
 Include something the blogger did well 
 Make a connection 
 Ask for more, like a part 3! 
 Be detailed, make it obvious that you’ve read all of their writing 
 Include something that shows effort/care 
Mrs. Redport concluded the writing mini-lesson by providing guidelines for 
her students to follow when they wrote comments on student blog posts during 
independent writing. She also wrote these guidelines down on the chart paper, which 
was visible for students during independent writing. Her guidelines were to make sure 
each blog post comment was two to three sentences, and that students should: 
 Give a compliment 
 Make a connection 
 Ask a question 
During independent writing, students were expected to read their classmates’ 
blog posts and write comments using the guidelines documented on the chart paper. 
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The only sound in the room was calm music playing softly and clicking keyboards. 
Mrs. Redport met with Georgie for a one-on-one conference. He was working on his 
response to a comment someone had left him on one of his blog posts instead of 
reading a blog post written by another classmate and writing a corresponding 
comment. Mrs. Redport redirected Georgie and told him his writing goal for 
independent writing would be to read a blog post and leave a two- to three-sentence 
comment that included a compliment and asked a question. Georgie nodded his head 
in agreement. 
When Mrs. Redport conferred with Lachlan, he told her, “One kid wrote ‘cool’ 
on my mine [blog post] and it made me feel like they didn’t really read it and they 
didn’t care.” After being encouraged to explain, Lachlan said that if the person had 
truly read his blog post thoroughly, then he/she would have left a more specific blog 
post comment. Mrs. Redport told Lachlan that she understood why he felt the way he 
felt and reiterated the importance of blog post commenters reading the entire blog post 
and leaving a compliment, connection, and question as a blog post comment. 
Lachlan’s writing goal for the day was to read a blog post and write a comment that 
included a compliment, connection, and question.   
As I listened to the conference between Mrs. Redport and Lachlan, I overheard 
John say, “Wow, 290 people have seen this post from California! SOOOOOOOO 
cool!” 
When Mrs. Redport conferred with Austin, she noticed that she could see a 
compliment and a question in his draft blog post comment; however, she didn’t see 
anything specific from the blog post included. Austin noted that the blog post had been 
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really short, so perhaps he could request that the blog post he read be made longer. 
Mrs. Redport agreed. 
After conferring for the day, Mrs. Redport went to a community table, opened 
her laptop, and started reading the blog post comments written during independent 
writing. Her purpose was to review the comments to make sure her students were 
following the guidelines. When students wrote comments that applied the guidelines, 
she approved them so they were available for anyone on the World Wide Web to read. 
To ensure safety, when students submitted their blog posts and comments, the blog 
posts and comments were not published on the Internet until Mrs. Redport approved 
them. As Mrs. Redport approved comments during independent writing on May 24, 
she took notes about who she needed to confer with in the future based on what she 
read. Mrs. Redport said to me, “I approve comments about two times a week and if I 
forget, they [her students] will yell at me to check Kidblog.”  
Mrs. Redport looked up from her laptop and said to her class, “The comments 
are getting better!” She said, “Nice comment, Zoe!” and she read Zoe’s blog post 
comment aloud to the class so they could hear an example that included a good 
compliment, connection, and question. Mrs. Redport said, “Zoe wrote, ‘Nice job! That 
really seemed like an epic birthday to me. I like how you included what was on the 
cake. Also, what frosting was on the cake?’” Zoe was smiling as Mrs. Redport praised 
her quality comment. All of the other students were looking up from their 
Chromebooks and listening to Mrs. Redport as she read Zoe’s quality blog post 
comment.  
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Finally the timer went off and Mrs. Redport said, “Bring your Chromebooks to 
writers’ share because I want you to share your best comment.” As the class 
congregated at the writers’ share circle, I heard John say to Ryan, “Hey, how many 
comments did you write?” 
Ryan said, “Five, how about you?” 
John said, “Three, but they’re quality comments!” 
Ryan said, “Yeah, mine are too!” 
Before coming to the front of the classroom, Georgie first checked his new 
comments and loudly exclaimed, “I just got four comments!” He had a large grin on 
his face. 
During writers’ share, every student around the circle read their favorite 
comment. Once everyone was finished, Mrs. Redport said, “Overall, I am very 
impressed. You followed the guidelines. Your comments have been much longer and 
more specific. You’ve showed effort and care!”  At 12:35 p.m., Mrs. Redport told her 
students to line up for lunch. Her students immediately got up from their places in the 
circle, grabbed their lunches, and lined up for lunch.  
Summary of observation findings. 
My observations during both writing workshops gave evidence that Mrs. 
Redport’s class followed an organized, predictable structure plan. Mrs. Redport 
followed the process outlined in the writing workshop methodology for her writing 
instructional block. Her writing workshops were organized into three parts: writing 
mini-lesson, independent writing, and writers’ share. I observed that her students 
participated in both writing workshops as they contributed during the mini-lesson and 
writers’ share and wrote during independent writing. As a result of the writing 
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workshop routine, students received group and individual instruction, they had time to 
write and apply the instruction, and they received feedback to help them as writers. 
Table 2. Mrs. Redport’s Class Followed an Organized, Predictable Structure That 
Built Routine 
 Mrs. Redport followed the writing workshop process: 
o Mini-lesson 
 Students gathered for the lesson in a shared space established 
at the front of the classroom where Mrs. Redport and her 
students congregated in a circle 
 Mrs. Redport  
 shared the purpose of the lesson 
 taught the lesson 
o included student feedback on chart paper 
 reiterated the purpose of the lesson  
 sent students to write independently 
o independent writing 
 Students applied the lesson in a peaceful atmosphere 
 Students got to choose where they wanted to sit during 
independent writing 
 Calming music played in the background 
 Students were focused on writing  
 Mrs. Redport conferred with students individually 
o Mrs. Redport and the student agreed upon an 
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informal goal for the student to work on that 
related directly to the student’s zone of 
proximal development and/or the purpose of 
the writing mini-lesson.  
 Mrs. Redport held weekly individual writing conferences with 
every student 
 She conferred more often with students with learning 
differences 
 When Mrs. Redport sat right next to a student, the student 
knew he was to share what he/she was working on as a writer 
o Writers’ share 
 Students  
 When the timer went off, students knew to stop 
writing and congregate for writers’ share 
 They knew to share how they applied what they 
learned in the writing mini-lesson during independent 
writing so other students could learn from them 
 Mrs. Redport added new student input to the chart paper 
During both writing mini-lessons, the students knew to congregate at the front 
of the classroom because they were accustomed to start there for the beginning of the 
writing workshop. Most students participated in the lesson by contributing important 
skills that applied to each lesson that Mrs. Redport recorded on the corresponding 
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chart paper. During both independent writing times, when Mrs. Redport held writing 
conferences, she set a timer to help her keep track of the time so she could focus on 
her conferences with her students. Each student sat with his/her Chromebook as he/she 
went through the writing process prescribed by Mrs. Redport in the writing mini-
lesson. All students followed the lesson and wrote during both independent writing 
times. During both writers’ shares, the students knew to congregate at the front of the 
classroom when they heard the timer go off, which indicated the end of independent 
writing. Students formed a circle and took turns sharing how they applied the 
corresponding lesson. During my first observation of writers’ share, every student 
shared how they knew their blog post was finished, and during my second observation 
of writers’ share, every student shared a blog post comment they wrote that applied all 
three blog post comment guidelines. Every student was able to articulate something 
they learned and/or applied, and some students contributed more points to the chart 
paper. Mrs. Redport encouraged her students to share what they learned so they could 
learn from one another. 
Mrs. Report set up an environment conducive to students adding successfully 
to their writing skills development, as indicated in Table 2. She and her students had a 
designated space to meet in a circle at the front of the classroom for writing mini-
lessons and writers’ shares. Soft music played while students wrote during 
independent writing time, and Mrs. Redport moved among her students to sit with 
them knee to knee in order to hold individual writing conferences to help individually 
instruct her students.  
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During the one-on-one conferences conducted during the two independent 
writing times, all students but one applied the lesson. During both independent writing 
times I observed, Mrs. Redport met with Georgie and he had to be redirected. Georgie 
had a learning difference and Mrs. Redport was able to adapt her instruction to his 
needs. During each writing conference, Mrs. Redport and the student she conferred 
with agreed upon an informal goal for the student to work on that related directly to 
the purpose of the writing mini-lesson that day. Table 3 describes how students 
applied each writing mini-lesson to their independent writing work via their writing 
goal.  
Table 3. Students Applied Writing Mini-Lesson to Their Independent Writing 
May 20, 2019  
Mini-lesson purpose: how to know when a blog post is ready to publish 
Student writing goals to publish a blog post: 
 Ryan: Add a cliffhanger 
 Georgie: Finish one paragraph 
 Jacob: Finish the chapter 
 Kathryn: Add a cliffhanger 
 Kelsy: Get feedback and approval from an expert friend  
May 24, 2019  
Mini-lesson purpose: blog post comment guidelines 
Student writing goals: 
 Georgie: Read a blog post and write 2-3 sentences in a comment that 
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included a compliment and asked a question. 
 Lachlan: Read a blog post and write a comment that included a compliment, 
connection, and question 
 Austin: Add something specific from the blog post to the comment 
Mrs. Redport ensured safety for her students while utilizing student blogging. 
Before her students published any blog posts, Mrs. Redport had to review them to 
make sure they were appropriate for publication on the World Wide Web. This applied 
to blog post comments as well. Mrs. Redport had to review every blog post comment 
posted on any of her students’ blog posts prior to publishing the comments.  
Mrs. Redport encouraged her students to publish blog posts so they could share 
with an outside audience. Her students appeared to be motivated to receive feedback 
from an outside audience, as shown in Table 4 below.  
Table 4. Students Had an Outside Audience to Read Their Writing 
May 20, 2019 
 During a writing mini-lesson, Ryan suggested that a finished blog post 
should have a good title to entice readers to read the blog post in order to 
receive feedback. Ryan’s classmates and Mrs. Redport appeared to agree as 
they nodded their heads. 
 In a one-on-one conference during independent writing, Ryan said he wanted 
to write another chapter if he received 25 comments. He wanted his blog 
post to be a good length to satisfy his outside audience and to include a 
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cliffhanger so his outside audience would come back to read future blog 
posts.  
 Jacob yelled out to the class that he received 64 comments. Students 
congratulated him. 
 During writers’ share, a student suggested that bloggers should ask a 
question at the end of their blog post in order to attract comments. By 
indicating he wanted to attract comments, this student showed he wanted an 
outside audience to read his writing. 
May 24, 2019  
 During the writing conference between Mrs. Redport and Georgie, Mrs. 
Redport found that Georgie was so excited about receiving the comment on 
his blog post from an outside audience that he had ignored the directions to 
read a blog post from someone else and write a comment. 
 During Lachlan’s writing conference with Mrs. Redport, he shared how 
discouraged he was when he received a blog post comment that was only one 
word because he could tell that person had not read his blog post. Based 
upon his one-on-one conference with Mrs. Redport, Lachlan made it clear 
that he wanted an outside audience to read his blog posts.  
 John yelled out to the class that 290 people from California had seen his blog 
post. 
 Zoe smiled as Mrs. Redport praised her quality comment.  
 John and Ryan had a conversation about the quantity and quality of blog post 
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comments they wrote. 
 Georgie yelled out that he received four comments. 
Student Interviews 
On May 20, 2019 and May 24, 2019, I conducted a face-to-face interview with 
each of the 19 students in Mrs. Redport’s fifth grade classroom during non-writing 
instructional time to discover their perceived experiences with blogging (Seidman, 
2006). The average interview took 15 minutes. I used an Interview Protocol and List 
of Interview Questions for Students (Appendix F). Patton’s (2015) interview guide 
approach was implemented, as I outlined the questions in advance and adjusted the 
order and phrasing of the questions to follow the flow of the interviewee’s response. 
The responses provided me with input from students regarding their perceptions about 
writing blog posts. The responses to the student interviews enabled me to understand 
how students felt about blogging and the outside audiences who read their blog posts.  
After the 19 student interviews were completed, the recordings were 
transcribed, analyzed, and coded. Students were asked to explain their perceptions 
regarding (1) their feelings about writing; (2) why they wrote; (3) their feelings about 
writing blog posts; (4) why they wrote blog posts; (5) their feelings about selecting 
their own subjects to write about in blog posts; (6) their feelings when someone read 
their blog post and left a comment; and (7) their preference for writing either blog 
posts or assignments for their classroom teacher.  
Findings from student interviews. 
Four findings evolved from the student interview data as shown in Table 5: (1) 
students were engaged in writing blog posts; (2) students appreciated having an 
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outside audience to read their writing; (3) students appreciated having subject choice; 
and (4) most students preferred blogging to writing assignments for Mrs. Redport 
because they were given subject choice. 
Table 5. Findings from Student Interviews 
# Findings 
1 Students were engaged in writing blog posts 
 
2 Students appreciated having an outside audience to read their writing 
 
3 Most students appreciated having subject choice 
 
4 Most students preferred blogging to writing assignments for Mrs. Redport 
because they were given subject choice   
Evidence of findings from student interview. 
Students’ feelings about writing. 
Of the 19 students, 13 explained that they “like(d)”, “really like(d)”, or liked 
writing “a lot.” Lachlan “like(d)” writing “especially when we get to write whatever 
we want.” Autumn said, “I really like it and especially when we blog.”  
Two students who indicated they “like(d)” to write also believed writing to be 
“fun.” Jeff said he “like(d)” writing because it was “fun to express myself and create 
stories” while he wrote. Andrew felt it was “really fun to write and have other people 
comment that they really enjoyed my writing.” 
Ryan said he became more interested in writing in fifth grade and he felt he 
could “write better and get ideas.” Georgie said, “I’m a lot more comfortable [writing] 
than in the beginning of the year.” Jerry believed writing to be “important because it 
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shows your audience what’s going on.” Skyler described writing to be “pretty relaxing 
and really enjoyable.” When asked how she felt about writing, Cornelia said she did 
not like to write on paper with the explanation, “I have no idea why, but when I blog 
it’s easier.”  
Why students wrote. 
When students were asked why they wrote, seven students remarked they liked 
to write because it was “fun.” Five students remarked they wrote because they 
“like(d)” to write. John believed he “like(d)” to write because he wanted to be able to 
reread his writing when he was in high school in order to “see how I’ve grown as a 
writer.” While Kelsy indicated she does “like” to write, she also acknowledged she 
wrote “because I have to sometimes.”  
Zoe wrote because writing made her “feel happy.” Autumn felt writing was a 
way to “express” herself. Emilia explained she wrote because she “just wanted to 
share” [her writing], and Andrew wrote because he enjoyed “seeing how people read 
my stories and how they like it.” Jerry wrote because “it’s something to do when you 
don’t have anything to do” and Cornelia exclaimed that at first she wrote “because it 
was mandatory and now it’s just to pass time.” Georgie wrote “because that’s what 
we’re doing, or I just feel like writing.”  
Students’ feelings about writing blog posts. 
Students were asked five questions about their feelings about writing blog 
posts: (1) how do you feel about writing blog posts? (2) how do you feel when writing 
blog posts? (3) how do you feel when you publish a blog post? (4) how do you like the 
blog posts you’ve written? and (5) after you published your first blog post, what did 
you want to do? Students’ responses to these questions varied as shown in Table 6, 
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which summarizes responses from students when they were asked about their feelings 
about blog posts. If a student used the same response more than once within the five 
questions, it was only counted once in order to capture the class as a whole and to 
avoid inflating the data by overrepresenting the verbose students. For example, twice 
Ryan indicated he felt writing blog posts was “fun”; however, it was only counted 
once. 
Table 6. Students’ Feelings about Writing Blog Posts 
Code 
Fun 
Happy 
 
Like 
 
Good 
 
Excited 
 
Express 
 
Struggled 
with 
subject 
choice 
Appreciated 
subject 
choice 
Appreciated 
Audience 
 
Blog 
More 
 
# of 
times 
12 7 5 7 3 3 3 6 12 10 
Eighteen out of 19 students enjoyed writing blog posts. Twelve students 
indicated they felt as though writing blog posts was “fun.” Ryan felt blog posts were 
“a fun way to share writing.” Lee felt that it was “fun to share with other people and 
get comments.” Zoe felt writing blog posts was “really cool because I get to write stuff 
and get comments from other people that I don’t know.” Andrew felt writing blog 
posts was “really fun and I enjoy it more than [writing assignments] because I can do 
whatever I want with the writing.” Jeff felt writing blog posts was “fun and it’s cool to 
have other people comment on your stuff.”  
Seven students felt “happy” when writing blog posts. When she wrote blog 
posts, Skyler felt “really happy and very excited because I want to share with everyone 
how I feel.” When she published a blog post Lee felt “happy because everyone can see 
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it and comment.” When Fred published a blog post he felt “happy because I finished 
one and they’re fun to make.”  
Five students “like(d)” writing blog posts. Emilia “like(d)” her blog posts and 
“even though I don’t have that many, I’m really proud of them.” Fred “like(d)” writing 
blog posts “because you can pretty much blog about anything.” When asked how she 
felt about writing blog posts, Cornelia said, “I like it because you can share things with 
people and other people can see it, not just your classmates.”  
Seven students felt “good” when writing blog posts. Autumn felt “good 
because everyone knows more” about her. When Anthony wrote blog posts he felt 
“good, cause I like to write funny things.” John felt that writing blog posts was “a 
good way to show your imagination and to share what you do in your everyday life 
and it feels good to get comments.” When he published a blog post, Andrew felt 
“really good about myself.”  
Three students indicated they felt “excited” when writing blog posts. When she 
published a blog post Kelsy felt “pretty excited because I wait to see what people are 
going to comment and I feel kind of special at the same time because I get to express 
my feelings.” When Andrew wrote blog posts he felt “excited because I finished 
writing a good story that I think people will really like to read.”  
Three students mentioned they were able to “express” themselves while 
writing blog posts. When Kelsy wrote blog posts she felt as though she was able to 
“express my true self and go back to the moment and enjoy it all over again.” Jacob 
felt writing blog posts was “really fun and I get to express myself.” Skyler felt that 
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writing blog posts was “really fun for people who want to express how they feel and 
what’s going on in their life.”  
Three students reported that they struggled with subject choice when they 
wrote blog posts. Georgie said, “blogging isn’t very fun since I don’t know what to 
blog about.” When Kathryn wrote blog posts she felt as though she did not “know 
what to write about.” When she wrote blog posts, Zoe felt “kind of nervous because I 
don’t really know what to write about.”  
Six students indicated they appreciated having subject choice when writing 
blog posts. When writing blog posts, John said, “I feel good that I can get in my 
imagination and write whatever I want, and it just feels good to blog.” Jeff “like(d)” 
the blog posts he wrote because “I wanted to write about all the stuff that I like.” Jerry 
felt that writing blog posts was “a better way to write about what’s going on and 
whatever you want to share.” 
Twelve students acknowledged having an audience when writing a blog post. 
When Ryan published his first blog post, he wanted to “see what other people thought 
about it.” Emilia “really like(d)” writing blog posts “because anyone can see it.” John 
“like(d)” the blog posts he wrote “because they’re creative and they’re getting lots of 
comments and people are liking them.”  
Ten students indicated that after they published their first blog post, they 
wanted to continue to blog. Kelsy wanted to “keep on blogging.” When Anthony was 
asked what he wanted to do after he published a blog post he said, “make more.” After 
he published his first blog post and saw the comments he received, John “wanted to 
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keep getting comments and feeling good about my writing and keep blogging.” After 
Fred published his first blog post, he wanted to “keep blogging because it’s fun.”  
Georgie did not enjoy writing blog posts. He felt “kinda bored” when he wrote 
blog posts “because I don’t really know what to do and just end up sitting.” When he 
published a blog post, he felt “happy that it’s over.” When asked how he liked the blog 
posts he had written, he said, “I think other people do better.”  
Why students wrote blog posts. 
In addition to asking students about their feelings about blog posts, I wanted to 
know why Mrs. Redport’s students wrote blog posts, especially since writing blog 
posts was mostly an option for them. Some of the responses were similar to students’ 
feelings about writing blog posts; however, some responses varied. When students 
were asked why they wrote blog posts, their responses varied. Table 7 summarizes 
student responses.  
Table 7. Why Students Wrote Blog Posts 
Code 
 
“Fun” 
 
“Like” 
 
Appreciated 
Subject choice 
Appreciated 
Audience 
 
“Have to” 
 
Calm 
 
# of times  12 3 4 12 2 2 
Twelve students indicated they wrote blog posts because it was fun. Kathryn 
chose to blog “because I like it ... I think it’s fun.” Jerry claimed he wrote blog posts 
because “it’s kind of fun” and it was something to do when he was “bored.” Writing 
blog posts was “fun” for Cornelia, which is why she wrote blog posts. Lachlan 
explained he wrote blog posts “because it’s really fun and it makes me feel good.”  
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Three students wrote blog posts because they “like(d)” to do so. Jacob 
described his reason for writing blog posts: “I think it’s really fun and I get to show 
[my audience] that I like writing.” John wrote blog posts because “I like to write what 
I want to write.” 
Four students wrote blog posts because they had subject choice. Andy blogged 
when he had “something I feel like writing about.” Anthony liked to “show people” 
his writing and he identified writing blog posts as “fun.” 
Twelve students indicated they wrote blog posts because they were able to 
share their writing with others. Ryan experienced writing blog posts to be 
“entertaining and fun to share ideas.” Autumn noted that she wrote blog posts because 
“it’s fun to do and because I can share it with people.” Lee claimed she wrote blog 
posts because “they’re fun and I get to tell other people about what I’m doing.” Jeff 
wrote blog posts because it was a “cool way to tell people a story” and “because it’s 
fun and I can do it mostly anywhere.” Emilia wrote blog posts so “people can know 
more about me and what I like” and she experienced writing blog posts to be “really 
fun.” Fred found it “enjoyable to get comments.” Andrew wrote blog posts because 
“it’s really fun and I like what people have to say about my writing.” 
Two students wrote blog posts because they believed they had to write blog 
posts. Georgie declared he only wrote blog posts “when that’s the only choice.” Kelsy 
explained that she wrote blog posts because “I have to and because I enjoy doing it 
and it brings me back to the moment.”  
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Two students indicated they wrote blog posts because it made them feel 
“calm.” Lee said she wrote blog posts because “it’s relaxing and makes me feel 
calm.”  
Students’ feelings about selecting their own subjects about which to write 
blog posts. 
Responses were wide-ranging when students were asked how they felt about 
selecting their own subjects to write blog posts. Table 8 summarizes students’ 
responses. 
Table 8. Students’ Feelings about Subject Choice 
Code 
 
Happy 
 
Good 
 
Excited 
 
Fun 
 
Creative 
 Helps write 
 Does not help write 
# of times  4 5 3 2 2 2 3 
Four students felt “happy” when they were given subject choice. When Jeff 
described how he felt about selecting his own subject to write blog posts about, he said 
it made him feel “good and happy because it’s really fun.” Andy felt “happy” when 
able to select his own subject to write about. Lee also felt “happy” when given subject 
choice because “I can choose what I want to write about.” Fred felt “happy” when 
given the choice of what to write about “because we get to blog about anything that’s 
going on.” 
Five students felt “good” about having subject choice. Anthony felt “good” 
about selecting his own subjects because “I can choose whatever I want, and I can 
make it funny!” When asked to describe his feelings about selecting his own subject to 
write blog posts about, Jacob felt “really good compared to all the essays you have to 
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write in fifth grade!” Selecting his own subjects to write made John feel “really good 
because I like writing fiction and [Mrs. Redport] lets us write whatever we want so I 
can write [fiction].” Receiving subject choice made Lachlan “feel good because I 
usually like writing series.” 
Three students were “excited” to have subject choice. Autumn admitted having 
subject choice is “what excited” her as she remembered not having subject choice 
when she wrote blog posts in third grade. For Skyler, having subject choice felt “a lot 
more exciting because you get to actually choose what you want to write about, and 
you can just let your mind go wild.” Zoe felt “kind of excited” when given subject 
choice. 
Two students said they felt having subject choice was “fun.” Ryan felt having 
subject choice was “fun because you have flexibility to do what you want.” Jeff 
thought having subject choice was “good, and it makes you feel happy because it’s 
really fun.” 
Two students felt “creative” when they had subject choice. Andrew noted that 
when given subject choice, “it really lets me be creative and use my brain for whatever 
I want!” Emilia “really like(d)” subject choice because it afforded her the ability to 
“think of creative ideas.” 
Two students felt having subject choice helped them write. Cornelia declared 
that “it definitely helps me be able to write more” when given subject choice. Kelsy 
acknowledged that given subject choice, “I feel like I can write a lot more and that 
means a lot to me.”  
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Three students felt subject choice hindered them. Zoe admitted “sometimes I 
don’t know what to write about because there’s so many things I like to write about.” 
Georgie felt that when he was given subject choice it was “kinda hard coming up with 
a topic.” Kathryn said, “sometimes I don’t know what to write about” when given 
subject choice.  
Students’ feelings when someone read their blog post and left a comment. 
When students were asked how they felt when someone read their blog post 
and left a comment, they had various responses. Table 9 summarizes student 
responses.  
Table 9. Students’ Feelings When Given Outside Audience 
Code Good Happy 
# of times 10 5 
Ten students said they felt “good” when they received a comment. When 
someone read one of Ryan’s blog posts and posted a comment, it made Ryan feel 
“good because they actually appreciate it.” Autumn and Kelsy reported that they too 
felt “good” when they received a blog post comment. According to Jacob, having an 
audience to read his writing “definitely makes me feel good.” Jerry felt “good because 
they’re either asking a question or saying it’s good” when he received comments on 
his blog posts. When Skyler received a comment on her blog post, she felt “really 
good and it makes me feel like a good writer.” Lachlan felt “good because it makes me 
think that they like them and that they’ll read more” when he received comments on a 
blog post. Jeff felt “good” when he received a “good comment.” But when he received 
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a comment that did not take “effort, then it makes me not feel that good because it 
makes me think they don’t really care.” When he received comments on his blog 
posts, John felt “really good and it makes me feel like they actually read it.” Cornelia 
felt “really good … like someone actually saw my blog posts” when she received a 
comment.  
Five students felt “happy” when they received a comment. Andy felt “happy 
because it’s nice to know that someone reads your thing” when he received comments. 
When someone read and commented on one of her blog posts, Emilia “felt happy they 
pay attention to my blog.” Kathryn acknowledged she felt “happy that they actually 
read it.” Fred felt “happy” too.  
When Zoe received comments on a blog post, she felt “happy kind of … I 
don’t always show it, but I am nervous about what they might say.” When Georgie 
received a comment, he felt “relieved that someone actually read it.” Anthony, Lee, 
and Andrew passed on the question. 
All 19 students were asked, “When you receive comments on blog posts, does 
it feel like you have a real audience?” All 19 indicated they believed they had a real 
audience when they received comments on their blog posts. The five who gave an 
explanation attributed it to receiving comments on their blog posts. 
Student preference for writing blog posts or assignments for their 
classroom teacher. 
When students were asked if they preferred to write blog posts or assignments 
for Mrs. Redport, 15 students said they preferred to write blog posts instead of 
assignments for Mrs. Redport.  Table 10 summarizes responses from students 
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regarding their preference for writing blog posts or assignments for their classroom 
teacher. 
Table 10. Students’ Preferences for Writing Blog Posts or Assignments 
Preference Blog Assignment Equal 
#  15 2 2 
Not everyone gave a reason as to why they preferred to blog; however, six of 
the students who indicated they preferred to blog connected having subject choice to 
their response. Ryan thought it was “easier to come up with an idea that you can 
actually care about at the end of the day.” Andrew preferred to write blog posts 
because “it’s really fun and I can be creative.” Andy preferred blog posts “because I 
can make it up as I go.” Fred chose blog posts because “it doesn’t have to be long, and 
you can pretty much write about anything.” Jeff preferred to write blog posts because 
“you can write whatever you want, and it doesn’t have to be that long.” Skyler 
preferred to blog because “I can let my imagination loose and I can share with 
everyone.”  
Georgie and Zoe preferred to write assignments for Mrs. Redport instead of 
blog posts. Zoe said, “I like writing assignments better because when writing blogs, I 
feel like I just don’t know what to do. And I know what to do when writing 
assignments.” When asked what he preferred, Georgie said, “Probably an assignment 
for [Mrs. Redport].” 
Kathryn liked writing blog posts and assignments for Mrs. Redport “just the 
same.” When asked her preference, Lee said, “I like both like sometimes we have to 
write essays and they’re fun.” 
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Summary of student interview findings. 
When students discussed their feelings about writing blog posts, 18 out of 19 
students indicated they enjoyed writing blog posts. Students used words such as “fun,” 
“happy,” and “good” when talking about writing blog posts. Students also implied that 
they had an audience to read their writing, they appreciated having subject choice 
(though three students did not), and they wanted to blog more. 
Mrs. Redport’s students chose to write blog posts because it was “fun” for 
them, they enjoyed having an outside audience, and they had subject choice. Two 
students said they wrote blog posts because they had to, and during three writing 
workshops that was accurate. 
When discussing subject choice, 16 out of 19 appreciated having subject 
choice while three students did not. Students felt “good” and “happy” when they 
talked about having an outside audience to read their writing. Fifteen students 
preferred to write blog posts instead of assignments for Mrs. Redport. Two students 
preferred to write assignments for Mrs. Redport, and two students preferred writing 
blog posts and assignments for Mrs. Redport equally.  
Classroom Teacher Interview 
To determine Mrs. Redport’s perceived experiences (Seidman, 2006), I 
conducted a face-to-face interview with the fifth grade classroom teacher as indicated 
in the Interview Protocol and List of Interview Questions for Classroom Teacher 
(Appendix G). I used the interview guide approach as the questions were outlined in 
advance; however, the order and phrasing were adjusted (Patton, 2015).   
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Findings from classroom teacher interview. 
Table 11 represents four findings from the classroom teacher interview: (1) 
students were engaged in writing blog posts; (2) students appreciated having an 
outside audience to read their writing; (3) students appreciated having subject choice; 
and (4) Mrs. Redport believed her students preferred to write blog posts instead of 
assignments for her. 
Table 11. Findings from Classroom Teacher Interview 
# Findings 
1 Students were engaged in writing blog posts 
 
2 Students appreciated having an outside audience to read their writing 
 
3 Students appreciated having subject choice 
 
4 Mrs. Redport believed her students preferred to write blog posts instead of 
assignments for her 
Evidence of findings from classroom teacher interview. 
The 2018-2019 school year, when this study was conducted, was Mrs. 
Redport’s thirteenth year as an elementary school classroom teacher. Though she 
described writing as one of the more difficult subjects to teach, it is one of her favorite 
subjects to teach. She strives to determine “what every student needs at any given 
time,” but acknowledged it was “a lot of work to manage” because students entered 
fifth grade with “such varying abilities.” 
When asked to explain how her students shared their writing, she said, “lots of 
different ways,” and expanded, “Seesaw [a digital portfolio for parents to view] or 
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blogging are the most common ways” her students share their final product. She 
explained that during class time her students “are always sharing with each other and 
getting feedback.” 
When asked to describe her students’ motivation to write, Mrs. Redport 
exclaimed that “it’s kind of hard because I have a mixed group this year.” She 
explained that she had students who were extremely motivated readers and writers and 
she had students who struggled severely with reading and writing who seemed to lack 
motivation to read and write. Mrs. Redport said she found “a direct connection” 
between her students’ reading and writing abilities and their motivation to read and 
write. According to Mrs. Redport, her sophisticated readers and writers were more 
motivated to read and write. She identified her three sophisticated writers as Ryan, 
Kathryn, and Autumn and her three writers who struggled as Cornelia, Georgie, and 
Anthony. 
During the interview, I asked Mrs. Redport how blogging impacted her 
students’ motivation. Mrs. Redport said, “It definitely increases their motivation.” She 
went on to say that “anytime they’re sharing their writing they’re more motivated than 
when it’s in isolation.”  
Mrs. Redport was asked if having an outside audience via blogging to read her 
student writing impacted her students’ motivation to write. She said, “It definitely 
increases it.” She described how one of her previous students said, “knowing that the 
president could read my blog posts really keeps me making sure I’m doing writing 
well!”  Mrs. Redport explained that it was hard for her students to comprehend having 
an outside audience and that seeing the map on Kidblog helped her students. Her 
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students would get excited and say, “Wow that’s so cool not everyone is from [New 
England] but like California and Arkansas and other places too!” Figure 4 is a map 
taken from Kidblog that shows how aspects of Mrs. Redport’s audience were from 
California and Arkansas, that gave her students a visual sense of their audience.  
 
Figure 4. Map of Outside Audience for Mrs. Redport’s Students 
Mrs. Redport mentioned that her 2018-2019 class was different from her 
previous twelve classes. She said, “I feel like this is a really interesting group of kids.” 
She reported having many observations from the principal during the school year and 
both she and the principal “noticed that the kids are not engaged despite my best 
efforts … and they kind of grew up in a culture of compliance.” She explained that she 
has tried diligently to get her students excited to learn and that it was very difficult to 
increase their motivation. She said, “Even class participation is really low, so like it’s 
an interesting mix of kids. Their energy and enthusiasm and motivation is not like I 
would like it to be or what I’ve had in the past. It’s interesting.” 
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I asked Mrs. Redport the following questions, like those I asked her students 
during the individual student interviews. 
How do you think your students feel about the blogging they’re doing in 
your class? 
When asked how she thought her students felt about the blog posts they wrote 
in her class, Mrs. Redport exclaimed that most of her students were “really excited 
about it.” She went on to say, “I have a few kids who don’t necessarily dislike it 
[blogging], but it’s just not something they’re excited or passionate about.” She 
discussed a connection between the way a few of her students who were not excited 
about blogging were not excited about writing or reading either. She said, “I think it 
also connects to their feeling about writing, not necessarily blogging. The students 
who are not really excited about blogging are not really excited by writing and reading 
in general, so there’s a little bit of connection there.” 
Why do your students write blog posts?  
Mrs. Redport explained that her students wrote blog posts because they wanted 
to write blog posts. While the assignments students wrote for Mrs. Redport were 
structured, writing blog posts was unstructured. Writing blog posts was solely an 
option except for three occasions. Writing blog posts was mandatory for students 
when Mrs. Redport first introduced blogging to her class, and on the two days I 
conducted my interviews in her classroom. She believed blogging was “a good place 
for them to experiment and explore with an authentic audience which really excites 
them.”  
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How do you think your students feel when they write blog posts? 
When asked how her students felt when they wrote blog posts, Mrs. Redport 
said that the majority of her students were “excited” when they wrote blog posts. She 
discussed how many of her students wrote multiple chapter blog posts and received 
feedback from an outside audience that encouraged them to continue to write more 
blog posts. Mrs. Redport attributed the feedback Jacob received from his outside 
audience via blogging to his wanting to become a professional author when he gets out 
of school. His outside audience gave him positive feedback and asked, “When is the 
next chapter coming?” which kept him wanting to write blog posts. 
How do you think your students feel when they publish a blog post? 
When asked how her students felt when they published their blog posts, Mrs. 
Redport said that she thought they were “excited to see the feedback” from their 
outside audience, and “most of them probably feel proud.” 
How do you think your students like the blog posts they write? 
Mrs. Redport said her students were “proud” of their blog posts and they were 
“excited” to share them with their outside audience.  
How do you think your students feel about being able to select their own 
subjects to blog about? 
Mrs. Redport said that she believed her students felt “really excited” about 
being able to select their own subjects about which to write blog posts. She shared that 
“writing is challenging” for her two students Georgie and Anthony, although she 
believed they enjoyed having subject choice. She recalled them asking, “We can write 
about whatever we want!?”  
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When someone reads your student blog posts and responds with a 
comment, how do you think that makes your students feel? 
When an outside audience read her student blog posts and commented, Mrs. 
Redport said her students became “super excited.” She said that when she approved 
several comments on her students’ blog posts, her students would “race online to see 
how many comments they got.” 
Do your students prefer to write blog posts or to write assignments? 
When asked if her students prefer to write blog posts or assignments for her, 
Mrs. Redport quickly said, “Definitely blog.”  
What do you think are the best uses of blogs?  
When Mrs. Redport was asked what she thought were the three best uses of 
blogs, she said, “well, the authentic audience.” Even though she skimmed her 
students’ blog posts “to make sure they’re appropriate” before she approved them, she 
appreciated not editing her students’ blog posts. She enjoyed it when her students 
received feedback from their authentic audience that would ask clarifying questions 
that helped her students realize their writing was not always clear. She said it was 
“more meaningful than having their teacher say, ‘fix this, fix this.’” Finally, Mrs. 
Redport thought her third best use of blogs was “the opportunity to let their [her 
students’] voice be heard” by their outside audience.  
Summary of teacher interview findings. 
Writing is one of Mrs. Redport’s favorite subjects to teach, though it is one of 
the most difficult subjects to teach because it is not easy to determine each student’s 
zone of proximal development. Her students shared their writing through Seesaw, a 
digital portfolio that parents can access, and through Kidblog, a student blogging 
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platform. Her students often shared their writing with one another to receive feedback 
during the writing workshops.  
According to Mrs. Redport her students’ motivation to write varied because 
her students’ reading and writing achievement levels varied. Her perception was that 
those students who struggled in reading and writing were the students with the least 
motivation to read and write.  
Mrs. Redport believed her students’ motivation to write increased when they 
were encouraged to write and publish blog posts because they were able to share their 
writing with an outside audience. Her students enjoyed seeing a map of all the places 
their outside audience were located.  
Mrs. Redport mentioned that her students were “excited” to write blog posts 18 
times during our interview. She acknowledged that a few students who were not very 
motivated to blog did not dislike blogging, but were just not “passionate” about 
blogging, writing, or reading. Mrs. Redport reported that her students wrote blog posts 
because they wanted to write blog posts. Students were not expected to write blog 
posts except during three writing workshops, and even during the three writing 
workshops students were not required to publish their blog posts.  Mrs. Redport 
attributed her students choosing to write blog posts because they enjoyed having an 
outside audience. 
Mrs. Redport indicated that many of her students wrote a series of blog posts 
because of the encouraging comments they received from their outside audience. She 
believed her students felt “excited” and “proud” when they shared their blog posts and 
then received feedback from their outside audience.  
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Mrs. Redport said her students were “really excited” about having subject 
choice when writing blog posts. She reported that two of her students who struggle 
with writing were even excited about having subject choice. Mrs. Redport indicated 
that her students were “super excited” about having an outside audience to read their 
writing. According to Mrs. Redport, her students “definitely” preferred to write blog 
posts instead of assignments she gave them.  
Document Review 
Document review can offer context or perspective (Marshall & Rossman, 
2016); therefore, I conducted a document review of all published blog posts (and 
corresponding blog post comments) written by Mrs. Redport’s students from 
November 2018 through June 2019. These documents were helpful for gleaning 
information beyond the observations, student interviews, and classroom teacher 
interview. I recorded my document review notes on my document review form 
(Appendix H) (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). 
Findings from document review. 
I had four findings from my document review as shown in Table 12: (1) 
students were engaged in writing blog posts; (2) most students had an outside audience 
to read their writing; (3) most students corresponded with their outside audience; and 
(4) students had subject choice and published blog posts in various genres.   
Table 12. Findings from Document Review 
# Findings 
1 Students were engaged in writing blog posts 
2 Most students had an outside audience to read their writing 
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3 Most students corresponded with their outside audience 
4 Students had subject choice and published blog posts in various genres 
Evidence of findings from document review. 
Table 13 includes the number of blog posts each student published and the 
total number of words published.  
Table 13. Comparison of Number of Blog Posts  
and Total Number of Published Words  
Student Number of  
Blog Posts 
Total Number  
of  Published Words 
Autumn 15 2460 
Jacob 15 4635 
Lachlan 13 3874 
Jerry 12 3504 
Jeff 10 123 
Kelsy 9 1989 
Kathryn 9 2376 
Andy 9 3069 
Emilia 8 1736 
John 8 2056 
Skyler 8 1800 
Fred 7 181 
Cornelia 5 465 
Lee 4 788 
Zoe 4 732 
Ryan 3 945 
Andrew 3 1635 
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Georgie 2 210 
Anthony 2 262 
Total 146 35,033 
Figure 5 shows the correlation (correlation = 0.858) between the number of 
blog posts and the total number of published words. This demonstrates a high 
relationshipas the number of blog posts increased, the total number of published 
words increased strongly as well.  
 
Figure 5. Relationship Between Number of Blog Posts 
and Total Number of Published Words 
The average number of blog posts and average number of total published 
words are listed below in Table 14. Students wrote eight blog posts on average, and 
the average number of total published words was 1,844. 
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Table 14. Average Number of Blog Posts and Average Number  
of Total Published Words 
Average Number of Blog Posts  Average Number of Total Words 
8 1,844 
Table 15 displays the number of blog posts published by each student and the 
total number of comments from the outside audience.  
Table 15. Comparison of Number of Blog Posts and Total  
Number of Comments from Outside Audience 
Student Number of  
Blog Posts 
Total Number  
of Comments  
from Outside Audience 
Autumn 15 39 
Jacob 15 152 
Lachlan 13 53 
Jerry 12 86 
Jeff 10 40 
Kelsy 9 58 
Kathryn 9 68 
Andy 9 44 
Emilia 8 49 
John 8 28 
Skyler 8 52 
Fred 7 9 
Cornelia 5 21 
Lee 4 10 
Zoe 4 18 
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Student Number of  
Blog Posts 
Total Number  
of Comments  
from Outside Audience 
Ryan 3 28 
Andrew 3 12 
Georgie 2 7 
Anthony 2 0 
Figure 6 shows the correlation (correlation = 0.761) between the number of 
blog posts and the total number of comments from the outside audience. This 
demonstrates a strong relationshipas the number of blog posts increased, the total 
number of comments from an outside audience increased strongly as well. Typically, 
the students who wrote more blog posts had more comments from an outside 
audience. 
 
Figure 6. Relationship Between Number of Blog Posts 
and Number of Comments from Outside Audience 
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The average number of blog posts and average number of comments are listed 
below in Table 16. Every student except Zoe and Anthony corresponded with their 
outside audience. The table does not include the number of comments the student 
posted on his/her own blog. 
Table 16. Comparison of Average Number of Blog Posts and Average Number of 
Comments from Outside Audience 
Average Number of Blog 
Posts  
Average Number of Comments from Outside 
Audience 
8 41 
Table 17 compares the number of blog posts each student wrote with the total 
number of comments each student received from his/her outside audience. Comments 
posted by the student on his/her own blog are not included. 
Table 17. Comparison of Number of Blog Posts and Total Number of Comments from 
Outside Audience 
Student Average Number of Words per 
Blog Post 
Total Number of Comments from 
Outside Audience 
Jacob 4635 152 
Lachlan 3874 53 
Jerry 3504 86 
Andy 3069 44 
Autumn 2460 39 
Kathryn 2376 68 
John 2056 28 
Kelsy 1989 58 
Skyler 1800 52 
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Student Average Number of Words per 
Blog Post 
Total Number of Comments from 
Outside Audience 
Emilia 1736 49 
Andrew 1635 12 
Fred 1267 9 
Jeff 1230 40 
Ryan 945 28 
Lee 788 10 
Zoe 732 18 
Cornelia 465 21 
Anthony 262 0 
Georgie 210 7 
Figure 7 shows the correlation (correlation = 0.84) between the number of 
words and the number of comments from the outside audience. This demonstrates a 
strong relationshipas the number of words increased, the number of comments from 
the outside audience increased as well.  
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Figure 7. Relationship Between Number of Words and Number of Comments from 
Outside Audience 
Table 18 compares the average number of blog posts and average number of 
comments from the outside audience.  
Table 18. Comparison of Average Number of Blog Posts and Average Number of 
Comments from Outside Audience 
Average Number of Words per 
Blog Post 
Average Number of Comments from Outside 
Audience 
235 41 
During the document review of the blog post comments, six types of comments 
from the outside audience and two types of comments from the blog post writers 
emerged, as well as various rates of responses. The types of comments from an outside 
audience included: (1) questions the outside audience asked the blog post writer; (2) 
blog post subject suggestions the outside audience offered the blog post writer; (3) 
supportive comments from the outside audience to the blog post writer; (4) 
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connections the outside audience made to the blog post writer; (5) writing suggestions 
the outside audience gave to the blog post writer; and (6) answers the outside audience 
gave the blog post writer in response to a question posed in the corresponding blog 
post. Two types of comments from the blog post writers included: (1) comments 
published by the blog post author in response to a comment by the outside audience; 
and (2) and general announcements made by the blog post author to his/her outside 
audience as shown in Table 19 below. Each type of comment is summed. The greatest 
number of comments from an outside audience were supportive comments. The 
students who received the greatest number of supportive comments also posted the 
greatest number of comments in response to their outside audience.  
Table 19. Six Types of Comments from Outside Audience, Two Types of Comments 
from Blog Post Writers, and Rates of Response 
 
# 
Questions 
Received 
# of 
Suggestions 
for another 
blog post 
subject idea 
# of 
Supportive 
Comments 
# of 
Connections 
# of 
Writing 
suggestions 
# of 
Answers 
posed 
from 
question 
in blog 
post(s) 
# of 
Responses 
to Outside 
Audience 
# of 
announcements 
Ryan 9 0 23 1 5 0 3 1 
Autumn 13 2 27 7 6 7 11 0 
Kelsy 40 3 51 10 1 0 18 0 
Georgie 0 0 7 0 0 0 3 0 
Kathryn 33 2 57 26 3 10 32 0 
Emilia 35 0 36 22 1 0 35 0 
Anthony 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 
Jacob 42 12 125 4 6 0 98 7 
John 12 2 25 7 3 0 6 0 
Jerry 20 3 82 3 5 0 68 5 
Skyler 15 2 41 13 0 14 40 2 
Cornelia 6 0 11 1 1 0 6 1 
Andy 9 0 30 6 2 4 7 0 
Lachlan 16 6 48 2 3 0 26 1 
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# 
Questions 
Received 
# of 
Suggestions 
for another 
blog post 
subject idea 
# of 
Supportive 
Comments 
# of 
Connections 
# of 
Writing 
suggestions 
# of 
Answers 
posed 
from 
question 
in blog 
post(s) 
# of 
Responses 
to Outside 
Audience 
# of 
announcements 
Lee 2 0 10 3 1 0 1 0 
Zoe 7 0 13 6 2 0 0 0 
Andrew 4 0 12 0 0 0 8 0 
Fred 5 0 9 2 0 0 6 1 
Jeff 21 1 33 4 2 0 15 0 
Total 289 33 640 117 41 35 383 18 
Table 20 is organized by the average number of comments each blog post 
writer received from the outside audience for the following six types of comments: (1) 
questions the outside audience asked the blog post writer; (2) blog post subject 
suggestions the outside audience offered the blog post writer; (3) supportive comments 
from the outside audience to the blog post writer; (4) connections the outside audience 
made to the blog post writer; (5) writing suggestions the outside audience gave to the 
blog post writer; and 6) answers the outside audience gave the blog post writer in 
response to a question posed in the corresponding blog post. 
Table 20. Average, Median, and Mode Number of Responses from Six Types of 
Comments from Outside Audience and Two Types of Comments from Blog Post 
Writers  
 
# 
Questions 
Received 
# of 
Suggestions 
for another 
blog post 
subject idea 
# of 
Supportive 
Comments 
# of 
Connections 
# of 
Writing 
suggestions 
# of 
Answers 
posed 
from 
question 
in blog 
post(s) 
# of 
Responses 
to Outside 
Audience 
# of 
announcements 
Average 17 3.7 35.6 7.3 3 8.8 
 
38.3 
 
1.8 
Median 12 0 27 4 2 0 
8 0 
Mode 9 0 N/A 0 0 0 6 0 
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Below are the six types of comments each student received from their outside 
audience. If one blog post comment received two types of comments, each type of 
comment was counted. Direction quotations are used. To protect the identity of 
students, I blinded the comments.   
Questions the outside audience asked the blog post writer. 
Jacob read Emilia’s blog post on how to make slime and said, “Thank you for 
the steps! I will try this at home! Is this how you make [it]?” 
Emilia replied, “I make [it] at my house and if it works tell me!” Emilia taught 
her outside audience how to make a toy and her audience was able to ask her 
clarifying questions.  
Kathryn received a comment from Emilia on her blog post about friendship: 
“[Kathryn] your my best friend ever since I moved here … if someone is sad you 
make them happy!” 
Kathryn said, “Thank you so much [Emilia] … it is nice that you say that! -
Your Bff [Kathryn].” 
Someone outside of the class commented on one of John’s short stories: 
“Wow! I like how you used very descriptive writing in your story. I could really 
picture [the two] running in the fields! I’m definitely going to read part 2!” 
John replied, “Thank you for the nice comment. Yes, you should read part 2 
and we are also coming out with a part 3.” 
Someone outside of the class read a short story of Jerry’s and commented, “I 
actually really liked this, and I got a good laugh from the part when the … One 
question, though, how long did it take to write? ‘Cuz it takes me forever to find 
rhymes for things.” 
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Jerry replied, “Go to the website rhymer … it really helps.”  
Someone outside of the class commented on Skyler’s post about animals: “I 
think there was a lot of information in your facts. My favorite fact was the one about 
how a group of [animals] is called a heard. Why can’t kids eat vegetables until they 
are 9 mounts old?” 
Skyler replied, “Because if they eat (example) carrots when they are kids, the 
food is too overwhelming for them and if they eat too much heavy food, they could get 
sick! like for us when we were babies! we had to eat baby food. thanks for the 
question!” 
Someone outside of the class, commented Jeff’s blog post about a 
snowboarding incident: “OH gosh!! Are you ok?????” 
Jeff’s response was, “Thank you for asking, and yes I’m ok.” 
Blog post subject suggestions the outside audience offered the blog post writer. 
Kelsy received the following comment from Lee in response to her blog post 
about her morning routine: “I love how you told me all of the steps and details. Would 
you do steps for your night routine?” 
Kelsy replied, “[Lee], Thank you so much for commenting and reading my 
post! And thank you! I will do my nighttime routine that will be my next post!” 
Jacob received a comment from someone outside of the class on a horror short 
story he wrote: 
I loved your story it was so scary and very detailed. I liked that you added 
things so I could understand the story. Like my heart was beating so fast I thought it 
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would burst. Also like at the end of the story you said that there was a child graveyard. 
I think you should make a part two that talks about a different doll with the same girl. 
Jacob replied, “Thank You for your feedback!! Also that part two idea is a 
good one.” 
In response to one of Lachlan’s short stories, someone from outside of the 
class, said, “I like the creativity about the [animals] almost eating you. Next you 
should be cooked for dinner and make an escape.” 
Lachlan said, “Another Great Idea! Thanks!” He went on to write three more 
parts to the series.  
Supportive comments from the outside audience to the blog post writer. 
Ryan’s mom read Ryan’s introductory personal interest blog post about his life 
and commented, “Great intro [Ryan]!” 
Ryan replied, “Thanks Mom.” 
Autumn received a comment from someone outside of the class on one of her 
short stories: “Soooo good i want you to make more stories so that I can read them.” 
Autumn replied, “I could make a fictional story about my [characters] if you 
want? I appreciate you asking me to write more. Thank you!” 
Georgie received a comment from someone outside of the class: “I like the 
way you talk about the beginning of what you did to the end I thought that was a good 
idea.”  
Georgie replied, “I might make a part two thank you.”  
Someone from outside of the class commented on Lee’s post: “I like how you 
gave the time when did you said it and also i like when you got excited when you were 
going to the Celtics game.” 
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Lee’s response was, “Thank You.” 
Connections the outside audience made to the blog post writer. 
Autumn wrote a post about visiting Colombia every summer and received this 
response from someone outside of the class,  
Hi [Autumn], that’s awesome that you get to go to Colombia every year! I was 
born in Bogotá, but have lived overseas for many years, but still get to visit every now 
and then. And every time I go, I am reminded of what a wonderful place it is! But it’s 
true, sometimes it can be a long trip ! 
I especially cherish the close ties between family members over there. And 
everyone always seems to be in a happy mood, much more so than in other places.  
I’d love to visit Medellin on a future visit, and also the town of Salento nearby, 
that I hear is very pretty.  
Hasta pronto! 
Autumn never replied to this comment; however, she told Mrs. Redport she 
was very excited to have received the comment from someone who is from Colombia. 
Her audience consisted of someone who was from the county she visits every 
summer.  
On Andy’s post about tacos, Cornelia commented, “I LOVE TACO BELL!!!” 
Andy said, “I love taco bell to! What is your favorite thing to order there? I 
like to get the doritos tacos.” 
Writing suggestions the outside audience gave to the blog post writer. 
John commented on Cornelia’s post about milk. He said, “I like how many 
descriptive words you used. Maybe next time you could add a little more? Is milk your 
favorite drink?” 
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Cornelia’s response was, “I used as much descriptive words as I could and yes 
it is my favorite drink.”  
Answers the outside audience gave the blog post writer in response to a 
question posed in the corresponding blog post. 
In her blog post titled, “Cats or Dogs?” Anna asked her outside audience what 
they prefer. She received a comment from Kelsy, “Ya I feel the same way I don’t 
know which one to pick! Dogs are so cute and a lot of them are fluffy, but also they 
can be really big and they could get too aggressive. Now on to the cats, they are so 
cute and fun to give them treats … but they also can be boring to play with. I think 
that I would want both!! What kind of cat do you have?” 
Anna relied “he is a tuxido cat!” to Kelsy. 
Table 21 indicates the number of blog posts each student wrote, from the 
greatest number of published blog posts to the least number of published blog posts. 
Autumn, Jacob, Jerry, and Lachlan published the greatest number of blog posts.  
Table 21. Number of Published Blog Posts (High to Low)  
Student 
 
Number of Blog Posts 
(High to Low) 
Autumn 15 
Jacob 15 
Lachlan 13 
Jerry 12 
Jeff 10 
Andy 9 
Kathryn 9 
Kelsy 9 
Emilia 8 
John 8 
Skyler 8 
Fred 7 
Cornelia 5 
Lee 4 
Zoe 4 
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Student 
 
Number of Blog Posts 
(High to Low) 
Andrew 3 
Ryan 3 
Anthony 2 
Georgie 2 
Table 22 lists the average number of words students published on their blog 
posts and is organized from the greatest average number of words per blog post to the 
least average number of words per blog post.  
Table 22. Average Number of Words per Blog Post (High to Low)  
Student 
Average Number of Words  
per Blog Post  
(High to Low) 
Andrew 545 
Andy 341 
Ryan 315 
Jacob 309 
Lachlan 298 
Jerry 292 
Kathryn 264 
John 257 
Skyler 225 
Kelsy 221 
Emilia 217 
Lee 197 
Zoe 183 
Fred 181 
Autumn 164 
Anthony 131 
Jeff 123 
Georgie 105 
Table 23 includes the number of comments received from an outside audience. 
The results are organized from high to low. Jacob, who aspires to be a professional 
writer, received the most comments from an outside audience followed by Jerry, 
Kathryn, and Kelsy. These students had the largest outside audience.  
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Table 23. Number of Comments from  
Outside Audience (High to Low)  
Student 
Number of Comments 
from Outside Audience 
(High to Low) 
Jacob 152 
Jerry 86 
Kathryn 68 
Kelsy 58 
Lachlan 53 
Skyler 52 
Emilia 49 
Andy 44 
Jeff 40 
Autumn 39 
Ryan 28 
John 28 
Cornelia 21 
Zoe 18 
Andrew 12 
Lee 10 
Fred 9 
Georgie 7 
Anthony 0 
Table 24 indicates how many blog posts were published in the 13 genres 
students selected to write in. Personal Interest, Fantasy, Horror, and How To were the 
most published genres. Students wrote in the following various genres: Personal 
Interest, Fantasy, Horror, How To, Humor, Mystery, Rap, Adventure, Announcement, 
Informational, Historical Fiction, Argument, and Poem. I used the genre names 
students used in their title when relevant, and coded Personal Interest, How To, 
Humor, Announcement, and Informational based upon the language used by Mrs. 
Redport during my observation and teacher interview.  
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Table 24. Number of Blog Posts Published by Genre 
Blog Post  
Genre 
Number of  
Blog Posts Published 
Personal Interest 73 
Fantasy 20 
Horror 16 
How to 9 
Humor 5 
Mystery 5 
Rap 5 
Adventure 4 
Announcement 4 
Informational 3 
Historical Fiction 2 
Argument 1 
Poem 1 
Summary of document review findings. 
These documents were helpful to review in order to glean information beyond 
the observations, student interviews, and classroom teacher interview. I was able to 
determine students were engaged in writing blog posts, as writing blog posts was 
mostly an option for students. Eighteen out of Mrs. Redport’s 19 students had an 
outside audience to read their blog posts and 18 out of 19 corresponded with their 
outside audience. Students were given full autonomy to write about whatever subject 
they wished, and as a result published blog posts in various genres. 
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Thematic Connections 
This study explored and determined to what extent and how fifth grade 
students are motivated to write when they are provided an outside audience via 
blogging. The research question was: To what extent and how are fifth grade students 
motivated to write when they are provided an outside audience via blogging? The data 
collected from observations, student interviews, classroom teacher interview, and 
document reviews provided rich descriptions of students writing blog posts and 
receiving comments from an outside audience. The analysis is discussed in more detail 
in chapter five. 
Analyzing thematic connections assisted me to understand my data and my 
subjects’ experiences (Seidman, 2006). Mrs. Redport and her 19 students shared their 
experiences about writing blog posts, showed me their process during writing 
workshops, and shared their published product for an outside audience. Three thematic 
connections emerged as I worked to triangulate across the data types: (1) students 
were engaged in writing blog posts; (2) students had an outside audience to read their 
writing; and (3) students had subject choice. Educators can encourage their students to 
publish blog posts and give them subject choice in order to provide their students with 
an outside audience to read and respond to their writing.  
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Chapter Five: Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research 
Introduction 
Students in K-12 education often lack motivation to write (Ames, 1990; 
Boscolo & Gelati, 2013; Bruning & Horn, 2000; Hidi & Boscolo, 2007; Routman, 
2017). Since Aristotle’s time, it has been evident that a writer may be motivated to 
write for an audience (T. Newkirk, personal communication, March 1, 2018) because 
an audience helps the writer guide himself or herself through the writing process 
(Aristotle, n.d./2004). Students who lack an audience to read their writing may lack 
motivation to write (Britton, Burgess, Martin, McLeod, & Rosen, 1975; Bruning & 
Horn, 2000; Graham & Perin, 2007). Many students are not motivated to write when 
their classroom teacher is the only audience to read their writing, as receiving a good 
grade is not motivation enough (Atwell, 2015; Britton et al., 1975; Zemelman et al., 
2012). This study explored and determined the answer to the guiding research 
question: To what extent and how are fifth grade students motivated to write when 
they are provided with an outside audience via blogging? This chapter discusses the 
analysis of the thematic connections that emerged from the data to answer the guiding 
research question and suggest further research. 
Conceptual Framework 
The conceptual framework I created for this study identifies my previous 
teaching experience with student blogging. When students published their writing on a 
blog (construct #1) for an outside audience to read their writing (construct #2), 
students possessed motivation to write (construct #3). The conceptual framework’s 
purpose was to determine whether my previous experiences with student blogging 
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could be repeated in a study. Below, I discuss the literature that corresponds to the 
conceptual framework.  
 
Figure 8. Conceptual Framework Underlying This Research Question 
Brief Review of Literature 
Student blogging. 
Atwell (2015) described a blog as an online tool made popular in the twenty-
first century that makes it more conducive for students to have an audience beyond 
their teacher. Karchmer-Klein (2013) defined a blog as a virtual space “where writers 
share thoughts, ponder ideas, and pose questions” (p. 313). Richardson (2010) defined 
a blog as an “easily created, easily updatable Web site that allows an author (or 
authors) to publish instantly to the Internet from any Internet connection” (p. 17). For 
the purpose of this study, a “blog” referred to a student website that holds his/her 
published written work. The outside audience (in addition to the student/blog post 
author) published comments on the student blog posts. 
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Outside audience. 
Often writers write for an audience. Morgan (2015) defined an “outside 
audience” (p. 30) as an audience beyond the classroom teacher. Britton, Burgess, 
Martin, McLeod, and Rosen (1975) defined a sense of audience as being “revealed by 
the manner in which the writer expresses a relationship with the reader in respect to 
his (the writer’s) understanding” (pp. 65-66). For the purpose of this study, outside 
audience described an audience beyond the classroom teacher to read student blog 
posts. The classmates were included as an outside audience in this study. 
Motivation to write. 
The term motivation is derived from “the Latin verb movere (to move)” 
(Pintrich & Schunk, 1996, p. 4). Motivation, an internal desire to move (Dresel & 
Hall, 2013), impacts performance and learning (Ames, 1990; Pintrich & Schunk, 
1996; Wentzel & Miele, 2016; Zimmermann & Schenk, 2009). Motivated writers 
appreciate writing and use it to express themselves through communication (Boscolo 
& Gelati, 2013). It is difficult to motivate students to write because writing is 
complicated (Bruning & Horn, 2000; Hidi & Boscolo, 2007; Oldfather & Shanahan, 
2007). When students are able to choose their own writing tasks, their motivation 
increases (Hidi & Boscolo, 2007; Routman, 2017; Zimmermann & Kitsantas, 1999). 
To motivate their students to write, teachers should help their students: (1) understand 
the power of writing and the writing process, and instill confidence into writers; (2) 
obtain relevant writing goals and authentic writing purposes, and develop their voice 
for an audience; (3) receive support and feedback on their writing goals; (4) address 
negative perceptions about writing, understand the writing process is difficult, and 
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learn productive writing habits (Bruning & Horn, 2000). In this study, motivation was 
defined as an internal force that moved students to write.  
Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to explore and determine to what extent and how 
fifth grade students are motivated to write when they are provided with an outside 
audience via blogging. Data collected from four approaches (observations, student 
interviews, classroom teacher interview, and document review) were used to 
triangulate data in this qualitative case study to increase reliability and decrease 
misinterpretation and bias (Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Stake, 1995). Mrs. Redport’s 
self-contained fifth grade classroom at Mantic Elementary School (MES) in Mantic, 
New England was the setting for the study.  
Summary of Findings 
Summary of observation findings. 
During both writing workshop observations, the following were observed: 
 Mrs. Redport’s class followed an organized, predictable structure that built 
routine 
 Students applied Mrs. Redport’s writing mini-lesson to their independent 
writing 
 Students appreciated having an outside audience to read their writing 
Summary of student interview findings. 
While conducting face-to-face interviews with each of Mrs. Redport’s 19 fifth 
grade students, the following were observed: 
 Students were engaged in writing blog posts 
 Students appreciated having an outside audience to read their writing 
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 Most students appreciated having subject choice 
 Most students preferred to blog instead of writing assignments for Mrs. 
Redport because they were given subject choice   
Summary of teacher interview findings. 
During the face-to-face interview with Mrs. Redport, the following were 
evident: 
 Students were engaged in writing blog posts 
 Students appreciated having an outside audience to read their writing 
 Students appreciated having subject choice 
 Mrs. Redport believed her students preferred to write blog posts instead 
of assignments for her 
Summary of document review findings. 
The following themes emerged from the document review: 
 Students were engaged in writing blog posts 
 Most students had an outside audience to read their writing 
 Most students corresponded with their outside audience 
 Students had subject choice and published blog posts in various genres 
In my quest to find qualitative validity or trustworthiness (Urban & Van 
Eeden-Moorefield, 2018), I triangulated the data from my observations, student 
interviews, classroom teacher interview, and document review findings to build 
thematic connections.  
Thematic Connections 
Analyzing thematic connections enables researchers to understand their data 
and their subjects’ experiences (Seidman, 2006). In my quest to triangulate my data, I 
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searched for similar themes. I triangulated the data collected from the observations, 
student interviews, classroom teacher interview, and document reviews and three 
thematic connections emerged: (1) 18 of 19 students enjoyed writing blog posts; (2) 18 
of 19 students appreciated having an outside audience to read their writing; and (3) 16 
of 19 students appreciated having subject choice.  
From my findings of themes in the student interviews, classroom teacher 
interview, and document review, it was apparent that students enjoyed writing blog 
posts; therefore, the data was triangulated. According to the student interviews, 18 out 
of 19 students enjoyed writing blog posts. Twelve students indicated feeling that 
writing blog posts was “fun.” Ten students indicated that after they published their 
first blog post, they wanted to continue bloggin. Mrs. Redport exclaimed that most of 
her students were “really excited about” writing blog posts. According to the 
document review, all students published blog posts in multiple genres because they 
were given subject choice, which 18 out of 19 students in Mrs. Redport’s class 
enjoyed. 
According to the classroom observation, student interviews, classroom teacher 
interview, and document review, Mrs. Redport’s students had an outside audience to 
read their blog posts. I observed students discussing the comments they received from 
their outside audience with Mrs. Redport as well as their classmates. When asked, 
“When you receive comments on blog posts, does it feel like you have a real 
audience?” all 19 indicated they believed they had a real audience when they received 
comments on their blog posts. In my interview with Mrs. Redport, she conveyed that 
her students received an outside audience from students across the United States (as 
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indicated by the map provided by Kidblog), and that many of the comments her 
students received made them understand their writing was unclear. It was determined 
from the document review that 18 out of 19 students had an outside audience, and 17 
out of 19 students corresponded with their outside audience. Although Anthony never 
received a comment from an outside audience on either of his blog posts, it could be 
because he only wrote two. Both of Anthony’s blog posts had fewer words than the 
average blog post, and the fact that he has a learning difference may mean there was 
not enough content to interest an outside audience. In my interview with Anthony he 
did not convey any discouragement about the lack of comments he received on his 
individual blog post. He and Georgie had a joint blog post that did receive some 
comments from an outside audience. Although Zoe received comments from an 
outside audience on her blog posts, she did not respond to them. In her student 
interview she said that writing blog posts was “really cool because I get to write stuff 
and get comments from other people that I don’t know.” I am not sure why Zoe did 
not respond to her outside audience; however, I am confident that she appreciated 
having an outside audience.  
It was determined by the student interviews, classroom teacher interview, and 
document review that Mrs. Redport’s students were given autonomy to write about 
whatever subject they wished. Sixteen of 19 students indicated in their student 
interview that they appreciated having subject choice. According to my interview with 
Mrs. Redport, all students appreciated having subject choice. The document review 
showed students writing in 13 different genres. The three students who felt hindered 
by subject choice were across writing levels. Kathryn reported, “sometimes I don’t 
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know what to write about” when given subject choice, and she was one of the three 
sophisticated writers in Mrs. Redport’s class.  Zoe, a middle writer, admitted, 
“sometimes I don’t know what to write about because there’s so many things I like to 
write about.” Georgie, one of the three writers who struggled and had learning 
differences, felt that when he was given subject choice it was “kinda hard coming up 
with a topic.” Sixteen out of Mrs. Redport’s 19 students appreciated having subject 
choice.   
According to my thematic connections, most of Mrs. Redport’s students 
enjoyed writing blog posts. Most students appreciated having an outside audience to 
read their blog posts. Finally, most students appreciated having subject choice when 
writing blog posts.   
Conclusions 
Self-Determination Theory. 
The theoretical framework for this study is the Self-Determination Theory 
(SDT), which is a framework used in studies about motivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985). 
SDT was created by Ryan and Deci (2016) to focus “on the sources and types of 
motivation behind people’s actions” (p. 98). Humans have three psychological needs 
within SDT: autonomy, competence, and relatedness; and when one of these three 
needs are not met, motivation will be negatively impacted (Ryan & Deci, 2000a). 
Individuals are self-determined when they are given choice, are aware of their own 
strengths and weaknesses, and have their needs fulfilled while being connected with 
greater forces (Pintrich & Schunk, 1996). A student who is controlled is not self-
determined and is instead compliant or defiant; however, when given autonomy, a 
student can be self-determined (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991). When one 
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has autonomy, one is intentional about what one is doing and enjoys the process; 
however, if one is controlled, one is not completely willing to do what one is doing 
and can feel isolated (Deci & Flaste, 1996). SDT suggests that humans desire 
competence by finding and mastering difficult tasks (Deci & Ryan, 1985). Connecting 
over time and building trust with others is relatedness (Ryan & Moller, 2017).  
To search between behaviors that are self-determined versus non-self-
determined, SDT differentiates between degrees of motivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985). 
SDT defines amotivation, four levels of extrinsic motivation, and intrinsic motivation 
(Ryan & Deci, 2000a). “SDT’s analysis is focused at the psychological level and 
differentiates various types of motivation along a continuum from controlled to 
autonomous” (Ryan & Deci, 2016, p. 3).  
The SDT continuum includes amotivation, extrinsic motivation (and its four 
types), and intrinsic motivation. To determine where to place each student upon the 
SDT continuum, I wrote explanatory statements corresponding to the types of 
regulation in Table 27 in order to make them applicable to my study. A brief review of 
those terms is provided in Figure 9 below.  
 
Figure 9. The SDT Continuum of Relative Autonomy 
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Amotivation. 
Amotivation comes before extrinsic motivation. If one fits under the 
amotivation category, one is not motivated. 
Extrinsic motivation. 
Extrinsic motivation stems from lack of autonomy, passion, and internal 
rewards. When students are controlled in their learning environment, they become less 
intrinsically motivated and their self-esteem is lowered (Deci & Ryan, 1985). The 
SDT continuum differentiates between students who are controlled to learn and those 
who are not controlled to learn but are given autonomy to learn. Within extrinsic 
motivation, the continuum differentiates among four different levels of extrinsic 
motivation: external regulation, introjected regulation, identified regulation, and 
integrated regulation (discussed below).  
External regulation. 
One who is external regulated is controlled (Ryan & Deci, 2000a) to learn. A 
student falls under external regulation if he participates in an activity because he is 
motivated to receive a reward (like a good grade) or to avoid a logical consequence 
(Ryan & Deci, 2016). For example, a fifth grade student might fall into external 
regulation if he believes he has to write blog posts.  
Introjected regulation. 
Introjected regulation is “taking in but not accepting a regulation as one’s 
own” (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991, p. 329). Therefore, behaviors are 
internally managed through self-pressure to avoid feeling guilt and shame and/or to 
create feelings of pride. An example of introjected regulation among fifth graders who 
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blog is the student who feels bad about himself/herself if he/she does not write blog 
posts.  
Identified regulation. 
Within identified regulation, one respects the value of an activity as well as the 
process (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991). A fifth grade student’s motivation 
can be classified as identified regulation if he/she believes it is important for him/her 
to write blog posts. 
Integrated regulation. 
In integrated regulation, one connects with the outcome of an activity and 
merges it with one’s own values and passions. Deci, Vallerand, Peletier, and Ryan 
(1991) indicated that it is difficult to classify elementary students into integrated 
regulation because they are “too young to have achieved a sense of integration” (p. 
331).  
Intrinsic motivation. 
Intrinsic motivation is present when an activity is done for oneself “for the 
inherent interest and enjoyment of engagement” (Ryan & Deci, 2016, p. 98). 
Individuals have basic psychological desires for autonomy as well as competence 
(DeCharms, 1968; Deci & Ryan, 2016). When individuals are satisfied with the 
autonomy and competence they attain, their intrinsic motivation increases. A fifth 
grade student falls into the intrinsic motivation category if he/she enjoys writing blog 
posts and he/she chooses to write blog posts and selects his/her own subjects.  
While focusing on my guiding research question, to what extent and how are 
fifth grade students motivated to write when they are provided with an outside 
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audience via blogging, I used the data collected to determine where each student fell 
on the SDT continuum. 
Student placement upon the self-determination theory continuum. 
After reviewing the data from each of the 19 students, SDT continuum 
placements were as shown in Table 25 below. 
Table 25. Student Placement Upon the Self-Determination Theory Continuum 
 Non-
regulation 
External 
Regulation 
Introjected 
Regulation 
Identified 
Regulation 
Integrated 
Regulation 
Intrinsic 
Regulation 
 Lacked 
motivation 
to write 
blog posts 
Felt 
controlled 
to write 
blog posts 
Felt self-
pressure to 
write blog 
posts 
Respected 
the 
blogging 
process & 
believed it 
to be 
important 
Not 
relevant to 
elementary 
students 
Wrote blog 
posts for 
personal 
interest & 
enjoyment  
# of 
students 
   
1 
     
18 
Eighteen of the 19 students were categorized as being intrinsically 
regulated/motivated to write blog posts because they reported it was fun to write blog 
posts and they were happy to write blog posts. Twelve out of 19 students implied that 
they enjoyed writing blog posts because they had an audience to read their writing and 
provide comments. “Informational aspects enhance intrinsic motivation and 
internalization, whereas controlling aspects diminish them” (Ryan & Deci, 2017, p. 
369). According to SDT, the feedback from the outside audience was informational; 
therefore, students can be classified as intrinsically motivated to write blog posts 
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(Richard Ryan, personal communication, November 16, 2019). One may see an 
outside audience as a type of external reward; however, the co-author of the SDT does 
not see it this way. He wrote: 
The problem with an undifferentiated view of “rewards” is that 
(according to SDT) some rewards are experienced as controlling, and 
some as informational, with differing effects on autonomy and 
competence. Clearly, having an audience, versus being graded, would 
have a different functional significance according to SDT, resulting in 
different types of motivation. The first could support intrinsic 
motivation (being informational in nature); the second would be 
controlling. So, the contrast is not so much whether there are any 
rewards or feedback involved, but rather whether rewards or feedback 
are experienced as informational or controlling. Grades represent a 
controlling form of reward—they are intended to control behaviour and 
effort, and are experienced as such as previous research has shown. The 
presence of an audience as herein operationalized is a non-controlling 
reward and corresponding to this your data indicates that it clearly does 
not feel controlling to the students involved. (Richard Ryan, personal 
communication, November 16, 2019). 
Therefore, since Mrs. Redport’s students had full autonomy to write blog posts 
and select their own subjects in which to write, the feedback the students received 
from their outside audience was informational and not controlling. Because 18 
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students enjoyed writing blog posts, it seems clear that 18 students could be described 
as intrinsically motivated to write and publish blog posts.   
An analysis of six of the 19 students is discussed in depth to illustrate how I 
placed them on the SDT continuum. Georgie, Anthony, and Cornelia had learning 
differences and struggled to write. Jacob, Jerry, and John were passionate about 
blogging and were average writers according to my interview with Mrs. Redport. 
When asked why he wrote blog posts, Georgie said he only wrote blog posts 
“when that’s the only choice.” Georgie was externally regulated to write blog posts 
because he believed he was forced to write blog posts; even though he was not 
controlled in this manner, it was his perception. Therefore, I placed Georgie on the 
Self-Determination Theory continuum as being externally regulated to write blog 
posts and I believe other researchers would do the same. During both of my 
observations during independent writing, Mrs. Redport had a one-on-one conference 
with Georgie. On both occasions Georgie was not on task and Mrs. Redport had to 
redirect him. Once Georgie was off task because he was so excited about reading the 
blog post comment he had received from his outside audience. I also observed Georgie 
yelling out in excitement that he received comments during a transition time in the 
writing workshop. During my interview with Georgie, he said he believed he became 
“a lot more comfortable [writing] than in the beginning of the year.” Georgie felt that 
writing blog posts was not “very fun since” he did not know “what to blog about.” He 
felt “kinda bored” when he wrote blog posts “because I don’t really know what to do 
and just end up sitting.” When he published a blog post, he said he felt “happy that it’s 
over.” When asked how he liked the blog posts he had written, he said “I think other 
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people do better.” He did not appreciate having subject choice because it was “kinda 
hard coming up with a topic.” When Georgie received a comment, he felt “relieved 
that someone actually read it.” Georgie preferred to write assignments for Mrs. 
Redport instead of blog posts, though during my interview with Mrs. Redport, she 
expressed the belief that Georgie enjoyed writing blog posts and having subject 
choice. Georgie published blog posts on his own blog and on a team blog with his 
friend Anthony. According to the document review, Georgie received on average five 
comments for both of the blog posts he wrote on his individual blog, and he replied to 
the comments.  
I categorized Anthony as intrinsically regulated to write blog posts. He felt 
writing blog posts to be “fun.” He felt “good, cause I like to write funny things” when 
he wrote blog posts and he also felt “good” when he published a blog post. He felt his 
blog posts were “good. I think they’re really funny.” When asked what he wanted to 
do after he published a blog post he said, “make more.” Anthony liked to “show 
people” his blog posts and he identified writing blog posts as “fun.” Anthony felt 
“good” about selecting his own subjects because he could “choose whatever I want 
and I can make it funny!” During my interview with Mrs. Redport, she expressed the 
belief that Anthony enjoyed writing blog posts and having subject choice. According 
to the document review, he individually published two blog posts and, unlike Georgie, 
Anthony did not receive any comments on his individual blog posts. Anthony and 
Georgie published six blog posts together on their team blog, though, and received on 
average four comments on each post.  
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I categorized Cornelia as intrinsically regulated to write blog posts. During her 
interview, Cornelia said she “like(d)” writing blog posts “because you can share things 
with people and other people can see it, not just your classmates.” She felt “like it’s a 
way to express myself in writing” when writing blog posts. Cornelia said she liked the 
blog posts she wrote. She wrote blog posts because she found them to be “fun” to 
write. Cornelia reported that “it definitely helps me be able to write more” when she 
was given subject choice. When someone read her blog post and left a comment, 
Cornelia felt “really good … like someone actually saw my blog posts.” She preferred 
to write blog posts instead of assignments for Mrs. Redport. The document review 
indicated that Cornelia published five blog posts and had on average six comments per 
blog post. She corresponded with her audience. Cornelia wrote the fewest average 
number of words per blog post of anyone in her class. Because of her learning 
difference, it was difficult for Cornielia to write many words.  
I categorized Jacob as intrinsically regulated to write blog posts. During a 
transition period in my first observation of the writing workshop, Jacob exclaimed, “I 
have 64 comments on one of my blog posts!” His face was beaming and students 
around him congratulated him. He appeared to be really excited about having an 
outside audience. During my interview with Jacob, he said he felt that writing blog 
posts was “really fun and I get to express myself.” When he had “a good idea” to write 
about he felt “good.” When he published a blog post he said he sometimes felt 
“anxious to see what other people think or I’m excited until I show a lot of people it.” 
He thought his blog posts were “pretty good.” After he published his first blog post “I 
didn’t really know what to think of it because I didn’t like it too much.” Jacob wrote 
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blog posts because “I think it’s really fun and I get to show (my audience) that I like 
writing.” When asked about how he felt when he received subject choice, he said he 
felt “really good compared to all the essays you have to write in fifth grade!” Having 
an audience to read his writing “definitely makes me feel good.” Jacob preferred to 
write blog posts instead of assignments for Mrs. Redport. During my interview with 
Mrs. Redport, she indicated that Jacob “thinks he wants to be an author” and she 
attributed it to his outside audience via blogging. According to my document review, 
Jacob published 15 blog posts, and on average he received 17 comments per blog post. 
He collaborated actively with his outside audience. Jacob published the greatest 
number of blog posts in his class tied with Autumn). He also received the greatest 
number of blog post comments from everyone in his class. Jacob received the top-
ranking score in his class. 
I categorized John as intrinsically regulated to write blog posts. During one of 
my observations I heard John say, “Wow! 290 people have seen this post from 
California! SOOOOOOOO cool!” During his interview he said he felt that writing 
blog posts was “a good way to show your imagination and to share what you do in 
your everyday life and it feels good to get comments.” When writing blog posts, he 
said “I feel good that I can get in my imagination and write whatever I want, and it just 
feels good to blog.” John felt “good’ after he published a blog post because “everyone 
can see it.” John “like(d)” the blog posts he wrote “because they’re creative and 
they’re getting lots of comments and people are liking them.” After he published his 
first blog post, John “wanted to keep getting comments and feeling good about my 
writing and keep blogging.” He wrote blogs “to share about what kind of stories I like 
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or what I did over the weekend” and because “I like to write what I want to write.” 
John wrote blog posts because he had subject choice; it made him feel “really good 
because I like writing fiction and [Mrs. Redport] lets us write whatever we want so I 
can write [fiction].” When he received comments on his blog posts from his outside 
audience, John felt “really good and it makes me feel like they actually read it.” John 
preferred to write blog posts instead of assignments for Mrs. Redport. According to 
the document review, John corresponded with his audience. He published eight blog 
posts and had on average four comments per blog post.  
I categorized Jerry as intrinsically regulated to write blog posts. During his 
interview he said he believed writing to be “important because it shows your audience 
what’s going on.” Jerry felt that writing blog posts was “a better way to write about 
what’s going on and whatever you want to share.” Jerry felt “good” when he wrote 
and published blog posts. When asked how he liked the blog posts he wrote he said, “I 
think they’re fine.” After he published his first blog post, he “wanted to make more.” 
Jerry wrote blog posts because “it’s kind of fun” and it was something to do when he 
was “bored.” Choosing his own subject felt “interesting” to Jerry “because I can write 
about anything.” When he received a blog post comment, it felt “good because they’re 
either asking a question or saying it’s good.” Jerry preferred to write blog posts instead 
of assignments for Mrs. Redport. According to the document review, Jerry published 
12 blog posts and had on average 13 comments on each post. He wrote more blog 
posts than most of the students in his class and he also received more blog post 
comments than most of his classmates. He collaborated actively with his outside 
audience. 
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The Self-Determination Theory was very helpful in identifying the students 
who were intrinsically motivated to write. It was difficult for me to categorize Georgie 
as being externally regulated to write because he had so many positive comments and 
behaviors about blogging.  
Implications 
Three thematic connections emerged from this data: (1) 18 of 19 students 
enjoyed writing blog posts; (2) 18 of 19 students appreciated having an outside 
audience to read their writing; and (3) 16 of 19 students appreciated having subject 
choice. My research question was: To what extent and how are fifth grade students 
motivated to write when they are provided with an outside audience via blogging? 
According to my first thematic connection, most students enjoyed writing blog posts 
and according to my second thematic connection, most students appreciated having an 
outside audience to read their writing. It was also evident that most students 
appreciated having subject choice when writing blog posts.  
The Self-Determination Theory helped me distinguish to what extent the fifth 
grade students were motivated to write when they were provided with an outside 
audience via blogging. Hence, my guiding question is answered: most students in Mrs. 
Redport’s class were intrinsically motivated to write when they were provided with an 
outside audience to read their writing via blogging. Based on my case study I know 
what it looks, sounds, and feels like in a classroom where purposeful, structured 
writing instruction occurred. Within this setting, fifth grade students were motivated to 
write when they blogged for an outside audience. 
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Writing instruction environment. 
Mrs. Redport’s use of the writing workshop model (mini-lesson, independent 
writing, and writers’ share) gave her students a predictably structured writing 
instruction environment that contributed to their intrinsic motivation to write. During 
my second writing workshop observation, Mrs. Redport reviewed how to write blog 
post comments with her students during the mini-lesson. During independent writing, 
she asked her students to write their own comments while applying the guidelines. She 
concluded the writing workshop when students modeled their comments with the 
class. This writers’ share gave the class options for commenting in productive ways 
such as showing their interest in the blog post and offering suggestions. Mrs. 
Redport’s closing remarks were, “Overall, I am very impressed. You followed the 
guidelines. Your comments have been much longer and specific. You showed effort 
and care!” This statement demonstrated Mrs. Redport’s thoughtfulness and care for 
her students as well. 
Outside audience. 
Throughout my observation, interviews, and document review, I found the 
comments Mrs. Redport’s students received from their outside audience to be a 
positive experience for her students, which I believe to be a direct result of Mrs. 
Redport explicitly teaching her students how to comment. Magnifico, Curwood, and 
Lammers (2015) found it essential for teachers to explicitly teach students how to give 
their audience constructive feedback. The only negative experience I learned about 
was during my observation of Lachlan’s writing conference with Mrs. Redport; he 
shared discouragement about receiving a comment with only word and he believed the 
commenter never read his blog post. According to the document review, each student 
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received on average three total comments from their outside audience, offering either a 
clarifying question about their writing or a suggestion on how to improve their 
writing. I did not find any negative comments. During the student interviews, none of 
the students mentioned having a negative experience when receiving comments from 
their audience. During the interview with Mrs. Redport, said she appreciated that her 
students received clarifying questions and suggestions from their audience because she 
believed it to be “more meaningful” for her students to receive feedback from their 
audience rather than from her. Classroom teachers who encourage their students to 
blog should teach their students how to comment effectively. 
During my first writing workshop observation when Mrs. Redport taught her 
mini-lesson on “how to know when a blog post is done,” Ryan offered his suggestion: 
“Make sure the title is good which will make people want to read it.” A few students 
nodded their heads. This indicates that Ryan was thinking about his audience 
throughout the blogging writing process. 
During my observations, student interviews, classroom teacher interview, and 
document review, I learned that a great number of Mrs. Redport’s students were 
fixated on the number of comments they received on their blog posts. They seemed to 
believe that receiving many blog post comments increased the value of their blog post. 
The quantity of blog post comments could increase students’ motivation to write blog 
posts.  
When students publish their blog posts for an outside audience, they take risks. 
During my interview with Zoe, she mentioned that when she received comments on a 
blog post she felt “happy kind of … I don’t always show it, but I am nervous about 
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what they might say.” Georgie responded that he felt “relieved that someone actually 
read it” when he received comments. Zoe only published four blog posts and Georgie 
only published two. Perhaps the risk they had to take when they published blog posts 
decreased their motivation to write blog posts.  
Most of Mrs. Redport’s students did not discriminate about the quality of the 
blog post comments they received, though Jeff did. He conveyed that he felt “good” 
when he received a “good comment.” But when Jeff received a comment that did not 
take “effort,” it made him “not feel that good” because he inferred that his outside 
audience did not “really care.” Jeff used a higher level of critical thinking than most 
students in his class when analyzing comments.  
Outside audience and writing ability. 
I wondered whether student writing development impacted the outside 
audience Mrs. Redport’s students received. According to Mrs. Redport, her three 
highest, most developmentally advanced writers were Ryan, Kathryn, and Autumn and 
her three writers who struggled were Cornelia, Georgie, and Anthony. For the three 
sophisticated writers and the three lowest writers, Table 26 shows the number of blog 
posts, average number of words per blog post, total number of words written for all 
blog posts, total number of comments on each blog post, total number of comments 
from the blog post author, and total number of comments from the outside audience.  
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Table 26. Comparison of Number of Blog Posts, Average Number of Words per Blog 
Post, Total Number of Words Written, Total Number of Comments on Each Blog 
Post, Total Number of Comments from Blog Post Author, and Total Number of 
Comments from Outside Audience for the Three Most Sophisticated and Three Most 
Struggling Writers  
  Number 
of Blog 
Posts 
Average 
Number 
of 
Words 
per 
Blog 
Post 
Total 
Number 
of 
Words 
Written  
Total 
Number of 
Comments 
on Each 
Students’ 
Blog 
Total 
Number of 
Comments 
from Blog 
Post 
Author  
Total 
Number of 
Comments 
from 
Outside 
Audience 
3 
Sophisticated 
Writers 
Ryan 
3 315 945 32 4 28 
Kathryn 
9 264 2,376 100 32 68 
Autumn 
15 164 2,460 50 11 39 
3 Struggling 
Writers 
Cornelia 
5 93 315 28 7 21 
Georgie 
2 105 210 10 3 
7 
Anthony 
2 131 262 0 0 0 
From analysis of this data, it is evident there is discrepancy between the 
number of comments received from an outside audience by the three sophisticated 
writers and the three writers who struggled. The three most sophisticated writers 
received a larger outside audience (28, 68, and 39 comments) than the three writers 
who struggled (21, 7, and 0 comments). The three most sophisticated writers also 
wrote more words (945, 2,376, and 2,460) than the three writers who struggled (315, 
105, and 131). The students who wrote more words possibly had a larger outside 
audience because they provided more content, which gave the outside audience more 
material on which to write a comment.  
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Georgie’s self-confidence could have been low and having subject choice 
made writing blog posts more difficult for him because he did not know what his 
outside audience wanted to read. Deci, Schwartz, Sheinman, and Ryan’s (1981) study 
of intrinsic motivation of upper elementary students found that the teachers who gave 
their students autonomy had intrinsically motivated students. In hindsight, perhaps 
Mrs. Redport could have supported Georgie in looking for subjects to write about and 
attaining a higher degree of motivation. However, this would have been difficult 
because she believed Georgie appreciated having subject choice, while Georgie 
indicated strongly in his student interview that he did not appreciate it.  
Blogging engagement score. 
Table 27 indicates the number of blog posts each student wrote, ranked from 
the greatest number of published blog posts to the least number of published blog 
posts. Students were also assigned a ranking order score (high to low). 
Table 27. Number of Published Blog Posts (High to Low)  
and Ranking Order Score (High to Low) 
Student 
Number of Blog Posts 
(High to Low) 
Ranking Order Score 
(High to Low) 
 
Autumn 15 11 
Jacob 15 11 
Lachlan 13 10 
Jerry 12 9 
Jeff 10 8 
Andy 9 7 
Kathryn 9 7 
Kelsy 9 7 
Emilia 8 6 
John 8 6 
Skyler 8 6 
Fred 7 5 
Cornelia 5 4 
Lee 4 3 
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Student 
Number of Blog Posts 
(High to Low) 
Ranking Order Score 
(High to Low) 
 
Zoe 4 3 
Andrew 3 2 
Ryan 3 2 
Anthony 2 1 
Georgie 2 1 
Table 28 below includes the average number of words students published on 
their blog posts. It is organized from the greatest average number of words per blog 
post to the least average number of words per blog post. A ranking order score was 
assigned (high to low). 
Table 28. Average Number of Words per Blog Post (High to Low)  
and Ranking Order Score (High to Low) 
Student 
Average Number of  
Words per Blog Post  
(High to Low) 
Ranking Order Score  
(High to Low) 
 
Andrew 545 19 
Andy 341 18 
Ryan 315 17 
Jacob 309 16 
Lachlan 298 15 
Jerry 292 14 
Kathryn 264 13 
John 257 12 
Skyler 225 11 
Kelsy 221 10 
Emilia 217 9 
Lee 197 8 
Zoe 183 7 
Fred 181 6 
Autumn 164 5 
Anthony 131 4 
Jeff 123 3 
Georgie 105 2 
Cornelia 93 1 
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Table 29 includes the number of comments received from an outside audience. 
The results are organized from high to low. A ranking order score was assigned (high 
to low) as well. 
Table 29. Number of Comments from Outside Audience (High to Low) and Ranking 
Order Score (High to Low) 
Student 
Number of Comments from Outside 
Audience (High to Low) 
Ranking Order Score 
(High to Low) 
Jacob 152 18 
Jerry 86 17 
Kathryn 68 16 
Kelsy 58 15 
Lachlan 53 14 
Skyler 52 13 
Emilia 49 12 
Andy 44 11 
Jeff 40 10 
Autumn 39 9 
Ryan 28 8 
John 28 8 
Cornelia 21 7 
Zoe 18 6 
Andrew 12 5 
Lee 10 4 
Fred 9 3 
Georgie 7 2 
Anthony 0 1 
Table 30 is organized by giving each student a ranking order score for the 
number of published blog posts, the average number of words per blog post, and the 
number of comments from an outside audience as presented in Tables 26, 27, and 28 
respectively. The ranking order scores were summed to create a summary by student 
for the number of published blog posts, the average number of words per blog post, 
and the number of comments from an outside audience per blog post in Table 30 
below, which compiled a blogging engagement score for each student. A student who 
scored high across all three variables achieved a high engagement ranking score and 
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was more engaged to write blog posts. For instance, Jacob received the highest total 
blogging engagement score (45) because he received a high-ranking score for number 
of blog posts (11), a high-ranking score for the average number of words per blog post 
(16), and a high-ranking score for the total number of comments from the outside 
audience (18); 11 + 16 + 18 = 45. The highest score in Mrs. Redport’s class was 45; 
hence, Jacob received the highest total blogging engagement score and was the most 
engaged blogger. A student who ranked low across the three variables received a low 
engagement ranking score and was less engaged to write blog posts. For example, 
Georgie received the lowest total blogging engagement score (5) because he had a 
low-ranking score for number of blog posts (1), a low ranking score for the average 
number of words per blog post (2), and a low ranking score for the total number of 
comments from the outside audience (2); 1 + 2 + 2 = 5. The lowest score in Mrs. 
Redport’s class was 5; hence, George received the lowest total blogging engagement 
score in the class. 
As a result, students were observed collectively instead of individually for how 
they performed across the number of published blog posts, the average number of 
words per blog post, and the number of comments from an outside audience. I 
analyzed the results of the three separate variables from all students individually as 
well as holistically, which allowed the three variables/sets of scores to be observed 
relative to one another.  
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Table 30. Total Blogging Engagement  
Score (High to Low) 
Student Total Blogging  
Engagement Score 
(High to Low) 
Jacob 45 
Jerry 40 
Lachlan 39 
Andy 36 
Kathryn 36 
Kelsy 32 
Skyler 30 
Emilia 27 
Ryan 27 
Andrew 26 
John 26 
Autumn 25 
Jeff 21 
Zoe 16 
Lee 15 
Fred 14 
Cornelia 12 
Anthony 6 
Georgie 5 
Some relationships exist among the three sets of variables: the number of 
published blog posts, the average number of words per blog post, and the number of 
comments from an outside audience, as presented in Tables 26, 27, and 28 
respectively. The three students with learning differences (Cornelia, Anthony, and 
Georgie) published fewer blog posts, wrote fewer words per blog post, and received 
fewer comments than most of the rest of the class; as a result they received the lowest 
blogging engagement scores. The three students with the highest blogging engagement 
scores (Jacob, Jerry, and Lachlan) were not the three most sophisticted writers (Ryan, 
Kathryn, and Autumn) in the class. Therefore, blogging may engage students and 
assist them to write differently than the way they write for regular classroom 
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assignments. The engagement score can be used as a formative and summative 
assessment tool to measure student progress over time and inform instruction. If 
classroom teachers have a blogging engagement score available, they will be more 
informed to support the students who receive a low-ranking score in order to help 
them become more successful bloggers. 
Outside audience and subject choice. 
I studied the impact commenting has on the content of the blog posts because I 
wondered whether Mrs. Redport’s students were so focused on receiving a high 
number of blog post comments that they wrote about subjects they believed their 
audience wanted to read instead of writing about the subject choices for which they 
were passionate. Mrs. Redport’s students received 33 suggestions from their outside 
audience for blog post subject ideas. Out of the 33 suggestions, Lachlan was the only 
student to implement the suggestions. He applied three suggestions to one blog post. 
Three other students (Kelsy, Jacob, and Skyler) were given suggestions and replied to 
their audience that they would apply their suggestions; however, they did not apply 
their suggestions. 
In the comments from Lachlan’s second fantasy short story about socks, he 
received four comments with suggestions for his potential future third short story 
about socks. He used three of the four suggestions: (1) Angie from outside of the class 
suggested, “I liked how you went back and forth to the dirty socks perspective, to the 
boy and dad’s situation. Do you think you should name the dirty sock?” (2) Collin 
from outside of the class commented, “I like the creativity about the bears almost 
eating you. Next you should be cooked for dinner and make an escape.” (3) Brookie 
from outside of the class commented, “WOW! I’m blown away from the creativity. I 
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love when the sock got chased by the bear. Maybe the next blog post you could do 
more interesting scenes. Like the sock runs through some famous sights.” In his next 
fantasy short story blog post about socks, Lachlan named the socks, the socks escape 
from being cooked for dinner, and the socks ran through some famous sights.  
Kelsy wrote about her morning routine and two students from outside the class 
asked her to write about her evening routine. She responded to one student that she 
would, though she never did.  
For Jacob’s second horror story, Hannah, a student from outside the class, 
suggested, “I like how in the end you made it just a dream but then the mom actually 
gave her the teddy bear. I think next time you make someone wake up from a dream 
you should make them wake up screaming.” 
Jacob replied, “Okay! I will take that feedback and use it,” though he never 
did. 
Skyler wrote a blog post about lemons. Josh, someone from outside of the 
class, responded, “I like how descriptive and detailed you were, and I also can’t eat 
apples and stuff like that for the same reason. Next time can you make something like 
your favorite candy or book?” 
Skyler replied, “Sure! I can talk about other things! Thanks for the comment, 
Josh!” Skyler never wrote a blog post about candy or a book.  
As a result of this brief analysis, it is evident that Mrs. Redport’s students were 
not so focused on receiving a large number of blog post comments that they wrote 
about subjects they believed their audience wanted to read instead of writing about the 
subject choices they were passionate about. Most of Mrs. Redport’s students did not 
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write blog post subjects suggested to them in an attempt to receive more comments 
except for one student on one blog post. 
Subject choice. 
Two studies suggested that allowing students to express themselves through 
their creativity and passions by choosing their own subjects to write about creates 
motivation within elementary classrooms (Nolan, 2007). It was clear from the student 
interviews, classroom teacher interview, and document review that 16 out of 19 of 
Mrs. Redport’s students appreciated having subject choice, though three students 
mentioned that it was overwhelming.  
The results of this study align with the study of Deci, Schwartz, Sheinman, and 
Ryan (1981) in that most students who were given autonomy via the freedom to write 
and publish blog posts and receive supportive feedback from their outside audience 
were intrinsically motivated. Deci, Schwartz, Sheinman, and Ryan researched intrinsic 
motivation in upper elementary students who received rewards as well as those who 
were given autonomy. According to the study results, the teachers who gave their 
students autonomy and supportive feedback had intrinsically motivated students. The 
teachers who controlled their students’ behavior with punishments, rewards, and 
controlling languages had students who were less intrinsically motivated. My study 
had similar results because Mrs. Redport’s students had autonomy to write blog posts 
or not, they had autonomy over what subjects to write about, and they received 
feedback from their outside audience. As a result, 18 out of 19 of her students were 
intrinsically motivated to write.  
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Autonomy. 
Not only did Mrs. Redport give her students autonomy to select their own 
subjects in which to write, but she also gave them autonomy to write blog posts or not. 
To varying degrees all of her students chose to write blog posts, which is an indicator 
of their intrinsic motivation to write. 
Writing volume. 
During the student interviews, two students reported that having subject choice 
helped them write more. During the document review, Ryan published comments 
indicating how many words one of his blog posts contained. Therefore, some of Mrs. 
Redport’s students believed writing more words was positive. 
Motivation is contextual. 
Petersen (personal communication, 2019) believes motivation to be contextual. 
She explained that motivation “is not purely a psychological phenomenon but 
influenced by its context. The same individual can be motivated or unmotivated 
depending on cultural and social factors” (Petersen, personal communication, 2019). 
Petersen explained that many times her students convey dissatisfaction about writing 
and then shift to satisfaction about writing when the writing “comes to mean 
something different to them.”  
When I asked the fifth grade students how they felt about writing in May, 
many of them responded with positive aspects of writing blog posts and attributed it to 
having subject choice as well as having an outside audience to read their writing. Even 
Georgie, the only student who was not intrinsically motivated to write blog posts, said, 
“I’m a lot more comfortable [writing] than in the beginning of the year.” John 
“like(d)” to write because he wanted to be able to reread his writing when he was in 
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high school in order to “see how I’ve grown as a writer,” which will be possible 
because the blog will still be active. Cornelia exclaimed that in the beginning of the 
school year she wrote “because it was mandatory and now it’s just to pass time.”  It 
seems as though Mrs. Redport’s students’ motivation to write was contextual and 
shifted throughout the school year.  
Trustworthiness and Triangulation 
To obtain trustworthiness, I triangulated the data collected from the 
observations, student interviews, classroom teacher interview, and document reviews 
to build thematic connections (Urban & Van Eeden-Moorefield, 2018). My study has 
value because I found thematic connections from triangulating data from four sources 
(Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Stake, 1995). All aspects of my case study processes 
were documented so that others can follow the steps I took (Yin, 2017) to ensure 
trustworthiness. To further increase the trustworthiness of the study, I used Dr. 
Richard Ryan, the co-creator of the SDT, as my external auditor to debrief my 
findings in order to “enhance the accuracy of the account” (Creswell & Creswell, 
2018, p. 201). He wrote: 
I would clearly categorise the 18 students as intrinsically motivated 
insofar as they were reporting that they did this activity because it was 
interesting and/or fun. (Richard Ryan, personal communication, 
November 16, 2019). 
Dr. Ryan reviewed my data objectively and confirmed that 18 of Mrs. 
Redport’s students were intrinsically motivated to write blog posts; therefore, my 
study is trustworthy. 
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Researcher Bias 
Prior to conducting the study, I strongly believed that students were motivated 
to write blog posts when they were given an outside audience. I am incredibly 
passionate about the results of this study, which might constitute a bias. The day after I 
was introduced to student blogging in a professional development workshop, I 
introduced blogging to my students. Once my students started to write and publish 
blog posts, they seemed to be motivated to write because of their outside audience. My 
17 years of experience in education as a fifth grade teacher, curriculum coordinator/ 
literacy coach, middle school English teacher, teacher librarian, presenter, and blogger 
as well as my passion for student blogging may have biased the data I collected 
because I believed students were motivated to write blog posts.  
To reduce the possibility of bias, I gathered data from four approaches: 
classroom observations, student interviews, classroom teacher interview, and a review 
of documents (Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Stake, 1995). I used the bracketing method 
to “set aside any preconceived notions, values, or beliefs about the phenomenon” 
(Urban & Van Eeden-Moorefield, 2018, p. 55) while acknowledging my biases 
throughout my research process. The bracketing method helped me remain present 
during the observations, interviews, and document reviews. I wrote memos before and 
after my interviews, observations, and document review and during my analysis of the 
data to acknowledge my bias (Cutcliffe, 2003; Gearing, 2004; Tufford & Newman, 
2012) in order to work more objectively with the data. 
Limitations 
I collected data from 19 fifth graders in one classroom in one school in an 
upper middle-class suburban town in New England; therefore my sample was limited 
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to fifth grade students from similar school settings. Mrs. Redport prepares her students 
to write blog posts and comments using the writer’s workshop model; a teacher who 
does not do the same may yield different results because the quality of her students’ 
blog posts and comments may be different. Mrs. Redport spends considerable time 
orchestrating an outside audience for her students to read their writing. Not all 
teachers who encourage their students to blog for an outside audience work so 
diligently to get their students an outside audience; therefore, they may have a 
different sized outside audience. Thus I am unable to transfer the findings to indicate 
that most students who write blog posts for an outside audience will be intrinsically 
motivated to write. “Although no qualitative studies are generalizable in the 
probabilistic sense, their findings may be transferable” (Marshall & Rossman, 2016, p. 
85). Other age ranges, settings, and situations may produce different results.  
I spent two and a half days in Mrs. Redport’s classroom; hence, her students 
did not spend a great deal of time with me. Because we did not form a close 
relationship, her students may have not fully conveyed their thoughts and feelings 
about writing blog posts to me. Mrs. Redport’s students may have known I was her 
friend and may have felt obligated to respond to their interviews and behave during 
my observations in attempt to please me. 
Recommendations 
While this study confirmed students were intrinsically motivated to write blog 
posts when they were given an outside audience, only 19 students in one classroom 
and their classroom teacher were included in this research. One recommendation for a 
future study is to research different fifth grade students from urban settings and their 
corresponding classroom teachers to determine whether the results are similar.  
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Mrs. Redport encouraged her students to follow an organized, predictable 
structure that built routine. As a result, her students applied what they learned from her 
writing mini-lessons and their one-on-one conferences into their writing. Another 
recommendation for a future study is to research fifth grade classrooms that do not 
follow the writing workshop model to determine whether the results differ.  
I also recommend a future broader study to compare students in fourth through 
sixth grade (who are more independent) with writers in grades K-3 (who are more 
dependent) who wrote blog posts for an outside audience to determine how the results 
vary. 
A future study can consider altering the definition of outside audience. This 
study defined outside audience as those beyond the classroom teacher who read 
student writing. The results may have been different had outside audience been 
defined as those beyond the classroom teacher and fellow classmates who read student 
writing.  
The quality of student writing was not considered in this study. A future study 
to determine whether student writing ability improves when they write and publish 
blog posts for an outside audience could help inform the field of education. 
It could be insightful to track Mrs. Redport’s 2018-2019 fifth grade students as 
they progress into middle and high school to determine whether writing blog posts for 
an outside audience has an ongoing impact on their motivation to write. This study 
could determine the long-term impact of giving students an outside audience to read 
their writing via blogging.  
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Conclusion 
This study contributes to the writing and technology education scholarship by 
informing educators that most students in one fifth grade classroom in New England 
(1) enjoyed writing blog posts; (2) appreciated having an outside audience to read their 
writing; and (3) appreciated having subject choice. The Self-Determination Theory 
was used to study students’ motivation to write blog posts for an outside audience. The 
research confirmed that 18 out of 19 fifth grade students in one classroom were 
intrinsically motivated to write blog posts when they were given an outside audience 
to read their writing. This study was significant because my findings indicate that 
when teachers provide an organized, predictably structured writing instruction 
environment, give their students the autonomy to write blog posts as well as subject 
choice, and offer their students an outside audience to read their writing, their students 
may become intrinsically motivated to write.  
 
Figure 10. Significance of Study 
Ryan and Deci (2017) wrote, “when children are in a controlling setting, one of 
their major natural assets for learning—that is, their inherent intrinsic motivation—is 
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being switched off” (p. 355). All but one of Mrs. Redport’s students were intrinsically 
motivated to write blog posts when they were given autonomy to select their own 
subjects in which to write, though three students struggled with subject choice. It may 
behoove teachers to support their students (especially those with learning differences) 
with selecting subjects in which to write. Had Georgie received more support on 
selecting subjects in which to write, he might have been intrinsically motivated to 
write blog posts as well. Students with learning differences, like Cornelia and 
Anthony, were intrinsically motivated to write blog posts for an outside audience and 
did not convey having a problem with subject choice. Giving students subject choice 
autonomy can motivate students to write. 
According to Rodier (2005), students who write for “real audiences are 
motivated in a way that students churning out papers for grades are not” (p. 2). Student 
blogging allows students to have a real audience beyond the classroom. Teachers who 
encourage their students to write and publish blog posts for an outside audience can 
intrinsically motivate their students to write.  
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Appendix B 
 
Informed Parental Consent Letter/Form 
 
May 2, 2019 
 
Dear Parent, 
 
I am a doctoral candidate in the Plymouth State University Doctor of Education: 
Learning, Leadership and Community program. I am conducting a research project to 
find out if fifth grade students are motivated to write when they are given an outside 
audience to read their writing via blogging. I am writing to invite your child to 
participate in this project. I plan to work with approximately 19 children in this study.  
 
If you allow your child to participate in this study, your child will be asked to answer 
some questions about writing and blogging. The individual interview will take place 
during class time, in Mrs. Redport’s classroom. It will not take longer than fifteen 
minutes. There will be an audio recording of the interview for me to later transcribe 
and analyze. Neither you nor your child will receive any compensation to participate 
in this project. 
 
The potential risks of your child participating in this study are minimal. If your child 
becomes nervous, he/she does not have to answer any questions. He/She may talk with 
Mrs. Redport and/or a guidance counselor to feel better. Your child will not receive 
any direct benefits from participating in this study. However, it will be beneficial that I 
may be able to teach other educators that blogging impacts student motivation to 
write. 
 
Participation is strictly voluntary. If you refuse to allow your child to participate, 
neither you nor your child will experience any penalty or negative consequences. Your 
child may refuse to answer any question. If you allow your child to participate in this 
project and you change your mind, you may withdraw your child at any time during 
the study without penalty. If your child wants to participate in this project, and then 
your child changes his/her mind, your child may withdraw at any time during the 
study without penalty. 
 
I seek to maintain the confidentiality of all data and records associated with your 
child’s participation in this research. Further, any communication via the Internet 
poses minimal risk of a breach of confidentiality. I will keep data and recordings on a 
password protected MacBook Air; only my dissertation chair (Dr. Christie Sweeney) 
and I will have access to the data and recordings. Due to federal regulations, I will 
store the data for three years after completion of the data analysis, which I anticipate 
to be by August 31, 2019. After the three-year period, I will delete the data from the 
MacBook Air. The deidentified data may be shared with other researchers. I will 
report the data using pseudonyms. The results may be used in a dissertation, reports, 
presentations, and publications. 
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If you have any questions about this research project or would like more information 
before, during, or after the study, you may contact Rachel Small, at (603) 674-5115 
and rsmall1@plymouth.edu, or her dissertation committee chair, Dr. Christie 
Sweeney at (603) 535-3096 and clsweeney@plymouth.edu. If you have questions 
about your child’s rights as a research subject, you may contact Dr. Ryanne 
Carmichael, PSU IRB Chair at 603-535-3114 or rcarmichael@plymouth.edu to 
discuss them. 
 
I have enclosed two copies of this letter. Please sign one indicating your choice and 
return in the enclosed envelope. The other copy is for your records. Thank you for 
your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Rachel V. Small 
Doctoral Candidate 
 
 
Yes, I, _________________consent/allow my child _____________________ to 
participate in this research project. 
 
No, I, __________________do not consent/allow my child ___________________ to 
participate in this research project. 
 
___________________________   ______________________ 
Signature of Parent      Date 
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Appendix C 
Student Assent Form 
 
Application approval date: April 18, 2019 
 
Study Title: Student Blogging and Outside Audience: A Study on the Impact of Fifth 
Grade Students’ Motivation to Write 
 
1. What will happen to me in this study? 
This study will find out if you are moved to write when you blog. A teacher (Ms. 
Small) will ask you to answer some questions about writing and blogging. This will 
happen in your classroom. It will not take longer than fifteen minutes. Ms. Small will 
use her computer to record her questions and your answers. 
 
2. Can anything bad happen to me?  
You may feel nervous when you meet with Ms. Small because you have only met her 
once. You do not have to answer the questions. You should tell your parents if you get 
nervous.  
 
3. Can anything good happen to me? 
There is not anything good that will happen to you in this study. You may be able to 
help some teachers get their students to blog.  
 
4. Will anyone know I am in the study? 
No one will know that you are a part of this study. It will be a secret. What Ms. Small 
learns from you will be given to her teacher, Dr. Sweeney. 
 
5. What happens if I get hurt? 
You will most likely not get hurt during the short interview. Your parent has been 
given information on what to do if you do get hurt.  
 
6. Who can I talk to about the study? 
If you have any problems with the study, you should talk with your parents. You can 
also talk with your classroom teacher, Mrs. Redport. You can talk with a guidance 
counselor too.  
 
If you have any questions or problems, you can call Ms. Small. Her phone number is 
(603) 674-5115. You can also call Dr. Christie Sweeney. Her phone number is (603) 
535-3096. 
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If you have questions but want to talk to someone else who is not a part of the study, 
you can call the Plymouth State University Institutional Review Board (IRB). The 
phone number is (603) 535-3114.  
 
7. What if I do not want to do this?  
You can stop the interview at any time without getting in trouble.  
 
SIGNATURE  
If you agree to be in this study, please sign below. 
 
Signature of Child:  Date:  
 
  
Printed name of Child: 
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Appendix D 
Staff Informed Consent Form 
 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE 
 
VOLUNTARILY IN A RESEARCH INVESTIGATION 
 
PLYMOUTH STATE UNIVERSITY 
 
INVESTIGATOR(S) NAME: Rachel V. Small, doctoral candidate at Plymouth State 
University  
 
STUDY TITLE: Student Blogging and Audience: A Study on the Impact of Fifth 
Grade Students’ Motivation to Write 
 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to explore and determine if students are motivated to write 
when provided an outside audience via blogging. The guiding research question is: To 
what extent, and how, are fifth grade students motivated to write when they are 
provided an outside audience via blogging? 
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY 
Once Rachel Small receives IRB approval, she will visit my fifth-grade classroom 
during two entire school days from 8:25 a.m. to 2:55 p.m. She will observe me and my 
fifth-grade students during the writing workshop. During other parts of the school day, 
she will conduct individual student interviews throughout the day in the classroom. 
Rachel Small will also review the blog posts written by my fifth-grade students. 
Rachel will interview me outside of instructional time. 
 
RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS  
Rachel Small will seek to maintain the confidentiality of all data and records 
associated with my participation (as well as my students’ participation) in this 
research. Further, any communication via the Internet poses minimal risk of a breach 
of confidentiality. In order to accurately capture my words, in addition to note taking, 
Rachel Small will digitally record the interview via audio. Rachel Small will protect 
the data and store all of the information on a password protected MacBook Air. The 
Principal Investigator and her Faculty Supervisor are the only individuals with access 
to the MacBook Air. Rachel Small will store the data for three years after completion 
of the data analysis, which she anticipates to be by August 31, 2019. After the three-
year period, the data will be deleted from her password protected MacBook Air. The 
deidentified data may be shared with other researchers. Rachel Small will report the 
data using pseudonyms.  
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BENEFITS  
There will be no direct or indirect benefits for participating in this study; however, the 
information received may be of utmost value to Rachel Small’s research. Rachel Small 
may be able to determine if blogging is a pedagogical tool that impacts fifth grade 
students' motivation to write or not. The results may be used in a dissertation, reports, 
presentations, and publications.  
 
ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURES 
The alternative is for me to not participate. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
All documents and information pertaining to this research study will be kept 
confidential in accordance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and 
regulations. I understand that data generated by the study may be reviewed by 
Plymouth State University's Institutional Review Board, which is the committee 
responsible for ensuring my welfare and rights as a research participant, to assure 
proper conduct of the study and compliance with university regulations. If any 
presentations or publication result from this research, I will not be identified by name.  
 
TERMINATION OF PARTICIPATION  
I may choose to withdraw from this study at any time and for any reason. If I choose 
to drop out of the study, I will contact the Principal Investigator and my research 
records will be destroyed.  
 
COMPENSATION 
I will not receive payment for being in this study. Participation in this study is strictly 
voluntary. There will be no cost to me for participating in this research. 
 
INJURY COMPENSATION 
Neither Plymouth State University nor any government or other agency funding this 
research project will provide special services, free care, or compensation for any 
injuries resulting from this research. I understand that treatment for such injuries will 
be at my expense and/or paid through my medical plan. 
 
 
QUESTIONS  
All of my questions have been answered to my satisfaction and if I have further 
questions about this study, I may contact Rachel Small, the Principal Investigator, at 
(603) 674-5115 and/or rsmall1@plymouth.edu. I can also contact Rachel Small’s 
Faculty Supervisor, Dr. Christie Sweeney, at (603) 535-3096 and/or 
clsweeney@plymouth.edu. If I have any questions about the rights of research 
participants, I may call the Chairperson of the Plymouth State University’s 
Institutional Review Board at 603-535-3114 (Valid until July 1, 2021). 
 
VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION 
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I understand that my participation in this study is entirely voluntary, and that refusal to 
participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to me. I am free to withdraw or 
refuse consent, or to discontinue my participation in this study at any time without 
penalty or consequence.  
 
I voluntarily give my consent to participate in this research study. I understand that I 
will be given a copy of this consent form. 
 
 
 
 
Signatures: 
 
________________________ 
Participant’s Name (Print)  
 
________________________     
 ____________ 
Participant ’s Signature      Date 
 
I, the undersigned, certify that to the best of my knowledge, the subject signing this 
consent form has had the study fully and carefully explained by me and have been 
given an opportunity to ask any questions regarding the nature, risks, and benefits of 
participation in this research study.  
 
____________________________________________ 
Investigator’s Name (Print)  
 
____________________________________________  _____________ 
Investigator’s Signature      Date 
 
Plymouth State University’s IRB has approved the solicitation of participants for the 
study until April 17, 2020.  
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Appendix E 
Observation Form 
Collect general themes/anecdotes that add insight towards the research question: To 
what extent, and how, are fifth grade students motivated to write when they are 
provided an outside audience via blogging? 
Constructs  Observations  
Student Blogging  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Outside Audience 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Motivation to Write 
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Appendix F 
Interview Protocol (For Students) 
Study Title: Student Blogging and Outside Audience: A Study on the Impact of Fifth 
Grade Students’ Motivation to Write 
 
Four Interviewing Skills to Keep in Mind: 
1) Listen carefully to the responses. Let the person you are interviewing know they 
have been heard. Remain focused and attentive throughout the interview. You may 
interject comments like: “Thank you, that was very helpful.” 
2) Ask follow up questions when answers are incomplete. You can say something like: 
“Tell me more about that.” 
3) Watch the behavior of the interviewee. Acknowledge if something seems to have 
upset him/her or if he/she appears uncomfortable during the process. You can offer to 
come back to the question later in the interview, if needed. 
4) Show interest but be neutral. You can acknowledge that there are no right or wrong 
answers and that I want to hear each perspective (Patton, 2015). 
 
Other points to keep in mind: 
 Dress in clothing approachable to students (mirror their teacher’s clothing). 
 Sit down with students, don’t stand over them. 
 Use language that they understand, speak slowly and clarify wording as 
needed. 
 
Students will bring their Chromebook,  
with all of their writing from the 2018-2019 school year on Google Drive, to the 
interview. 
 
Introductory Script for Students: 
“Hi ______ (student first name). I’m here to ask you questions about your writing and 
blogging experiences. Please answer my questions to the best of your ability and feel 
free to say ‘pass’ if you do not wish to answer a particular question or let me know if 
you want to stop the interview. To help with note-taking, I would like to record our 
conversations today. This interview should not last longer than fifteen minutes.” 
 
** Turn the audio recorder on. ** 
 
“Hello again, _________ (student first name).” 
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Individual Student Interview Questions 
 
Pseudonym 
1. What would you like your pseudonym to be? 
Writing 
2. How do you feel about writing?  
3. Please describe yourself as a writer. 
4. Which genres do you write in most often?  
a. Which do you most like? Why? 
5. Why do you write?  
6. Not including writing blog posts, please tell me about the writing you do in 
fifth grade for Mrs. Redport. 
7. Do you share your writing with other students in your class?  
 . If yes, is there a difference between when you share the writing you do for 
Mrs. Redport with your classmates compared to when you share your writing on your 
blog?  
i. If so, what is it?  
Blogging 
8. For you, is there a difference between writing an assignment for Mrs. Redport 
and writing a blog post?  
a. If so, what is it? 
9. How do you feel about blogging? 
10. Why do you write blog posts? 
11. How often do you write blog posts? 
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12. What do you think will happen to the blog posts you’ve published? 
13. Will you continue to blog once the school year is over?  
14. After you published your first blog post, what did you want to do? 
15. How do you feel when you write blog posts? 
 . What is it about blogging that makes you feel ___________ (as described 
above)? 
16. What kind of writer do you think you are when you publish blog posts?  
 . What makes you think you are _______________ (as described above) kind of 
writer? 
17. How does it feel when you are able to select your own subjects to blog about? 
18. How do you pick subjects to blog about? 
19. How do you know when your blog post is done? 
20. How do you know how much to write for your blog posts?  
21. When you publish a blog post, how does that make you feel? Why? 
22. What do you think are the three best uses of blogs?  
23. How do you like the blog posts you’ve written? 
 . Why do you ________ (as described above) the blog posts? 
24. How would you describe the quality of your blog posts?  
 . Why do you describe the quality of your blog posts like _________________? 
25. Do you read and respond to your classmates’ blogs?  
 . If yes: 
i. Are they good?  
ii. Why do you read them?  
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iii. Do you learn anything from reading others’ blog posts?  
a. If no, why not? 
Blogging Audience 
26. When you blog, who is your audience? Who do you think reads your blog 
posts?  
27. Do you think about your audience when you write your blog posts? 
a. If yes, does that change anything as you write? 
28. When you receive comments on blog posts, does it feel like you have a real 
audience?  
 . If yes, please explain. 
29. How do you know your blog post is reaching an outside audience?  
30. When someone reads your blog post and responds with a comment, how does 
that make you feel? Why? 
31. What kind of writer do you think you are when you receive comments to your 
blog posts?  
Social Media 
32. Do you have access to the internet at home? 
33. How long have you been using the internet? 
34. What access to social media platforms, like YouTube, do you have? 
35. Do you blog at home? 
Other 
36. Since blogging is mostly an option, why do you blog? 
37. Please show me your favorite piece of writing this year. 
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a. Why is it your favorite piece of writing? 
38. Do you prefer to write blogs or to write assignments? Why? 
39. Does blogging help you as a writer? 
 . If so, why? 
40. Do you have any other comments to share about blogging and/or audience?  
41. Do you have any questions for me?  
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Appendix G 
Interview Protocol (For Classroom Teacher) 
Study Title: Student Blogging and Outside Audience: A Study on the Impact of Fifth 
Grade Students’ Motivation to Write 
 
Four Interviewing Skills to Keep in Mind: 
1) Listen carefully to the responses. Let the person you are interviewing know they 
have been heard. Remain focused and attentive throughout the interview. You may 
interject comments like: “Thank you, that was very helpful.” 
2) Ask follow up questions when answers are incomplete. You can say something like: 
“Tell me more about that.” 
3) Watch the behavior of the interviewee. Acknowledge if something seems to have 
upset him/her or if he/she appears uncomfortable during the process. You can offer to 
come back to the question later in the interview, if needed. 
4) Show interest but be neutral. You can acknowledge that there are no right or wrong 
answers and that I want to hear each perspective (Patton, 2015). 
 
Other points to keep in mind: 
 Dress in clothing approachable to students (mirror classroom teacher’s 
clothing). 
 Sit down with classroom teacher, don’t stand over him/her. 
 Speak slowly and clarify wording as needed. 
 
Introductory Script for Classroom Teacher: 
“Hi ______ (classroom teacher’s first name). I’m here to ask you questions about your 
students’ writing and blogging experiences. Please answer my questions to the best of 
your ability and feel free to say ‘pass’ if you do not wish to answer a particular 
question. To help with note-taking, I would like to record our conversations today. 
This interview should not last longer than twenty minutes.” 
 
** Turn the audio recorder on. ** 
 
“Hello again, _________ (classroom teacher’s first name).” 
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Classroom Teacher Interview Questions 
 
1. How do you think your students feel about the blogging they are doing in your 
class? 
2. What do you think are the three best uses of blogs?  
3. Why do your students write blog posts?  
4. How often do your students write blog posts? 
5. How do you think your students feel when they write blog posts?  
6. How do you think your students feel when they publish blog posts?  
7. How do you think your students feel when they receive comments on their 
blog posts?  
6. When someone reads your students blog post and responds with a comment, 
how do you think that makes them feel? 
7. How do you think your students feel about being able to select their own 
subjects to write about? 
8. How do you think your students pick subjects to write about? 
9. What subjects do your students like to write about? 
10. How do you think your students know when their blog posts are done? 
11. How do you think your students know how much to write for their blog posts?  
12. How do you think your students feel about the blog posts they write? 
13. How would you describe your students’ motivation to write?  
14. How does blogging impact your students’ motivation to write? 
15. How does having an outside audience to read their writing impact your 
students’ motivation to write? 
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16. Do your students prefer to write blog posts or to write assignments? 
17. Do you have any other comments about students’ motivation to write via 
blogging?  
18. Which students do you think I should focus on during my observations? Why? 
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Appendix H 
Document Review Form 
 
Collect general themes/anecdotes that add insight towards the research question: To 
what extent, and how, are fifth grade students motivated to write when they are 
provided an outside audience via blogging? 
Constructs  Observations  
Student Blogging  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Outside Audience 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Motivation to Write 
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Appendix I 
Self-Determination Theory Continuum 
Theoretical Framework 
 
 
